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PREFACE. 

CoLEBROOKE, in his account of the PAficharftras or Bhaga- 

vatas,! says that “a passage quoted by Samkara Acharya in 

his Commentary on the Vedanta Sutras (11. 2. 45), seems to 

intimate that the promulgator of the Pajichardtra system was 

Sandilya, who was dissatisfied with the Vedas, not finding 

in them a prompt and sufficient way of supreme excellence 

(para-$reyas) and final beatitude; and therefore he had re- 

course to this Sdstra.”’ This however is not the work trans- 

lated in the following pages, as the doctrines impugned by 

Samkara do not agree with those of the present work; nor 

does it contain the passage quoted by him, or that quoted 

by Govindénanda in his gloss, which declares that one syllable 

of a tantra is superior to the four vedas. Dr. Hall, in a 

note to his edition of Wilson’s translation of the Vishnu 

Purana,’ quotes some lines from NageSabhatta’s gloss (the 

Guruvydkhyd) on Govardhana’s Saptasati, which condemn as 

repugnant to the Veda the doctrines of the P&ichardtras, the 

Bhagavatas, the Bauddhas, the Daigambaras, the Lokayatas, 

etc.; and he adds that these verses are preceded by a de- 

nunciation of Séndilya as heretical. This may very probably 

refer to the supposed author of these aphorisms; but this 

allusion does not carry us very far back, as NageSabhatta 

1 Essays, vol. 1, p. 438. 2 Vol. v. p. 379. 
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was contemporary with Jayasimha, R4ja of Jaipir, who lived 

in the beginning of the eighteenth century.! 

The name Séndilya is found in a well-known passage of 

the Chhéndogya Upanishad (iii. 14), which recurs with a few 

verbal differences in the Satapatha Bréhmana (x. 6. 3); the 

sage is there represented as declaring that the soul within 

us is Brahman. His doctrine is directly referred to in 

Aphorism 31 of the present work, and the Commentary 

quotes the passage from the Chhaéndogya Upanishad. This 

doctrine is called the SAndilya-vidy4 in the VedAnta-sdra, and 
it is there characterised as consisting of devotional meditations 

directed towards Brahman viewed as possessed of qualities 

rather than as the Absolute. The author of these aphorisms 

apparently accepts his view as the true one, and contrasts it 

with those of K4syapa and Badardéyana (cf. Aph. 29-32), the 

former of whom is represented as holding that Brahman is 

other than the individual soul, while the latter holds that 

the soul is nothing but Brahman, its apparent individuality 

being only an illusion. But the Sdndilya-vidy4 after all 

very imperfectly corresponds to the doctrine of the Sdndilya 

sutras, which are properly a Mimémsé of faith (bhakti), as 

distinguished from the purva-mtmdmsd which treats of cere- 

monial works, and the uftara-mimdmsd which treats of know- 

ledge. Their peculiar tenet is that liberation can only be 

produced by faith. The mundane existence of the individual 

soul has arisen from the want of faith, not from the want 

of knowledge; and faith alone can abolish it. Faith effects 

this by abolishing the internal organ, which is associated 

with the soul and disguises its real nature. Knowledge is 

only useful inasmuch as it removes the mind’s foulness, 

1 Hall’s Preface to his edition of the Sdikhyasdra, p. 37 note. 
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which consists of unbelief; it thus leads to faith, and 

this to liberation. Samkara’s view of knowledge is clearly 

expressed in the following passage of his Commentary on 

the Swet&Swatara Upanishad, which will serve to bring the 

two views into sharp contrast. “When men, disregarding 

the fruit, perform works only for the sake of Féwara, these 

works become indirectly a means to liberation, as being a 

means for producing that purity of the internal organ which 

is a means to knowledge, which is the means to liberation.””! 

The Badarayana mentioned above is of course the author 

of the Veddnta sitras, but I am not certain about Kasyapa. 

There is no celebrated Vedantist teacher of that name; and 

it is therefore probably intended as an allusion to Kandda’s 

school. Kanada is so called in the Trikdndagesha and in 

Samkaramiéra’s Upaskdra, pp. 160, 161; and the Vaiéeshika 
school, like the Nyaya, generally holds that individual souls 

are infinite in number and distinct from the Supreme 

Being.2 The doctrine itself, if taken as a branch of the 

Vedénta, very much resembles that of RAéméanuja, who 

flourished in the first half of the twelfth century; but, 

though I know of no positive grounds for assigning to 

these Aphorisms an earlier date than the thirteenth century, 

I should certainly be inclined to allow them a somewhat 

higher antiquity. 

Still the absence of all direct allusion to these Aphorisms 

in medieval Hindu writers proves that they must be com- 

paratively modern. They are the work of some anonymous 

teacher, who ascribed his doctrine to the ancient rishi Sandilya, 

" Sat पुनः फलनिरपेत्षमी राधं कमानृतिष्टन्ति तदा मोचसाधनन्ना- 
नसाधनान्तःकरणगच्धिसाधनपारंपर्चेण ATTA भवति । (Bibl. Indica 
edit. p. 264.) 

3 Cf. the Commentaries on the Vaiseshika Sdtras, ii. 1. 18 and iii. 2. 19, 20. 
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partly because he wished to conceal its modern origin under 

a name belonging to Vedic times, and also because the 

Séndilya-vidyd supplied a convenient vantage-ground for his 

main doctrine of the necessity of faith. He bases his doctrine 

on the Bhagavad-git4, which he mentions by name in Aph. 

83, and evidently quotes in Aph. 84; he applies to it the 

word sabda in Aph. 22, and the later commentator does not 

hesitate in several places to call it $ruté. 

The original text of the Aphorisms, with SwapneSwara’s 

Commentary,! was edited by Dr. Ballantyne in 1861 in the 

Bibliotheca Indica. He had intended also to publish a trans- 

lation, but this project was never carried into effect. Just 

before he left India, he had a fragment of his intended 

translation set up in type, containing the greater part of 

the first four pages; but it was never revised nor struck 

off. I have borrowed some of his phrases and notes in the 

commencement of the present translation; and I have also 

found assistance from some of the notes written in his MS. 

of the text now in the India Office Library (No. 8) in London. 

These notes end abruptly at Aphorism 31. 

I have endeavoured to make my translation as faithful as 

I could; but I have not hesitated to insert between brackets 

those missing links which Hindu writers so often presuppose 

that their readers will supply, and which are generally in- 

` 1 Swapnesywara was a native of Bengal (Gauda), and he quotes the Gauda recen- 
sion of the S’akuntal4 in his commentary on Aph. 6; but I know nothing as to his 
date. There isa MS. in the Calcutta Sanskrit College Library of another Commentary 
by Bhavadeva, which must be considerably posterior to that by Swapnesgwara, as it 
not unfrequently takes a line of his commentary and treats it as an original aphorism, 
just as we sometimes find the modern Ny4éya writers do with regard to the ancient 
commentaries on the Nyfya 8498 (see Colebrooke, Essays, vol. 1. p. 283). Thus in 
p- 71, 1. 6, he takes as a 80778 the passage tasya bhagavattosharoshartipasydps layah 
kdldt pralayasdmagrito vd. He also omits certain sitras, treating them as part of 
the original Commentary. 
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dispensable to the correct understanding of the argument. 

I am too deeply sensible of the difficulties of Hindu philo- 

sophy to hope that I have always caught my author’s meaning. 

Hindu philosophy, like Aristotle’s works, has everywhere 

pitfalls for the unsuspecting reader, often hidden under some 

‘apparently simple expression; and I have no doubt fallen 

into some of these unawares. My translation would certainly 

have been better, if I had been still residing in India and 

had been able to consult, as I used to do, the Pandits of the 

Calcutta Sanskrit College. I would here, however, gratefully 

acknowledge the considerable assistance which I have received 

in many difficulties, more especially in the third Chapter, from 

my old friend and teacher Pandit Mahesa Chandra Nydya- 

ratna. He kindly sent me by letter explanations in Sanskrit 

of several passages which puzzled me; and some of these 

I have translated at length in the notes to my translation. 

‘He also sent me many various readings from a good MS. 

in the Sanskrit College Library, some of which have been 

of great use for correcting the printed text.' 

One of the chief points of interest in the Séndilya sttras 

is their relation to the history of the Hindu doctrine of 

faith (bhakti). This doctrine, originally propounded in the 

Bhagavad-gité and subsequently developed in the Puranas ` 

and especially in the Bhdgavata, has become a widely spread 

tenet of medigval and modern Hinduism; and the Sdndilya 

sutras are no doubt one of the many offshoots of the theory. 

The date and history of its origin in India are at present un- 

known, and, in the general absence of historical data in Hindu 

literature, we may well fear that they will always remain so. 

1 I have also used a thin paper transcript of the MS. in the Bodleian Library, 
lent to me by Professor Max Miiller. 
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Dr. Lorinser, Prof. Lassen, and Prof. Weber have maintained 

that the doctrine of bhakti arose in India as a more or less 

direct reflexion of Christian ideas; but strong objections have 

been urged by Dr. Muir, in the preface to his ^^ Religious and 

Moral Sentiments from Sanskrit Writers,’ and by Pandit 

Kasinéth Trimbak Telang in the preface to his excellent trans- 

lation of the Bhagavad-gité. I cannot pretend to speak posi- 

tively on the controversy ; I would only confess to a somewhat 

hesitating inclination towards Prof. Weber’s moderate opinions 

on the question. The idea expressed by the phrase mrucrevew eis 

Tov @eov is peculiarly associated with Christianity ; and bhakti, 

as distinguished from the older sraddhd, appears, so far as 

we can trace it, to have risen suddenly on the Hindu horizon ; 

but it is possible that it may have been, like so many other 

great conceptions, a natural product of the isolated activity of 

the Hindu mind. Anyhow, it is deeply interesting to trace 

the parallel; for the reader can hardly find a more striking 

commentary on Séndilya’s bhakti than those words of Augus 

tine, whether we view their likeness or their difference, 

‘quid est credere in Deum? credendo amare, credendo diligere, 

credendo in eum ire, et ejus membris incorporari.”’ 

EK. B. COWELL. 
CaMBRIDGE, Aug. 10, 1878. 



THE APHORISMS OF SANDILYA. 

FIRST CHAPTER. 

VICTORIOUS IS THE SUPREME LORD. 

A coMMENTARY on the hundred Aphorisms of S4ndilya is now 
uttered by Pandit Swapneswara, in reliance on the supreme 

deity ; great is the marvel of the wine of Govinda’s two feet, 

which whoso drinks does not become bewildered, while those 

who drink not do! 
It will be declared hereafter that Liberation is the soul’s 

reaching the state of Brahman. And as souls are absolutely 

identical with Brahman, their mundane condition is not natural 

to them, but is caused by their disguiser, the internal organ, 

which consists of the three qualities; just as is the case with 
the redness of such a thing as the [colourless] crystal, pro- 

duced. by the proximity of such a thing as a China rose. 

And this mundane condition, just because it is due to a 
disguiser, is not to be removed by knowledge, but by the 

destruction of (1) the disguiser or (2) the disguised, one or 

other, or else (3) by the destruction of the connexion between 

them; for not even by the most skilful looking is there 
cessation of the erroneous perception of redness in the crystal, 

so long as there is contact with the disguiser [the China 

rose near it]. Now in the present case [when we discuss our 

threefold alternative] the destruction of soul is impossible, be- 

cause the manifestation of all being depends on its existence ; 

nor, again, can the connexion between the two be destroyed, 

1 
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because that is nothing else than the nature of them both [soul 

being all-pervading and therefore of course in conjunction with 

the internal organ as well as everything else]. Consequently 

by exhaustion the third alternative only is left, viz. that the 

cessation of the error can only arise from the destruction of 

the disguiser, and not [as Sankara Ach4rya and his followers 

hold] from the knowledge of soul. And for the destruction 

of the disguiser another cause [than that suggested by San- 

kara] is to be sought; and this is devotion to the Lord, 

which, as being something supramundane, is established by 

the Veda and authoritative tradition [and not by the ordinary 

processes of perception and inference ]. 
And so in the Bhagavad Gita (ch. xiv.) the adorable Krishna 

himself declares that faith in himself is the cause of liberation, 

which is defined as the attainment of divine beatitude through 
the dissolution of the internal organ, which consists of the three 
qualities; this he declares, beginning [8]. 6], 

“Of these ‘Goodness,’ by reason of its purity, is illumining 

and healthful; it binds, O sinless one, [the soul which in itself 

consists of uncaused bliss and unspecialised knowledge] by 

association with happiness [not intrinsic but occasioned by 

motives] and by association with knowledge [such as is not 

absolute and objectless thought, but is associated with objects]. 

Know that ‘foulness,’ consisting of desire, arises from asso- 

ciation with a thirst; this, O son of Kunti, binds the embodied 

soul by association with action [giving rise to merit and 

demerit,—obstacles alike to liberation]. But know that ‘dark- 

ness’ is born of ignorance, and is the bewilderer of all the em- 

bodied ones; it, O Bharata, binds by carelessness, inertia and 

sleep;’”’! and winding up with [8]. 26], 
“And whoso worships me unwavering, with the devotion 

of faith, he, having passed beyond these qualities, becomes 

worthy of existing as Brahman.” 

1 The translation of this extract is chiefly borrowed from Ballantyne. 
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And this does not imply that the knowledge of the soul is 

useless, for knowledge is an auxiliary to devotion [or faith], 

by washing away the filth of unbelief; but knowledge cannot 

abolish the imposition of the property [४.५. personality] belong- 

ing to the disguiser, the internal organ, which is in direct 

connexion with the soul [any more than the knowledge that 

he has jaundice will prevent a man’s seeing a white shell as 

yellow]. Hence this is clearly declared in such passages 88 ` 

that [in the Gita, ch. xiv. 19], 

‘When he knows what is beyond the qualities! he attains 

my state,” 

and again [iv. 41], 

“He who by knowledge has cut away all doubt.” 
And the soul’s mundane condition is not [as the Veddéntins 

say | caused: by ignorance, so that its removal could be likewise 

said to be effectible by knowledge, because there is no proof 

thereof ; and also because in the absence of the proper cause, 

particles of silver, it is impossible that silver should arise from 

a shell mistaken for it, [and so too this actual world cannot be 
produced, as they hold, from ignorance, which they declare to 

be itself unreal]. And moreover, the text, “how, O gentle 

youth, could it thus be that Being should be produced from 

Non-being ” (Chhandogya Upan. vi. 2), which establishes the 

existence of the cause as inferred from the existence of the 

effect, declares the positive reality of the world; and especially 

do such texts as that (Ibid. 771. 14) “whose will is true,” 

etc., declare the reality of the Supreme Lord’s creation. Nor 

has the venerable Badaréyana asserted in any Sitra that the 

world was produced from Ignorance; on the contrary, by 

rejecting the doctrine of a dream creation, he has asserted 
the reality of the waking world. Nor was this rejection 

only employed exoterically as an illustration, for there is no 
proof for such an assumption. 

1 ५८ ४.८. what underlies the phenomenal.’ — Ballantyne. 
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But the theory [which Ved4ntins allege] that existence, 

thought and joy are essential [and constitute soul] is not 

tenable. Joy, etc., are not directly modifications of soul,! 

—for they are perceived as reflected in soul, just as pale- 

ness is, [88 when a man says ‘I am pale,’ akam gaurah, 

where the paleness does not really belong to soul but to 

body, and is reflected on soul]. It is simplest to suppose 

that the perception of joy, etc., is through an instrument [?.e. 

the internal organ], because perception is an action [which 

implies an instrument]; and therefore joy, etc., are instru- 

mentally produced by interpenetration,? just as sound is pro- 

duced by the auricular organ.’ ([Joy, etc., thus interpenetrate 

the mind as a quality its substance, and are only reflected 

on 80]. ] Others [as the followers of the Nydya] hold that 

joy, etc., reside by interpenetration in their instrument the 

mind, because joy, etc., are qualities apprehensible by an 

uncreated organ [as they hold the mind to be], just as sound 

is apprehensible by an uncreated organ [because consisting 

of the uncreated ether]. On either view the illustration drawn 

from sound will equally hold, because joy on the one hand 

and sound on the other are equally qualities apprehensible by 

an intangible organ [mind and the auricular organ being alike 

intangible]. But the proof of the reality of soul is found in 

the fact that it reveals all existence [for if there were no seer 

or knower, nothing could be seen or known]. All this will be 

made clear in the second portion of the third Chapter. 

Therefore, since there is a wish‘ to make a full discussion 

1 ५५.48 a waxen cube might be one modification of a piece of wax, and a sphere 
might be another modification of numerically the same piece of wax, when that same 
cube has been rolled into a ball.”— Ballantyne, note. 

3 They exist in the mind by interpenetration (or intimate relation) as qualities or 
affections, not in the soul by identity as essential constituents. In the comm. on 
Aph. 99 they are called the modifications of the internal organ. 

$ «The auricular organ is that portion of the indivisible ether walled off within the 
fleshly ear (as a portion of indivisible space is walled off within the limits of a jar).” 
— Ballantyne. 

4 The Sanskrit Coll. MS. reads vidhttsd for vivitsd. 
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of the nature of Faith (bsakt?), inasmuch as it is the cause of 

the attainment of man’s highest end, just as there was for 
the same supposed reason, in the Pirva 11181088, a wish to 

make a full discussion of the nature of duty (dharma), we 

have the following propounded as the first aphorism. 

Now then there is a wish to know faith. (1). 

The word ‘now’ (atha) indicates the commencement of the 

discussion,—it does not [as at the opening of Jaimini’s apho- 

risms| indicate subsequence.' For there is here no necessary 

subsequence to any preliminary study of the Veda, since it 

will be hereafter declared that even men of degraded castes 

are competent to enter upon the present inquiry. Nor does 

the word ‘now’ imply [as in the Ved4nta aphorisms®] a subse- 
quence to a previous acquirement of tranquillity, etc. [as a 

necessary preliminary|; because it is simply the desire of 

liberation which makes any one competent to engage in this 

inquiry into the nature of Faith. Thus there is the following 

passage in the Swet4swatara Upanishad (vi. 18), 

“To Him who at the beginning created Brahma, and who 

gave the Vedas to him,—to him the God who reveals the know- 

ledge of himself, do I, desirous of liberation, fly for refuge.” 

Nor again is the word ‘now’ intended to imply a benediction 

[88 in the Yoga aphorisms,®| [at the commencement of a new 

work], for its mere utterance [without any reference to its 

actual meaning] has this auspicious benedictive power. There- 

fore its true meaning is that the inquiry into the nature of 

faith is to be entered upon by him who desires liberation, 

1 Thus the Commentator on Jaimini’s first Aphorism explains the atha there as 
‘‘now, ४.९. after studying the Veda while residing in the family of the teacher.” 

2 Thus the Commentator on the first Vedanta aphorism, says, “here the word 
now means ‘subsequently to the student’s attainment of the four requisites,’ ४.८९. a 
perception of the distinction between the eternal and the transient, a scorn of the 
transient enjoyments of this world or the next, the possession of tranquillity, self- 
restraint, etc., and the desire of liberation.”’ 

3 Thus the Commentator on the first Yoga Aphorism says, “the word now 
implies the commencement of a new topic and it also serves as a benediction,” 
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The phrase in the aphorism ‘a wish to know’ implies ‘inquiry.’ 

Although ‘faith’ which is ‘an affection fixed on God’ is not 

something to be effected by works like the ‘duty’ and con- 

sequent ‘merit’ [which are the great topic of the Pirva Mi- 
mémséa ], nor something to be known like Brahman [whose know- 
ledge is set forth as the great end of the Vedanta}; yet even 

when faith has been perfected by its proper antecedents, viz. 

good works, mundane and inferior devotion, etc., it is still liable 

to be destroyed by the weight of such false objections as ‘this 

is not faith,’ ‘this does not lead to supreme bliss,’ ‘this aims not 

at the highest object,’—as a wife’s faith in her husband [by 

unfounded calumnies]. Hence the word ‘then’ in the apho- 

rism implies that a thorough discussion is favourable to faith 

just because it helps to abolish these wrong views. ‘ Because 
` the abolition of false objections is to be expected from it, 

therefore is there a wish to know the nature of faith,’—this 

is the full meaning of the Aphorism. Hence we read [in 

Prahléda’s prayer to Vishnu in the Vishnu-puréna, I. xx. 16], 

“In whatever thousands of births I may have to pass, O Lord, 

through them all may my faith in thee, Achyuta, never be 

shaken ;”! this very prayer that his faith may remain unshaken 
implies that he expects that the inevitable attempts to shake 

it will be counteracted. And therefore the discussion of faith 

is only so far fruitful as it is ancillary to faith which itself 
bears the fruit [in the form of the summum bonum ]. 

But it is objected that faith is no proper subject for dis- 

cussion, because it cannot enter within the range of the ordi- 

nary understanding, as it does not assume any practical form 
belonging to daily life,—the author therefore propounds its 
characteristic [or definition] in the following aphorism : 

In its highest form tt is an affection fixed on God (Igwara). (2). 

In the words ‘In its highest form it,’ we have the subject; 

1 The reading achald for achyutd is clearly wrong,—it destroys the play of words 
on which the force of the original partly depends 
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the rest of the sentence is the predicate. The words ‘in its 
highest form’ are added to exclude the lower forms [which will 

be described hereafter]. The words ‘on God’ have reference 
to the proper topic of the present work. ‘It,’ Faith, is thus 

generally an affection, the object of which is a being who is to 

be propitiated (or worshipped) ;! but here in this treatise it 18 a 

particular affection of the internal organ having the Supreme 

Being as its object, and its special character is easily known 

by examining worldly affection, etc. As it has been said by 
Prahlada, who possessed this highest faith in Vishnu (Vishnu 

Pur. I. xx. 17), 

‘May a passion as fixed as that which the unreflecting feel 
for worldly objects, never depart from my heart ever remem- 

bering thee.”’ 

_ In this verse by the word ‘passion’ (priti) an affection is 
meant, inseparably connected with happiness. Otherwise, if 

priti were taken in its other meaning of ‘pleasure,’ the locative 
case of ‘object’ would be inappropriate, as the idea of object 
is foreign to that of pleasure [for we can speak of the 

‘subject’ and ‘cause’ of pleasure, but not properly of its 

‘object’]; and the same objection would hold if priti were 

taken to mean the perception of pleasure, for as that perception 

would have the pleasure as its object, you could not properly 

talk of the object of an object. Therefore we have taken as 
our definition the notion of an affection, together with its 
proper object. Nor need it be suggested that the meaning 

of the aphorism is ‘a pleasure produced by its object,’ for 

the grammarians lay down no rules for a locative as the case 

of the producing thing. And again, as the passage before 

quoted, ‘let my faith in thee, Achyuta, never be shaken,’ 

proves that God is the object of faith, the same thing must 
be meant here by the word priti, as the two words (bhakti and 

priti) both form one continuous sentence. The distinction 

1 Arddhyavishayakardgatwam. . 
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between the two passages is that in the first we have the petition 

for faith in each successive birth, in the second we have the 

petition that this faith, under the example of an affection for 

a worldly object, might be always preserved. And we must 

anyhow bring in the idea of ‘affection,’ as without affection 

you cannot have the pleasure produced by an object. And 

to the same purport 18 Patanjali’s aphorism (Yoga Sitras 1. 7), 

“ Affection [or ‘desire,’ rdga] is what dwells on pleasure.” 
This affection it is which is the essence of faith, as will be 

seen by its being found accompanying all the characteristic 
marks which will be mentioned hereafter [see Aphor. 43, 44], 

and it is also proved to be so by its being the simplest ex- 

planation. Faith could not be described as partly consisting 

of remembrance and partly of celebrating with hymns, etc. ; 

because it would not always be found associated with these;! 

nor again could it consist in the mere knowledge of God, 
because this might be found even in those who hated him. 

Nor again can it be defined as the knowing God as an object 
to be propitiated [or worshipped]; for faith is not always 

found present in [these outward acts of] praise, homage and 

other acts of worship; and again we should then have to use 

the expressions ‘he is full of faith,’ ‘he is full of affection,’ 

even in reference to one who by compulsion or through fear 
had the idea that God is to be propitiated with praise, etc. 

If you say that we should define faith as ‘the knowledge of 

God as the proper object of worship, accompanied by affection, 

etc.,’ let us rather say that it is simply an affection (as our 
Aphorism declares) ; and so in the Bhagavad Gita (x. 9), 

‘Those whose thoughts are on me, whose spirits are fixed 

on me, admonishing one another and always speaking of me, 

are contented and glad. To these who are ever devoted to 

me and serve me with affection, I give that devotion of mind 

by which they attain to me.” 

1 Ananugamdt might be taken as used similarly to the anugamdt of Vedénta 
Sut. i. i. 28, ‘ because they would not be always found to apply.’ 
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Here we have described the faithful devotedness of those 
whose thoughts and spirits are fixed on Him, but not of those 

who merely know Him as the proper object of worship. And 

hence we read in the Smriti! that even the [ignorant] milk- 

maids obtained liberation as the fruit of their faith, because 

their affection was excited by the sight of Krishna’s lovely 
form. The preposition anu (in anurakti) is not a mere affix 

whose separate meaning is merged in the definition, but it is 
used here to show that the affection arises after (anu) the know- 

ledge of the greatness and other attributes of the Adorable One. 

“Tf this were so, should we not have to grant that this faith of 

ours has also the nature of the affection felt towards a father ?”’ 

We reply, No, because only the world [and not any particular 

individual] is identical with the Supreme as being His off- 

spring [cf. the Vedic passage, where the father addresses his 

son, ‘thou art myself under the name of a son’]. “Ought — 

we not to add, to make our definition complete, that true faith 

has for its object the Supreme unmodified by any assumption 
of inferior form?” But this would not include the case of 
the milkmaids, etc., who had faith in God as conditioned by 

an external manifestation. Well then, let faith be an affection 

having as its object the Soul unconditioned by its disguise, 

intellect (duddhi). Thus faith towards an object conditioned 

by an external manifestation and faith in the infinite Supreme 
will be equally included. 

From the promise of immortality to him who abides in Him. (8). 

‘To him who abides’—+.e. has faith—‘in Him,’ ६.९. God,— 

immortality is promised as the reward in the Chhandogya 

Upanishad (1. 23. 2)—‘“he who abides? in Brahman goes to 

immortality.” Therefore any possible indifference to knowing 

Him, either on the ground of its having no fruit, or only an 

inferior fruit, is excluded. 

1 Vishnu Pur. v. 13. 
2 S‘ankara explains brahmasamstha as brahmani samyag-avasthitahk. 
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If you say, tt is knowledge,—no, because the knowledge of one who 

hates Him is not an abiding in Him. (4). 

“But does not the term ‘abiding in Brahman’ (brahma- 
samstha) wmply only the knowledge of Brahman, and not faith 

in him; and so knowledge alone has the fruit of immortality 
annexed to itP” This objection however has no weight, as 
the term ‘abiding in him’ must mean faith and not mere 

knowledge, from the fact that we never use such a phrase as 

‘abiding’ in reference to one who hates the object, however 

much knowledge of it he may possess. Thus for instance the 

ministers, friends, etc., who are devoted to a king, may be 

fitly described as abiding in him, but not his rival kings. 
We must here bear in mind the well-known principle that 

the determination of the Vedic sense of a word is just like 

that of the secular sense. Hence in the legend of Chirakarika 

(Mah&bh. Séntiparva, 9526), in the lines, 

“During that time having reflected on that failure of samsthd 

in his wife, 

The sage spoke thus distressed, shedding tears in his 

sorrow, ’’! 

the phrase paint-samsthd-vyatikrama means a failure of devotion 

in the wife towards her husband; hence the word samsthd is 

really a synonym for faith (or devotion, bhakti). And so too 
the same meaning is to be concluded with regard to the apho- 

rism of Badardyana (Ved. 8. i. 7), “Because Liberation is de- 

` clared of one who abides in Him”? (¢an-nishthasya). 

And from its inferiority thereto. (5).. 

Because knowledge fails before faith, as a means to libera- 

tion. The ‘and’ of the aphorism is intended to show that this 

1 This refers to a curious legend of Gautama’s dilatory son, Chirakfrika. The 
sage one day offended with his wife had gone to the forest, leaving an order that his 
son should kill her in his absence. The son however deliberates so long on the pros 
and cons of the command that his father has time to grow cool and returns to 
countermand it. 
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reason is additional to that given before. Thus it is said in 
the Gité (vu. 23), 

‘‘They who worship the gods go to the gods, those who are 

devoted to me go likewise to me,”’ 

and so in other passages. Thus too Krishna’s speech to 

Prahlada (Vishnu Pur. I. xx. 20), | 

८.48 thy mind filled with faith in me wavers not, 
So thou, by my favour, shalt even go to Nirvana.” 

“But is it not said in the Swet4swatara Upanishad, ‘having 
known Him, a man goes beyond death,—there is no other path 

for going thither’? Liberation is thus declared in the Sruti to 

be the fruit of knowing, and therefore, if the passage of Smriti 

seems to contradict it, it must be interpreted in a different 

sense from the obvious one.” We reply, No, for even here 

‘its inferiority thereto’ is allowed. For the word ‘ beyond- 
death’ (atimrityu) is not conventionally used in the sense of 

‘liberation,’ but rather for that which must be present as the 

indispensable condition in order that one may pass beyond 

death ; and so it should rather express that faith whereby there 

is & passage beyond death; [since we take it as one word ati- 
mrityum rather than as two ati mrityum] in accordance with the 

well-known grammatical paribhdsha on Pn. ii. 3. 19, which en- 

joins that the meaning produced by a case-affix (kdraka) is of 
superior force to one produced by assuming a complementary 

construction.! We 8180 see that faith does produce this passing 

beyond death from such lines as those of the Git (xii. 7), 

“To those, O prince, whose hearts are fixed on me, 

I shall ere long be the deliverer from the sea of the world 
and death.” 

There is also a text to the same effect in the Veda (Rig V. 

_ vii. 59. 127), “We worship Tryambaka, of grateful fragance, 

1 ४,८. it is better to take atimyityum as one word governed as an accusative case 
(kaéraka) by the verb रा, than to take mritywm as governed by the preposition att 
and therefore forming a complementary part of the sentence, and only in indirect 
connexion with the verb, cf. Pan. ii. 3. 19. 

2 It is also quoted in Taitt. Samh. . 8. 6. 
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the augmenter of prosperity; like the cucumber from its 
stalk, may I be delivered from death, but not from immor- 

tality.” Here ‘worship’ (yajana) means ‘faith’ (bhakti), 

since the kalpa so explains it.! Nor is it any real objection 
to our interpretation that the word bhakti does not occur in 

the text of the hymn, because this equally applies to ‘libera- 

tion’ [which is not found directly mentioned in it either]. 
Consequently we learn from the eternal Veda itself the in- 

feriority of knowledge. 

But it may be still asked “‘why should faith be defined 

as a form of affection?” To meet this, the author replies, 

It is an affection from its being the opposite of hatred and from the 

Vedie expression ‘taste.’ (6). 

Faith (or devotion) deserves to be called an affection, becatise 

it is the opposite of hatred. In secular language the terms ‘he 

hates,’ ‘he is devoted,’ are applied to persons whose dispositions 

are mutually opposed; and amongst men the opposite of hatred 

is universally acknowledged to be affection, not knowledge. 
And so in the Vishnu Purana (IV. xv. 12), having first described 

Sigupéla’s uninterrupted hatred for Krishna, the Puréna goes 

on to say, “ This divine Vishnu, if named or called to recollec- 
tion even with uninterrupted hatred, confers a reward which 

is hard to be obtained by all gods and demons; how much 

more will he reward them who possess perfect faith?’ So 

too we read in Atri’s Smriti, “Remembering Krishna even 

with hatred, Sisupéla, the son of Damaghosha, went to heaven; 

how much more one who is wholly intent upon him?” where 

we also find faith represented as the proper opposite of hatred. 

And so too we read in the Git (xvi. 18), 

“Those detractors who hate me [present] in their own and 
others’ bodies, 

1 Apastamba’s kalpa directs that the priests, as they recite these words, are to toss 
the baked flour cakes into the air, and to wish aloud to receive them from Bhaga, the 
deity who presides over good fortune (see Taitt, Samh. vol. ii. p. 88). Swapnes'wara 
seems to connect dhaga with bhakti. 
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Those fierce haters, the vilest of men in their mortal lives, 

I continually throw, wicked as they are, into the wombs of 

demon mothers. 

Born in a demon womb, deluded from birth to birth, 

And never finding me, O son of Kunti, they go thence the 

lowest road.” 

And as the opposite of this state of mind, it is right that 
faith should be described (as in Sut. 2) as an affection whose 

object is God. 
Again, from the passage in the Taittiriya Upanishad (ii. 7), 

‘having obtained the taste, he becomes full of joy,” a ‘taste’ 

whose object is Brahman is understood to be the cause of 
liberation which is the manifestation of the joy of Brahman. 
Now this ‘taste’ is the same as ‘affection,’ as is clear from the 

line in the Gité (ii. 59), 

“Taste itself retires, having seen his supreme indifference 
to taste ;’’! 

where taste means affection for worldly objects. In accordance 
with this we find the very word anurdga used for ‘faith’ in 

the Vishnu Puréna (IV. iv. 4), where, after describing the 

ascent to heaven of Rama, Lakshmana and others, it proceeds 

to say, “the people also of the city of Kosala who had a 

fervent affection (anurdginah) for those incarnate portions of 

the supreme Vishnu,—having their minds fixed thereon, ob- 

tained possession of the same world with them.” Therefore 

we conclude that not knowledge, but ‘faith’ in the form of 

affection has supreme bliss as its fruit. 

“But is it wot wrong to take opposition to hatred as the 
characteristic mark of affection, because this will equally apply 

1 I have followed Schlegel in his translation of this line, as the author of the 
Commentary seems to have explained it in some such way, or he would have hardly 
quoted it alone without the preceding line. The Commentators on the Bhagavad 
Gita all take rasavarjam as for rasam varjayitwd. “In the case of the embodied 
soul which forbears to grasp (as in fasting), the different external objects retire, leaving 
only desire behind; but desire itself retires, when it beholds the Supreme Soul in him 
(the wise man).” 
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to indifference and thus include too much?” We reply that 
the proper effect of hatred is a cessation [from all acts of 
kindness, etc.], and the true opposite of this frame of mind 

must be a state of action [which would not apply to in- 
difference]; and we see this action in the earnest following 

of the devoted after the object of their devotion, while in the 

case of those who have the opposite feeling we find an entire 

cessation from this following. Hence the phrase ‘the opposite 

of hatred’ is used in the Aphorism, with an eye to this oppo- 

sition between them as manifested by their respective effects. 

The argument (when drawn out in the full technical form’) 

will be as follows: Faith must be an affection directed to a par- 

ticular object—from the fact of its being a particular quality 
of the soul, which is different from any merely selfish feeling 
as to that object being the means of attaining one’s own in- 

terest, and which yet produces as its effect a following of the 

object, etc.; whatever is not so, is not so [7.e. whatever is not 
an affection will not have the two subjoined characteristics], as, 
for instance, hatred. And another ground of our definition is 
found in the fact that we see with the increase of the affection 

& correspondent increase in the following of the object, etc. 
And again, we may put it in this form; whoever is devoted 
to a certain object, (the absence of indifference being clearly 
understood) in him resides that particular quality which we 

call ‘faith’ [or ‘devotion,’ |—a quality which must be the 
opposite of hatred and tend to produce a following of the 
object, from the fact that it 1s a special quality of the soul 
producing this following; just as is seen in the parallel 
case where there is the feeling that such and such an object 
will be a means of obtaining one’s own interest.2 Thus we 

conclude that it is an affection, and at the same time show that 

1 For this form of the syllogism, see my note, Colebrooke’s Essays, vol. i. p. 315. 
What follows is only to repeat 11. 1-10 in a technical form. 

2 This is interesting as an instance of Mill’s Method of Concomitant Variations. 
` ॐ This feeling is also the opposite of hatred and tends to produce a following of 
the object from the same reason. - 
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it is different from the feeling of promoting one’s own interest 
[as this latter feeling can be itself used as an illustration of 

the working of faith, and therefore of course cannot be 
identical with it]. And again, the argument @ fortiori ‘how 
much more 80, in the case of the devoted?’ only holds good 

with regard to a quality opposite to hatred, as in the Gité 
(ix. 82), “They who fly to me for refuge, even though born 
in mean births, [obtain salvation ; | how much more then holy 

Bréhmans and pious royal sages?” So by that previously- 

quoted passage in the Gité (xvi. 18), where Krishna says that 

he throws into demon births those who hate him, he shows that 

as hatred is the cause of transmigration and worldly existence, 
so its opposite, an affection directed towards the Supreme 

Being, in the form of ‘faith,’ causes the abolition of all worldly 

existence by destroying [the internal organ which is] the dis- 

guise of the soul. This is expressly declared in that line, 

“Never finding me, 0 son of Kunti, they go thence the 
lowest road.” 

From the expression ‘and’ in the Aphorism we infer that 
faith is also an affection, because it possesses the character- 

istic signs of earthly affection, such as horripilation, etc. Thus 

there is a well-known passage in the Sakuntal& (Act iii.'), where 
the king says, 

' “She reveals her affection for me by her cheek with its down 
erect.” 

But if faith were a different quality of the soul, there would 
be a needless complication in having to assume a special set of 

characteristic signs for it [which in themselves were not new]. 
Some authors hold that Affection is a species of ‘wish’ 

as it also arises from the knowledge of the fact that its object 
will produce a desired end, as is the case in sacrifice, etc. But 

we hold that ‘affection’ is distinct from ‘wish,’ just as hatred 

is, and this we infer from the facts of consciousness, as we can 

1 This is quoted from the Bengali recension. 
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feel, ‘I love, I have an affection for, and yet I do not wish 

for,’—since ‘wish’ refers only to what one has not attained, but 
affection refers equally to what is attained and what is not; 
and indeed 1६ would only be a useless complication, to en- 
deavour to show that it is always to be defined as a wish. 
This is a summary of what can be said on the subject; and we 
therefore consider that our definition has been now established 

to be correct. 

“But is not faith an action? and an action is not com- 

petent to produce supreme bliss, according to such passages in 

Sruti as that [in the Taittirilya Aranyaka, x. 10. 21] ‘not by 
work, nor offspring, nor wealth, but by abandonment of all 
these have some attained to immortality.’” 

The author proceeds to refute this doubt in the next apho- 

rism. । 

It is not an action, for, like knowledge, it does not depend on 

effort. (7). 

This faith cannot properly be an action, because it does 
not follow an effort of will.1 Whatever does not follow an 

effort of will, is not an action, as for instance knowledge; for 

knowledge depends on the presence of the proper evidence, 

and a man cannot, at his pleasure, produce it or not, or alter 

it. And so too with faith. The affection felt by its subject 

towards a beautiful woman, children, etc., cannot be produced ` 

in its different manifestations by the man’s own exertions 

alone; but in the case of the devotion which we speak of, it 

depends on the man’s good deeds in former births, inferior de- 

votion,’” ete. 

Hence indeed is the endlessness of tts fruit. (8). 

Since faith is not an action, its fruit, beatitude, is rightly 

1 There is an important technical gloka current among the Pandits, Jndna-janyd 
bhaved ichchhd, ichchhd-janyd bhavet kritih, kriti-janyd bhavech-cheshtd, cheshtd- 
jJanyd bhavet kriyd. Kriti here means yatna ‘volition.’ ‘ From knowledge arises 
desire (SodAnois), from desire volition (xpeafpeots), from volition conscious exertion 
of the muscles (Spegs), and from this action.” 

2 For this, 866 infra, Aph. 56, etc. 
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held to be endless. If it were an action, even immortality 

[which the Chhéndogya Upanishad promises as its reward, 
see Aph. 3] would have to come to an end, in accordance with 
that text of the same Upanishad (viii. 1. 6), “Just as here the 

world gained by work perishes, so too hereafter the world 

gained by merit perishes.” 

And from the use of the word ‘worship’ (prapatti) in the case of 

one who has knowledge, fatth is not knowledge, as in other cases 

where ‘worship’ is used. (9). 

Krishna says in the Gita (vii. 19), 

“After many births he who has knowledge worships me ; 
One who knows that Vasudeva is all,—such a great-souled 

one is hard to be found.” 

This ‘worship’! is spoken of as pertaining to one who has 

knowledge; and this would be unsuitable, if faith were the 
cause of knowledge [and not rather, as we hold, its conse- 
quence]; as we see also in other cases where the same word 

‘worship’ is similarly used. Thus immediately after the 
passage just quoted from the 61४६, we read 

“Having their knowledge carried away by various desires, 
they worship other deities.” 

By this passage, which is meant to blame the worship of other 
deities, the worship of the Supreme is indirectly praised.2? By 

this word ‘worship’ faith towards the deities is really meant and 

not the knowledge of them; for this 1s the only sense of the 

word which we can recognize as used in both cases. From the 

use of the word ‘and’ in the Aphorism, we infer that the 

mention, in the Gita, of faith [zmplied in ‘ worship’ | as subse- 

quent to knowledge, is another reason for faith not being the 
same as knowledge. Thus we read in the Gitd (xv. 19), 

1 The Comm. on Bh. G. explains prapadyate here as bhajati; prapatts therefore = 
bhakti, ४.९. devoted worship. 

> The MS. in the Calcutta Sanskrit Coll. Library २००0 दै खर प्रपत्तिः for Wat. 

2 
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०८ Whosoever unconfounded knows me Purushottama, 

He knowing all, 0 21६7818, worships me as identical with 

all things.””? 

And so too again (ix. 13), 

“Having known me the first of beings and indestructible, 

they worship me with minds entirely fixed on me,” 

and again (x. 8), 

“Thus having known, the wise worship me, filled with 

rapture.” 

Therefore faith is not the same as knowledge, 

Although, from the very fact of its being an affection, it is 

certain that it is different from knowledge, this discussion is 
needed to obviate a doubt which might otherwise arise, that 
the word ‘faith’ might mean, in a secondary sense, the know- 
ledge of Brahman. 

Here, however, a question is raised,—“the words of the 

Bhagavad-Gité are not a direct authority in the form of 
‘inspired words’ (Sabda) as the Vedas are, but only secondarily 
as ‘tradition’ (smriti), as being comprised in the Bhérata, and 

hence how can the Aphorism lay such stress on the ‘word’?” 

Here some explain it as meaning the inferred word [t.e. it is 

inferred that what is in an inspired book of tradition like the 

Gité must be found somewhere in the Veda, all Smriti deriving 
from thence its authority]. We however affirm that what 

constitutes a Veda is the fact of its being uttered by a divine 
Person and relating to an unseen object, and this character is 
not wanting in the Git&é. Hence we see the well-known 

epigraph at the end of each section “ Iti bhagavad-gitdsupant- 

shatsu;” and these slokas have been only recorded? [not com- 

posed] by Vyasa. And thus declares another Purana, 

1 80 S’ankara; S'ridharasw&min explains sarvabhdvena as ‘in every way’ (sarva- 
prakdrena). 

9 Cf. Manu, viii. 255, “ What the witnesses, thus assembled and interrogated, shall 
positively declare concerning the limits, let him record (nibadhntydt) in writing, 
together with all their names.” 
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“The Gité is to be attentively recited,—what need is there 
of other long compilations of sastras ? 

That Git&, which itself issued from the lotus-mouth of 

Padmanébha.”’ 

Nor is there any fear of its thus coming within the prohibition 
which forbids a éadra to hear [as is the case with regard to 
the Veda],—because that is certainly settled by the general 
permission for all castes to hear the 31181818," just as is allowed 

to be the case with passages praising Om, etc. If our op- 

ponent should maintain that the Bharata is meant for all castes, 

excluding the Gita, we reply that without the Gita the well- 
known sum-total of 100,000 slokas could not be completed. 

And thus has it been declared by the teachers, “ Those mantras 
of the Vedas, inserted in the Bharata, etc., they use in a 

secular sense, omitting the rules of their private reading.” 

Thus ends the first daily portion of the first chapter of the 

Commentary on the hundred Aphorisms of Séndilya composed 
by the most learned teacher Swapneswara. 

Faith having been defined as a direct cause of immortality, 
the second daily portion is here commenced to discuss the 
nature of knowledge, concentration, and faith, as respectively 

the means and the end. 

This | faith] is the main thing, since the others depend upon tt. (10). 

The word ‘this’ is used in the Aphorism to remind the 
reader of what was mentioned at the close of the first daily 
‘portion. This highest form of faith is the main or principal thing, 

since it is regarded by the others, the knowledge of soul, con- 
centration, etc., as the end to which they are to be subordinated. 

Thus in the Chhandogya Upanishad, after the passage begin- 

1 Of. the current lines, “‘ The three Vedas are not to be heard by women, étidras, 
or titular Brahmans; 80 the sage through pity composed the Bh&érata narrative.” 
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ning “that which is immensity is felicity,” we read (vil. 24), 
“the soul is all this; seeing thus, thinking thus, knowing thus, 
he becomes devoted to the soul, rejoicing in the soul, mated to 
the soul, having his happiness in the soul, he becomes self- 

resplendent.” Here the idea of ‘sight,’ as implied in the 
words ‘seeing thus,’ is used as subsidiary to the highest faith, 

described by the words ‘devoted to the soul’ (d¢ma-ratih), with 

a view to remove the error that it is not lovable, etc. As in 

such cases as ‘the ascetic [or ‘staff-bearer’] repeats the initia- 

tory phrase after his guru,’ ‘he causes the cow to be milked, 

himself wearing his thread reversed,’ ‘knowing he offers,’ 
‘being wealthy he is happy,’ etc., the words ‘staff,’ etc., are 

subsidiary,—so here too ‘seeing’ is subsidiary to faith; and 

the other things, ‘thinking’ and ‘knowing,’ are added over 
and above as not irrelevant, inasmuch as they are conducive 
to what is mentioned as the main point. So too ‘rejoicing in 
the soul,’ etc., are a relevant repetition, inasmuch as rejoicing 

is always found present where devotedness is; otherwise the 
clauses of the sentence quoted would be divided, and ‘devoted- 
ness’ would be the subject, and ‘seeing,’ etc., would be the 
predicate, or vice versd [1.e. the clauses would not be consecutive 

attributes of one and the same subject]. Therefore the ‘see- 
ing’ is subsidiary, according to the rule of the Prior Mimémsa 

(111. 1. 2), “it is subsidiary because it subserves another thing 

as its end.” Hence the divine sage! (Mahabh. Sénti P. ch. 

194) declares the superior excellence of one devoted to the 

soul, 

‘He who abandoning his natural actions, in deep meditation, 
is always devoted to the soul, = 

Becoming himself the soul of all beings, goes thereby the 
highest road.’’? 

1 8.८. Bhishma. The Bibl. Indica text reads Manu, but the Sanskrit Coll. MS. 
reads munth for manuh. 

2 I follow here the Mahfbhfrata text sarvabhitdtmabhis tasmdt sa gachchhed 
utiamdm gatim. 
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And from the subject-matter’s belonging to faith. (11). 

Faith [as described by ‘devotedness’ | constitutes the subject- 

matter from its having the end bound up with it; therefore 
‘seeing,’ as being included as a means thereto, can only be 

subsidiary. 

If you say ‘tt is the effect of seeing,’—no, because the pronoun 

‘tad’ 1s interposed. (12). 

“But may we not say, ‘Immortality defined as self-resplen- 
dency, is really the effect of seeing, and so it is just the reverse 
of what you have been maintaining,—i.e. seeing will be the 

subject-matter ?’”’ we reply, No, because the pronoun fad is 
interposed, “he becomes self-resplendent.” By this word ‘he,’ 

the subject close at hand is represented, १.९. ‘the one devoted 

to soul,’ and not the more remote subject ‘seeing,’ since there 
is no reason why that which is separated should be brought. 

into close contiguity. If you maintain that its being the sub- 
ject-matter is itself a sufficient reason [why ‘seeing’ should 
be meant], we reply that this would be a case of the logical 
fault of ‘mutual dependence’ (i.e. reasoning in a circle). 

And from visible experience. (13). 

We see in common life that the knowledge of his beauty 

causes affection for a young man in a girl’s mind,' but affection 
does not cause knowledge. Hence we conclude that know- 
ledge is a subsidiary, because we see by experience that it aids 

affection. And again we see that the knowledge that ‘nature’ 
is pitiless, limited, unlovely, etc., causes distress of mind to 

living beings, while the knowledge that Soul is all-merciful, 
of unlimited power and infinite beauty, dispels distress; and 
hence arises the highest form of faith. , 

Hence it is said in the Gité (v. 17), 

“‘They who think of the Supreme, whose souls are bound up 

in Him, who abide in Him, and find their refuge in Him, 

1 Cf. Damayanti’s love for Nala, 
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They go thither whence there is no return, having all their 
sins removed by knowledge.”’ 

And so too in the Ayurveda,! 
“Thought, firmness, and knowledge of soul, etc., are the best 

medicine of the mind’s ailings.”’ 

And therefore from the absence of knowledge in the case of the milk- 

20428. (14). 

Since knowledge is thus a means, as being manifestly sub- 
servient, the Smriti, rejecting all visible means, declares that 

the milkmaids attained liberation solely by devotion to the 
Supreme One, from the consequent abolition of all foulness of 
mind, etc. As we read in the Vishnu Purdna (V. xiii. 13), 

“One virtuous damsel, having all her merits cancelled by the 
intense rapture of thinking about Him, and all her sins ex- 

piated by the agony of not obtaining Him,—meditating on 

Him, the cause of the world, identical with the supreme 

Brahman,—ceasing to breathe, obtained liberation.”’ 

Here the presence of deep devotion is inferred by its signs 

of pleasure and pain, and thereby* liberation; such is the 

meaning of the passage. Just as you can obtain the fruit of 
the sacrifice with unshelled golden berries and thus obviate 
all need for any intermediate operation,’ so in the case of the 
milkmaids we have liberation produced directly by affection ; 

and hence knowledge is clearly understood to be only a sub- 
sidiary means; but if knowledge were the main end, no fruit 
would be produced in its absence. Nor can you say that the 

1 This occurs in the Asht&nga-hridaya, i. 23; for an account of this medical 
treatise by Vagbhata, see Prof. Weber's Catal. Berlin Libr. No. 929-934. 

3 The Bibl. Ind. has a bad misreading sa for tena in p. 15,1. 6 infra; the Sanskrit 
Coll. MS. has tena. 

3 8.6. knowledge produces the removal of mdlinya and that causes bhakti and that 
liberation; but if there be no mdiinys there is no need of sadna, but you can have 
bhakts at once and then sskti, as the unlearned gopis had; just as in making an 
oblation of boiled rice you must first shell the rice; but if you make an offering of 
golden grains (an offering described in the Nyfya-m4l4-vistara, x. i. 1), you have the 
result at once without the trouble of shelling. -Avaghdta=jndna, and the husk = 
mdltinya. 
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milkmaid’s intense thinking about Him could be the required 
knowledge of the identity of the soul and Brahman,—because 
there could not be the recognised concurrent causes of know- 

ledge, as hearing, pondering, etc.; but it is merely a case 

of remembrance closely bound up with affection. Nor is it to 
be explained as a case of ‘persuasive enforcement of a previous 

injunction’ [i.e. arthavdda,—‘ knowledge’ being really intended, 
and ‘affection’ being only brought in to illustrate it—], 

because the subject had not been mentioned before [so there 
could be no such enforcement]; and there is no direct ‘injunc- 
tion’ near [as there should be to constitute a true arthavdda]. 

If you say ‘he knows by his faith,’ we reply ‘no,’ because it is ‘re- 

peated knowledge’ which is thus aided by fatth. (15). 

The opponent now urges the fact that this view directly 
contradicts gruti and consequently all arguments based on the 

‘subject-matter’ (Aph. 11), ‘relative position’ (Aph. 12), and 
‘sign’ (Aph. 14) are precluded.'—* Thus it is expressly declared 

in the Gita (xviii. 55), 

1 The Mim&ms& arranges the proofs that one thing is ancillary to another, in the 
following order. 1. S’ruti or a definite text, as ‘let him offer with curds,’ where 
curds are clearly an ancillary part of the sacrifice. 2. Lsriga ‘sign’ or ‘ the sense of 
the words,’ as leading to an inference, as in the text ‘he divides by the ladle ;’ here 
we infer that the thing divided must be a liquid like ghee, since a ladle could not 
divide solid things like the baked flour cakes. 3. Vdkya ‘the being mentioned in 
one sentence;’ as in the text “‘(I cut) thee for food’ thus saying, he cuts the 
branch ;” here the words ‘ (I cut) thee for food’ are ancillary to the action of cutting. 
4. Prakarana ‘ the subject-matter viewed as a whole with an interdependence of its 
parts,’ as in the darsa-pirnamdsa sacrifice, where the praydja ceremonies, which have 
no special fruit mentioned, produce, as parts, a mystic influence (apérva) which helps 
forward that influence of the whole by which the worshippers obtain heaven. Here 
the prakarana proves them to be ancillary. 5. Sthdna ‘relative position’ or ‘ order,’ 
as the recital of the hymn sundadhwam, ete., ‘be ye purified for the divine work’ in 
connexion with the mention of the sdnndyya vessels, where this position proves that 
the hymn is ancillary to the action of sprinkling those vessels. 6. Samdkhyd ‘title,’ 
thus the Yajurveda is called the special book for the adhwaryu priests, hence in any 
rite mentioned in it they are prima facie to be considered as the priests employed. 
The order represents the relative weight attached to each, the first, gruti, being the 
most important, the last, samdkhyd, the least, (Cf. Jaimini’s Sutras, ili. 3. 1-14; 
Nydyamdidvist., ni. 3. 1-11; Mimémsdparibhdshd, pp. 8,9; Veddnta-sitras, iii. 3 
44,49). The objector in the text maintains that (4) (6) and (2) are precluded here_ 
by the ड (1) from the Bhagavad-gita 
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‘By faith he really recognises me, how great and what I am ; 
Then having really known me, he forthwith enters into me.’ 

Now just as in the sentence (Taitt. Samh. i. 5. 8) ‘he draws 
near to the gdrhapatya fire with an Aindri verse,’ [the word 

aindryd implies the instrument, | 80 here, according to the rule 
mentioned above that ‘the meaning produced by a case-affix 

is of superior force’ in Sruti as well as in secular writings, it 

follows that faith (being in the instrumental case) is to be con- 

sidered as the cause of knowledge. With regard to the Apho- 

rism ‘from visible experience’ (Aph. 13), although there is no 

need to refer to Sruti, where we have the aid of visible ex- 

perience and the matter is within the range of sense-perception, 

perception fails to inform us how far an affection towards 

Brahman is to be aided by knowledge. The fact that we see 
knowledge have such an effect in the case of the love of a 

young girl, etc., is, I allow, a prima facie ground for a similar 

inference in regard to the affection towards Brahman; but 
all that this reasoning could end in would be a ‘sign,’ leading 

to an inference, [but, as we have said, this is precluded, as we 

have a direct text of the Gita in opposition to it].” | 
We reply, if the Gité had used the words “he cognises me” 

only (0414८), we should have granted what you say; but its 

term 18 abhijdndti, and this implies the knowledge of some- 
thing already previously known. So the first knowledge is 

ancillary to faith and promotes faith as its fruit; afterwards 

faith seeks to aid knowledge when strengthened by repetition in 
the form of abhiynd or ‘revised knowledge,’ just as we have 

the shelling of the rice by repeated acts of shelling separate 

grains. The latter part of the verse is added to correct the 

impression which might be produced by this aid rendered by 

the effect ‘faith’ [to its cause ‘knowledge’ ],—“‘then,”’ ४.९. after 

faith has been strengthened by the strengthening of know- 

ledge, ‘‘he enters.” Therefore this is not properly to be called 

a Sruti, but rather a confirmatory repetition (anuvdda) obtained 

by a deduction of reason. 
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He explains this still further. 

And this had been declared before. (16). 

Before the lines in the Git& (xviii. 55) “by faith he recog- 
nises me,’ —after having declared ^ he becomes fitted for union 

with Brahman,” Krishna goes on to say (xviil. 54), 

“Having become Brahman, being contented in soul, he 
grieves not, nor desires, 

Feeling perfect equanimity towards all beings, he obtains 

the highest faith in me.” 

Since the devotee, as one who knows Brahman [by being 
united to Him]! has no need for further knowledge, we can 
only take the following lines as an illustrative repetition [and 
not a fresh declaration of Sruti]. 

Therefore even an alternative view is rejected. (17). 

By our thus settling the position of knowledge as a means, 

any attempt to consider knowledge and faith as possibly alter- 
native ends, is precluded. There can be no alternative with 
regard to an end and a means. The word ‘even’ in the aphorism 

implies that still more is the view of their both being held as 

ends together, precluded. 

‘ Faith towards a god’ applies to something other than the supreme, 

because it ts coupled with something else. (18). 

It is said by the Sruti somewhere (Swetdiw. Up. vi. 28), 

“He who has supreme faith towards a god, and as towards 
a god, so towards a teacher, 

To him verily great of soul all these objects as declared 

reveal themselves 

Here the expression ‘faith towards a god’ must be under- 
stood as relating to a being other than the Supreme Iéwara, 
because it is coupled with faith towards the teacher, for there 
can be no such juxtaposition in the case of that highest form 

1 In p. 17; 1. 3, read च्लातब्रह्मणो with Ballantyne’s MS. (Ind. Office Lib.) and 
Sansk. Coll. MS 
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of faith, which leads as its fruit to immortality. But we do 

not dispute that Indra and the other gods, when worshipped, 

promote the fruit, knowledge, as they do good fortune.! This 
is what the close connexion proves, just as the meaning of 
the word ulika is proved by the connexion [of the context, ६.९. 

whether it means in a given place Kanada or an owl®]. This 
explanation is added as confirmatory of the previous argument. 

But concentration ts for both, since it looks both ways like the 

praydja. (19). 

Concentration on the other hand is subsidiary to knowledge 

and to faith, since fixedness of mind is necessary to both. 

“But may we not apply here the principle of the Purva 

Mimamsd (111. 1. 22) that ‘subsidiary portions of a sacrifice 

stand as such on the same level and so cannot be connected 

with each other ;’ and therefore how can concentration, which 

is subsidiary to the principal end (faith), be also subsidiary to 

the means (knowledge) ?” 
He replies “like the praydja.” As the praydja ceremony is 

subsidiary to the vdjapeya sacrifice, and is also subsidiary to 

the dikshantyd which is a part thereof, so it is here, since there 

is the same proof to establish yoga as being subsidiary to both. 

Or we may perhaps say that concentration, which was originally 

undertaken as subsidiary only to knowledge,’ is accidentally 

[or secondarily] conducive to faith. In the same way we 
must consider that indifference to worldly objects is conducive 
to both. 

‘But 18 it not hard to go counter to the traditional teaching 

of Patanjali [in the Yoga-sttras, i. 23], in the aphorism, ‘from 

the meditation on God,’ where the worship of the Supreme, as 

implied by the word ‘meditation,’ is meant to be conducive to 

1 The Sansk. Coll. MS. reads ¢ruta-phalavat for gubhavat, a var. lect. which serves 
as a comment. 

2 This explanation of ulékavat is merely conjectural. 

3 In p. 18, 1. 6, I read with Sans. Coll. MS. योगारगुष्ठानं 
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the attainment of mystic contemplation; and so how can faith 

be the principal thing?”’ He replies, 

It is by the lower form of faith that mystic contemplation 1s pro- 

duced. (20). 

The ‘meditation’ here mentioned is the lower, not the 

higher, form of faith; and by ४ is mystic contemplation pro- 

duced,—hence there is no contradiction whatever with the 

doctrine of Patanjali. .And to the same purport are the two 

succeeding aphorisms of the Yoga, “His name is Om,” “ Its 

repetition and reflection on its meaning.” 

Tf you say ‘faith is to be avoided as being an affection,’—no, be- 

cause tt has the highest aim, like union. (21). 

This aphorism is introduced incidentally from the mention of 

the Yoga-s&stra. It may be said that faith also should be alto- 

gether avoided by one who wishes for liberation, because it does 

not differ from the affection characterized [and condemned] in 
the Yoga Aphorisms (ii. 3), “affection, aversion, and tenacity of 

mundane existence are the ‘afflictions.’”’ But this is not a true 

view, because faith has the highest aim, as its object 18 FSwara. 

A certain feeling is not to be avoided from the mere fact of its 
being an affection, but from its being an affection connected 

with mundane existence; just in the same way as it 1s not mere 

‘union’ that is to be avoided but union with what is evil, [for 

to be in a state of union with God is a state devoutly to be 
desired]. And so in this alleged inference, “faith in {ऽका 
is to be avoided, because it is an affection,’ we must supply 
the limiting condition (or up4dhi) which is required to narrow 

its too great comprehensiveness, viz. its being connected with 

mundane existence or its not being conducive to liberation. 

And this faith is not devoid of the quality of ‘ goodness,’ for 
this is expressly declared to be its characteristic, in that line of 

the Git& (xvii. 4) “those with the quality of goodness worship 

the gods,” 
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This | faith] indeed [1s the highest] from the express declaration of 
its superiority to the performers of sacrificial acts, to those who 

Sollow knowledge, and to those who practise concentration. (22). 

This form of worship is indeed the highest,—this faith has 

the highest character. This is every way ascertained, since the 

0168 declares (vi. 46, 47), 

“The yogi is higher than the ascetics, he is counted higher 

than even those who follow knowledge, 

The yogi is higher than those who perform sacrificial acts ; 

therefore, O Arjuna, be thou a yogi 
And of all yogis, whosoever with his soul intent on me 

In full belief worships me, he 18 accounted by me the most 

devoted.” 

Here there is to be understood a gradual climax of the 

different subjects, caused by the successive superiority of their 

respective characteristics, asceticism, etc.; but of course no sub- 

sidiary can be reckoned superior to its end; therefore faith is 

the principal. 

The author now quotes a passage to avoid the possibility of 

this erroneous tenet rising up as if it were countenanced by the 
supposed purport of éruti [as had been attempted by the 

objector, in § 15]. 

From the question of the superiority of faith having been settled by 

question and answer. (28). 

Here the whole of the twelfth chapter of the Git& is an 
example in point. Arjuna’s opening words form the question ; 

“They who in faith worship thee, thus constantly devoted to 
thee, 

And they who worship the indestructible and the unmani- 
fested,—which of these knows most of yoga?” 

The answer follows, 

“‘They who fixing their mind on me, worship me, ever de- 
voted, | 
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Endowed with the highest belief, they are counted by me 
the most devoted.! 

But they? who worship the indestructible, the indescribable, 

and the unmanifested, 

The all-pervading, the inconceivable, the unchangeable, the 

unmoved, the permanent, 

Restraining all their senses, indifferently affected towards 
all, 

These verily attain me, being intent on the welfare of all. 
Their labour is the greater who fix their thoughts on the 

unmanifested, 

The path of the unmanifested is with difficulty obtained by 
embodied beings. 

But they who are intent on me, having transferred all their 

actions to me, 

And worship me, contemplating me with unfaltering con- 

centration, 

To them a deliverer from the sea of death and the world 
I shall ere long be, son of Prithé, as their thoughts are 

fixed upon me.” 

As this question and answer definitely determine the superi- 
ority of faith to knowledge, this passage cannot be considered as 

only a rhetorical description [1.6. arthavdda, but it is to be accepted 

as an authoritative statement]. In other words the dialogue is 

intended to settle a doubt, not to commend faith. The point 

insisted on is, that to pursue the subsidiary path [of know- 
ledge, apart from faith, | only leads to additional toil. 

The mention of belief (raddhd in the extract from the Gité, 

81. 2) brings in a doubt that faith (bhakti) may be a kind of 

belief ($raddhd) ; he proceeds to lay this demon. | 

But it is not the same as belief, because it has a wider range. (24). 

Faith must not be universally supposed to be identical with 

1 These have faith (24). 
2 These have knowledge, and according to S’Andilya’s view follow the lower and 

more rugged path. 
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belief (Sraddha), because belief is merely subsidiary to cere- 
monial works; but not so is faith in Féwara. 

And because there would be a regressus ad infinitum, if faith were 

the same as that [४.९. belief.] (25). 

It is said in the Sruti (Gité, vi. 47), 
‘“‘He who, believing, has faith in me, 18 accounted by me the 

most devoted.” 7 

[Now faith cannot be the same as belief for three reasons. | 

i. For if faith were really the same as belief, this verse which 

declares belief to be a subsidiary part of faith would involve 

an ad infinitum regressus, and therefore belief cannot be thus 

subsidiary to itself. For under your view we should have one 

belief a subsidiary part of another belief, since you hold that 
faith is only the same as belief; and as this same subsidiary 

belief would be itself faith, you would next have to assume a 
new belief to be in turn i¢s subsidiary part, and this in the 

same way would require a third, and so on ad infinitum. 

ii, Again, just as the opening verses of a ceremony? do not 

require any opening verses to be subsidiary to themselves; and 

the rinsing the mouth (which is a preliminary to all ceremonial 
acts) does not require a preliminary rinsing for itself [as each 

would thus involve a similar regressus ad infinitum]; so [if faith 
were really the same as belief] it would not require a prelimi- 

nary belief as its subsidiary part; [but this is definitely settled 

by the verse from the Gita; and consequently our assumption 

of the identity of faith and belief which led to this contra- 
diction of Sruti, must be false]. 

11. And a third argument against the identity in question is 

found in the ordinary phrase ‘endowed with belief and faith,’ 

which directly speaks of them as distinct. 

1 Here ‘ belief’ is subsidiary to ‘faith,’ according to the rule ‘that which charac- 
terizes the agent is a subsidiary part of the ceremony to be performed;’ as in the 
injunction ‘‘let him who desires heaven offer the sacrifice,’ where the desire of 
heaven is considered to be subsidiary. 

3 For the drambhaniydh, cf. Ait. Brahm. vi. 6. 
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But the Brahma-kanda is directed to faith as its end, since with 

regard to its producing subsequent ‘knowledge’ it is only on 

a level [with the purva-kdnda|. (26). 

He now replies to the objector who says, that, “if knowledge 
were not the principal end, the uttara-kdnda or latter part of the 

Veda [ie. the Upanishads] would not have been universally 

considered to be the portion which treats of knowledge [as 

opposed to the purva or karma-kanda, which treats of ceremonial 

works].’’ The portion of the Veda which treats of Brahman 
is revealed for the sake of faith, not for the sake of knowledge, 

since the object of both ६6१४8 is equally to declare what was 

previously unknown; otherwise, we should have had a jndna- 
kanda, declaring the knowledge of ceremonial duty, revealed in 

the puirvakdnda. Nor is there any positive injunction (vidi) in 
regard to knowledge, which, by its own predominant force as 

vidhi, might thus lend an authority to the jndna-kdnda as such. 

Therefore the general idea of the jndna-kénda is a mistake; 

it should be properly called the brahma-kdnda. Hence we find 
it expressly said in the Brahma-sitras, ‘Now, then, there 18 a 
desire to know Brahman.’’! It is therefore also a bhaktikdnda, 
as its true end is faith, | 

Thus ends the second daily portion of the first chapter of the 

Commentary on the hundred Aphorisms of Sandilya, composed. 

by the most learned teacher Swapneswara. 

1 ६.८. it is brahma-jiyndsd and not jndna-jijndsd; it should be therefore dbhakii- 
kdnda, not jndna-kdnda. 
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SECOND CHAPTER. 

As this faith is not directly to be produced by effort, other 
means for its attainment are to be looked for; of these means 

the one most closely connected is knowledge, the extraneous 
ones are inferior faith, etc.; the author therefore here com- 

mences this second chapter to ascertain what these respective 

means are. 

The practice of the means of knowledge is to be continued until puri- 

fication is produced, as in shelling rice. (27). 

‘Knowledge’ is the certain knowledge concerning Brahman. 
Although this is not to be attained by mere effort, still the 

practice of the means thereto, such as hearing, considering, 

profound meditation, etc., is indispensable for its attainment. 

“But are we to understand that the student is to practise once 

for all, according to the rule that ‘the meaning of the sastra 
is fulfilled when once performed,’ or is he to continue to practise 
it until his faith is thoroughly confirmed?” To this it is thus 

replied. It is necessary to practise hearing and the rest until 

faith is completely purified; just as in the rule “he shells the 

rice,” the meaning of the sdstra is that the man is to continue 

the pounding until the rice is completely cleared of its husk, 
so from the analogy of this visible example the student must 
strive to practise knowledge and the other means until he has 

abolished the mind’s foulness. 

If it be [ironically] suggested that it does not follow that 
the means subordinate to these means should themselves be 

practised,—the next aphorism supplies the answer. 

And of their respective means. (28). 

It is also proper to practise the respective means which are 

themselves subordinate to those direct means of producing 
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knowledge, ४.९. such subordinate means as following the teacher, 

studying such doctrines as are not contradictory to the Veda, 

tranquillity, etc. The primary means are not able to produce 

the end without their subordinate means, just as the general 

is useless without his army. 

The question is next discussed as to the purification of the 
objects of the understanding. 

Kasyapa holds that the understanding should be fixed on omnipo- 

tence, from its being other. (29). 

The teacher Kasyapa' holds that the understanding obtains 

supreme bliss as its end when it has as its object a Being 

endowed with the Supreme Yéwara’s attributes, as omnipotence, 

etc. Why 80? because this Supreme Being is ‘other’ than all 
individual souls, and those individual souls depend on the 

knowledge of this ‘other’ in order to know themselves. In 

. this theory there is an absolute difference between the indi- 

vidual soul and Brahman. 

Badardyana holds that it should be fixed on Soul alone. (80). 

The teacher Badardyana on the other hand holds that it 
should have as its object pure Soul, and so the Brahma-sitra 

(iv. 1. 3), “ but they recognise and declare it as the Soul.” In 

this doctrine, as the notion that the individual soul is Brahman 

is really false [as there is properly no such thing as an 

individual soul at all], and the only positive truth is the 

knowledge of the one soul as essential intelligence, this alone 

leads to liberation. 

Séndilya holds that it should be fixed on both, [inferring it] 
from the revealed word and reason. (81). = ̀ 

The teacher Séndilya, however, holds that it should be fixed 

on both,—why ? because ‘the revealed word,’ the Veda, 
declares so (Chh4nd. Up. iii. 14). After beginning, “ All 

1 T do not know who this teacher is,—his doctrine evidently corresponds to that of 
Ramanuja. 

3 
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this verily is Brahman, for thence doth it proceed, therein 

doth it merge and therein doth it live, thus let him worship 

it with a tranquil mind,” it then goes on, “this is my soul 

within my heart, this is Brahman, this shall I obtain, having 

passed from hence. He who is sure of this and has no doubt, 

[becomes Brahman]; thus saith the teacher Séndilya.” Thus 

having discussed the point, the Veda declares that he who 

knows both objects, obtains the end of becoming Brahman, 

which is produced by faith and love, defined as directed to 

Brahman. There is no real contradiction [as a thoroughgoing 

Mimamsist, who holds the eternity of the Veda, might object] 
in consequence of a juxtaposition of the eternal and the non- 
eternal in the same sacred text, because it is to be explained 

as referring to some former SAndilya, just as in the similar 

mention of an individual name in the well-known passage, 

^ Babara Pravahani desired” (Taitt. Samh. vii. 1. 10). But 

in reality the Veda is to be regarded as having the Supreme 

as its author, [but not as having existed from all eternity. | 

And the same thing is to be inferred from the text,? “from 

that universal sacrifice sprang the Rich and Sdman verses, 

the metres sprang from it, from it the yajus arose.” 

The same view can also be established by reason. Brahman 

is described in the Veda as possessing all power and also as 

being identical with the individual soul. Thus the Sruti says 
(Taittiriya Upan. ii. 1), “From whom verily these beings are 

born, by whom, when born, they live, whom they approach, 

whom they enter,—him do thou seek to know.” And so in the 

Gita (xv. 7), 

“A portion of me is in the animate world, become the indi- 

vidual soul, eternal.”’ 

In these circumstances what can destroy what? Therefore 

such sentences as that in the Chhandogya ‘that art thou,’ etc., 

prove that both should be known. 

1 Cf. Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, vol. iii. p. 77, etc. 
2 Rig V.x. 90. Taittiriya Aranyaka, iii. 12. 4, 
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If you say this is impossible from the incompatibility,—not so,— 

because each may want certain special characteristics [without 

affecting the partial identity | as in the case of two recognitions. 

(32). 

“But is not the view that this knowledge is to have both as 

its objects, impossible from the incompatibility of the two 

objects? for the knowledge of an object distinguished by its 

inability to create the world, etc., is incompatible with an object 

distinguished by this very creative power, etc.” This is not 

true, because the being a receptacle of some common qualities 

may depend on a partial identity, without that thing which 

is characterised by some attributes being necessarily also charac- 

terised by some others,—as we see in the case of such cogni- 

tions as ‘that is this same Devadatta,’ ‘that is I,’ [where the 

‘ Devadatta’ of yesterday and to-day, and the ‘I’ viewed under 

similarly different circumstances, are respectively identified in 

spite of some peculiar attributes]. For the knowledge of the 
special characteristics, which distinguish certain given things, 

must cause certain exceptions and limitations, [thus the ‘ Deva- 

datta’ of to-day and yesterday, which are thus identified, are 
respectively distinguished by certain peculiar attributes of time 

and place]. 

‘Then you hold that there can be the knowledge of identity 

by means of the indirect (or secondary) mention of a thing 

[without its distinguishing characteristics].”' I reply, No, 

1 The direct meaning of a word is called ‘ denotation’ (abhidhd) ; when this direct 
and principal meaning is incompatible with the rest of the sentence, we must have 
recourse to the indirect power of ‘indication’ (/ckshand). Thus in the sentence 
‘a herd-station on the Ganges,’ the primary meaning of Ganges is incompatible, and 
therefore we reject the direct meaning (abhidheya) and take the indirect or secondary 
one (lakshya) of something connected with the river, as its bank. So here the 
Devadatta of to-day and yesterday are evidently distinct, and they cannot be abso- 
lutely identical, as they would be, if the words were to be accepted in their primary 
meaning; ‘ Devadatta’ is therefore taken in its secondary meaning as viewed apart 
from the time, etc., in connexion with which he is spoken of. It is this residue of 
separate properties peculiar to each, as time, space, etc., which is the distinguishing 
characteristic (avachhedaka) which here establishes the relation /akshyatd. 
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because knowledge by means of indirect or secondary mention 

is always of an inferior kind [to that given by means of direct 

mention or ८८014204 ] and because it 18 only the presence of the 

distinguishing mark of this relation (avachhedaka) which causes 

the knowledge of the thing thus indirectly indicated.! Other- 

wise we might sometimes have the recollection of the thing 

directly denoted by a word (abhidheya) without the distinguish- 

ing mark which determines its being thus directly denoted 

[for the relations of abhidheyatd and alakshyatd equally require 

the presence of an avachhedaka | 

Nor could the Supreme One be considered as subject to affliction, be- 

cause a difference would be seen immediately after [the prima 

Jacie identity]. (38). 

Nor can it be objected that, if this were so [t.e. if the indi- 
vidual and Supreme Soul were identical], the Supreme Being 

might be also defined as possessing affliction, 6९. which belong 

to [the internal organ] the accidental disguiser of the indi- 
vidual soul; because, after the aforesaid recognition of their 

identity, there would follow the especial determination that all 
affliction, etc., were distinct from Soul. 

If you say ‘the same holds of power,’—no, because it is natural [ to 

the Supreme]. (84). 

“But would it not follow that power, defined by making, 
etc., would be excluded from the Supreme Being, just as 
afflictions and the like are; whereas the abstract quality of 

1 Every case of such a relation as abhidheyatd, lakshyatd, etc., must have an ava- 
chhedaka or determining notion which will be present to characterize it. In adht- 
dheyatd this will be the divine will or (according to others) senketa, ‘human con- 
vention ;’ this determines the special meanings of different words, and is therefore 
called pravritti-nimittam ; in lakshyatd this will be the special circumstances which 
cause an incompatibility between the primary meaning of the word and the rest of the 
sentence. In this last case it is these special circumstances which produce the know- 
ledge of the secondary meaning. Thus in the sentence ‘a herd-station on the 
Ganges’ it is the idea of the river’s surface, as incompatible with a solid house, which 
suggests the secondary meaning ‘ on the river’s bank.’ 
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power, viewed as residing in the soul [apart from all action], 

is not like affliction, €#€.” We deny it, because making, etc., 

are natural to the Supreme Being. The naturalness of heat 
to fire cannot be altered; therefore it is non-naturalness 

which constitutes the accidental. Therefore in the case of the 

sun as reflected in a mirror, we may exclude from the original 

the foulness which we detect in the image, [as this is only 

accidental ; | but we cannot exclude the roundness, brightness, 

etc., which are natural to the sun. 

^ But 18 not the power of the Supreme Being real; how then 

can affliction, etc., be foreign [and accidental] to individual 

souls?’”’ He proceeds to account for this. 

The power of the Supreme is not disputed ; and tt 1s not thus in the 

case of the souls other than He, because they have his nature. (85). 

The power of the Supreme is.not denied in any Veda, that 

such a generally received belief should be held untenable. 

Rather we learn that power is natural to him from such 

passages as that in the Chh4ndogya Upanishad, “he whose 
will is truth,” etc. Nor is there in his case any reason 

for his abandoning attributes once known to belong to him, as 

we hold that there 1s to individual souls, since he is always the 

Lord and always liberated. But affliction, etc., are not thus 

natural to the individual souls other than God,—why ? because 

they have his nature. For we read in the Chhandogya Upani- 

shad (vi. 3), “he attains to the supreme light and appears 

in his own nature,” etc., and this would be impossible, if 

affliction, etc., were natural to the individual souls. It would 

indeed be possible if affliction, etc., were natural to the Supreme 

also, but this is not so. Therefore we conclude, because libera- 

tion, as defined as becoming identified with Brahman, would 

otherwise be impossible, that mundane existence [with its 

inevitable afflictions | is only accidental to embodied souls, Al- 

though Mayé is a non-natural power of the Supreme, still it 

does not follow that this his disguise will ever be absolutely 
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abolished; but the internal organs, which are the disguisers of 
the individual souls, will be absolutely abolished, wherever faith — 

is produced towards the Supreme. The Mayad-power of God 

never ceases, because, as the number of individual souls is 

infinite, its exercise by him is ever necessary, for their mun- 

dane existence and manifold service. And therefore such 

passages as those in the Sruti (Brihad Arany. Upan. iv. 3, 7), 
‘“‘he as it were thinks, he as it were moves,” etc., and again 

(Ib. 11. 3, 6), “hence there is this definition, ‘he is not this,’ 

‘he is not this,’ etc., refer to the individual soul, [not to 

Brahman. ] 

Lf you say, ‘what [becomes of God’s power| apart from all souls ?’ 

—not 80, from the infinity of internal organs. (386). 

“But even if the liberation of individual souls is only 

gradual, still when all internal organs are abolished, the dis- 

guiser of the Supreme [his May4-power] will necessarily sur- 
cease, from the absence of all reason for its continuance; and 

then what becomes of the power which you have called natural to 

God?” We demur, for, as the number of internal organs which 

disguise the individual souls is infinite, such a time will never 

come; and so our view still remains reasonable that power is 

natural to God. Nor can we conclude that such a time will 

arrive, from the maxim “all antecedent non-existences' produce 

their opposites from the very fact of their being antecedent 

non-existences,’’—[ because the number of souls is infinite. | 

Nor can you say that all the antecedent non-existences will 

eventually have produced their opposites, because there is 

nothing to necessitate its being so. And there is an utter 
absence of argument to establish the probability of a time 

devoid of all effects; otherwise you might hold that there once 

was a time when no antecedent non-existence had as yet pro- 

duced, its opposite, and consequently infer a time when there 

1 J suppose there is here the tacit assumption that all individual souls have a 778 
gabhava of mukti. (Pragabh4va is the non-existence of a jar before it is made.) 
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was as yet no destruction [or emergent non-existence].! If 
you say that “such an idea as the possibility of my being one 

of the unfortunate souls who may never be liberated, would 
cut the sinews of effort towards liberation,” I should reply 

that rather there would be every reason for. effort, if there 18 

a certainty as to what are the means, though uncertainty as 

to the attainment of the end; and on the other hand, it would 

be rather the idea that all will be certainly liberated, which 

would really lead to a paralysis of effort. 

“If by the power which is natural to the Supreme, you 

mean the productive power of a material cause, then it will 

follow that the Supreme must be subject to change, just as 

clay (the material cause of jars) 18.77 We reply 

Brahman is not subject to change since matter is interposed as a 

screen,® following Him as He exists as thought. (87). 

Matter is the material cause of inanimate effects, and is 

subject to change; but not so Brahman; the creative power of 

the-Supreme is really through the development of himself and his 

being obeyed by matter. Nor can it be said that matter alone 

is existence, because this supposition would lead to individual 

souls being non-existent, as they are other than matter. There- 

fore we hold that creative power, etc., belong naturally to the 

Supreme, and that he throws a veil before himself in the form 

of his maya-power or matter, [on which he works]; and there- 

fore he himself is not subject to change, just as a magician 

who seems to create by illusion is not himself the subject of 

illusion. Although [as the Sankhyas say] the very fact of 

being an effect means being changed, since the cause and the 

effect are in their substrate identical, yet [when God creates] 

it is not such a change as involves a change of form, as in the 

1 The true view is that the succession of mundane existence (samsdra) is eternal 
a parte ante and © parte post. 

2 Matter (prakrits) acts as a screen and stops the influence of change on Brahman. 
3 In p. 27, 1. 7, the Sansk. Coll. MS. reads -vikdryo for -kdryo. 
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case of milk becoming curds. Or again, we may say that God 

is not subject to change any more than the potter’s stick is in 

reference to the jar,! since the stick does not effect any change 

in itself besides that produced in the jar. Therefore it is said 

in the Aphorism ‘since matter is interposed as a screen.’ 
‘But if Illusion is the material cause, is not the world 

founded upon illusion? How then can we find it declared by 

Sruti,—as in the passage,? ‘on Him is all founded,’—that the 
world is founded on Brahman?” He answers as follows : 

There ४8 (still) the being founded upon Him, as in the case of 

a stool in a house. (38). 

There is no contradiction in holding that the developments 
[of illusion] are also founded upon Him, Brahman, ‘as in the 
case of a stool in a house;’ i.e. just as one, standing on a stool 

placed in the middle of a house, is said equally to stand on the 
stool or in the house. 

“But if so, is not Brahman rendered superfluous by our 

assumption of primeval Matter (prakriti)?’”’ He denies this 

in the next aphorism. | 

Both [are needed | from their mutual dependence. (89). 

Brahman and primeval Matter are both causes; since the 
intelligent and the non-intelligent mutually depend upon each 

other, the one for attaining self-knowledge and the other for 

attaining an object for its potentiality.’ Which of them can 

ignore the other ? 4 

He now proceeds to enumerate his categories, in order to 

facilitate the employment of the terms in his Sastra. 

1 God in this view is the instrumental cause, and the potter’s stick is not itself 
changed. 

2 Taittiriya-khilopanishad, 26. 

3 Cf. Sankhya K4rik&, 21. 

“ In p. 28, 1. 1, read किं कस््योपेश क according to the Calcutta Sansk. Coll. MS. 
The printed text is nonsense. 
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There ४8 no third beside ‘knowable’ and ‘knower.’! (40). 

The ‘knowable’ (chetyd) is ‘ Matter,’ the ‘knower’ (chit) 18 

Brahman ; there is no other third thing; such is the meaning. 

If you say that this third thing need not be taken any account 

of,? as it is neither proved nor disproved,—we reply that what 

the Aphorism means is this: the state of knowing abides in none 

but Brahman, that of being knowable in nothing but Matter. 

‘‘But if there is no connexion between the Soul and matter, 

all effects are abolished ; and if there is any connexion, then 
this itself will be the third.’”’ He answers, 

And these two are joined from their being beginningless. (41). 

‘Mutually’ must be supplied from Aph. 39, ४.९. ‘mutually 

joined.” Both these, previously mentioned, t.e. Soul and 

Matter, themselves constitute the connexion between them,? 

and we need not assume any extraneous connexion. Why? 

from their both being beginningless. And so it is said in the 

Gita (xiii. 19), 

^ Know that Matter and Soul are both beginningless.”’ 
“Well then, let this very ‘beginningless’* form the needed 

connexion between them.’ We demur, for, as the alternative 

lies between ‘conscious’ and ‘unconscious,’ the two terms do 

not admit of a third. 

[Here follows a digression.| “But if Matter is only an illu- 

sion,—as is declared in the Swetdswatara and other Upanishads, 

‘Let him know that Matter is illusion, and Maheswara the 

illusion-lord,’ 

does it not follow that Matter is all false? and if so, how 18 it 

described as the Category, ‘what is to be known’?” He 

‘replies : | 

‘What is to be known’ is not false, from its being a power. (42). 

1 86. ‘object’ and ‘subject’ (chetyd and chit). 
2 For a somewhat similar example of this rare use of chodyam, cf. M&gha, ix. 16. 
$ 3.6. it is the so-called swartpa-sambandha (cf. Kusum&nyjali, transl. p. 13, note). 
4 Read p. 28, 1. 14, anddi eva with Sansk. Coll. Lib. MS 
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‘What is to be known,’ ४.९. Matter, cannot be false,— 

why? ‘from the very fact of its being a power.’ Thus the 

magician cannot create the required extraneous thing without 

an illusive power. And again, in such passages as that, ^^ but 

how, gentle youth, could the existent be thus born from the 
non-existent ?”? (Chhénd. Upan. vi. 2), the Sruti proves the 
reality of the cause from the reality of the effect, and so de- 

clares the reality, not the falseness of all. But we may also put 

the matter into the form of a regular inference; the divine 
Creation always depends upon a corresponding concomitant 

cause,! from the very fact of its being a creation made by an 
intelligent being,—just like the [illusive] creation of a ma- 

gician. Nor may you say that “this argument is irrelevant, 

as all we want is gained by assuming adrishia, etc.,” because 
it is simpler to make one assumption, as we do in assuming 

this ‘power,’ and also because there is no proof that adrishta 

is a cause of anything except experience and the means of pro- 

ducing it.2, Again, since these other causes would inevitably over- 

lap, if we tried to regard them as producing all effects [each being 

only partial in its operation |, we consider that the existence of 

this mdy4-power as the one eternal concomitant [to the Deity | 
is established. And as the further assumption of many other con- 

comitants subordinate to this one is useful for the proposed end, 

it involves no real violation of the well-known law of parcimony. 

All this will be discussed at length in the third chapter. 
The topic thus started as a digression being thus dismissed, 

our author returns to his original subject. 

The purity of the faith is to be inferred from signs, as we see in 

common ९2. (48). 

Although faith is an object of consciousness, through such 

1 The world resembles the miy& power of I'swara. 
ॐ Thus it is said in the KusumAnjali (i. 12) ‘‘‘ the perceptible form, ete., and their 

absence (in ice and air) arise from contact with special causes,’ and these special 
causes are the various kinds of merits in the person gratified by the cold air or ice.” 
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cognitions as ‘I have faith in (such a person),’ ‘I am devoted 
(to him),’ etc., just as is the case with such cognitions as 
‘I know,’ ‘I wish,’ etc.; still its ‘ purity,’—+.e. its being charac- 

terized by very strong impressions,—cannot be ascertained by 

direct consciousness, any more than the authoritativeness of 

knowledge can.! Therefore it can be ascertained only by cer- 

tain observed signs,® ‘as we see in common life.’ Just as ‘in 

common life’ the greater or less degrees of affection must be 

inferred from the way that the person is affected at discourse 

concerning the loved object, etc., as by horripilation, tears, or 
other signs of emotion, so it is here. 

But not only are there ‘signs’ as in common life, but these 

signs have been abundantly defined in the authoritative tra- 

ditions (smriti) of the great sages; so the author declares as 

follows : 

And we learn from the Smritis such signs in abundance, as respect, 

honour, yoy, forlornness, doubt as to any other object, celebra- 

tion of his praise, continuing to live for his sake, consider- 

ing everything as his, regarding him as being in all things, 

resignation to his will, etc. (44). 

1. ‘Respect,’ as that shown by Arjuna (1208011. Drona parva, 

1. 2822), “The righteous winner of wealth, in whatever posture 

he may be, never fails to rise up before Krishna, with faith and 

affection.” 

1. ‘Honour,’ as that of Ikshw4ku (Nrisimha Pur. xxv. 22), 

“Through his fondness for his name, and for the deer and lotus 

1 The Prabh&kara school of the Mim&ms& hold that knowledge is an object of 
internal perception, and its correctness (or authoritativeness, prdmdnya) is cognised 
by the same act of cognition as the knowledge itself. There is 1. the perception of 

_ the object, ४.८. ‘this is a jar;’ 2. the consciousness of this perception, ४.९. ‘1 perceive 
the jar;’ 3. simultaneously with (2) the cognition of the truth of the perception. 
The Nyfya holds that the three steps are successive, and the last is gained by infer- 
ence, not by direct consciousness. If it were gained by direct consciousness, there 
could be no such thing as doubt. 

2 The Sansk. Coll. MS. reads WT@¢- for आत- in p. 29, 1. 17. 
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which resembled him, the king showed honour even to the 

cloud which was of the same [blue] colour [as Krishna ].” 

111. ‘Joy’ as that of Vidura (Mahébh. Udyoga P. Ixxxviii.) ; 

“The joy which I feel because of thy coming, O lotus-eyed 

why should it be told to thee? thou art the inmost soul of all 

embodied beings 

iv. ‘Forlornness,’ as that of the milkmaids (Vishnu Pur. V 

अ 9111. ), “It is not possible for us to speak before our parents, 

what can I say? What can our parents do for us burned with 

the fire of absence P” 

v. ‘Doubt as to any other object,’ as, for instance, the 

feeling of hindrance in the minds of the dwellers in Sweta- 

dwipa, even at the sight of the divine sage Narada! (Mahabh. 

Santi P. 1. 12883); or as that of Upamanyu (1190800. AnuSé- 
sana P. 1. 7077), “At Sankara’s command I would be even a 

worm or a grasshopper; but I desire not even the three worlds, 

if given, Indra, by thee.”’ 

vi. ‘Celebration of his praise,’ as that by Yama (Nrisimha P. 
vill. 21), “The guilty one, tormented in hell, was thus addressed. 

by Yama, ‘Why is not the god KeSava, the destroyer of sorrow, 

worshipped by thee ?’”’ 

Or, again, (Vishnu P. IIT. vii.), “ Having seen his emissary 

with noose in hand, Yama thus whispers in his ear, ‘Spare 

those who take refuge in Madhusiidana; I am lord of other 

men, but not of Vaishnavas.’”’ 

vu. ‘Continuing to live for his sake,’ as in Hanumat’s case 

(Ramayana, Utt. Kanda, cvii.), “As long as thy purifying story 

shall circulate through the world, so long will I remain on the 

earth, obeying thy command.”’ 

1 Narada goes to S’wetadwipa, a region inhabited by intense monotheists who 
worship only Vishnu. The god shows himself to him and then bids him at once 
depart to his home: ‘These my votaries, filled with faith in me, ceasing from their 

five senses and from food, and brilliant as the moon, would fain fix all their thoughts 
on me; let there be no hindrance to their wish.” 
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Or as in the continuance in life of Narada and others, though 

they had accomplished all their ends, solely for the sake of 

adoring him. Hence we have that passage of Sruti (Nrisimha- 

tapani, vi.), “ He whom all the gods worship desiring liberation, 

and the reciters of the Veda.” 

viii. ‘Considering everything as his,’ as in the case of the 

Vasu Uparichara (Mahabh. Santi P. ccecxxxvii.), ^ His kingdom, 

and his wealth, his wife and his chariot,—he regards them 

always as all belonging to Bhagavat.” 

ix. ‘Regarding him as being in all things,’ as in the well- 
known case of Prahlada; as for instance his words (Vishnu P. 

I. xix.), “Thus an unwavering love for all beings is to be 

cherished by those sages who know that Hari is all things.” 

x. ‘Resignation to his will,’ as of Bhishma, even when 

Bhagavat approached to kill him (Mah4bh. Bhishma P. lviii.), 

‘Come, lord of the gods, home of the world,—adoration to 

thee, bearing in thy hand bow, club, and sword,—slay me by 

force, O ruler of. the world, from thy chariot, O thou refuge 

of living beings in 1086. 1 

By the word ‘etc.’ we are also referred to the actions of 
Uddhava, Akrira, etc.2 Although this has been already men- 

tioned in Aphorism 6, ‘It is an affection from its being the 

opposite of hatred,’ still there is a distinction between the two 

places, as there the intention was to give a sign to denote the 

presence of affection, while here it is to give a sign of the 

purity of faith. 

“But do we not see hatred, jealousy, etc., felt by those who 

are devotedly attached to their lord towards those who ex- 

perience a greater degree of his favour; why then should not 

these also be considered as signs?” He replies, 

1 I have followed in the last line the reading of the Calcutta printed text, as that 
given in the S’andilya Comm. seems to be corrupt. 

2 Uddhava was Krishna’s cousin, see Wilson’s Vishnu P. (Hall’s ed. vol. iv. p. 113); 
Akréra was Krishna’s uncle on the father’s side. 
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But hatred, etc., are not so. (46). 

7.९. from their incompatibility, as has been said by the 

venerable Dwaipéyana (Mah4bh. 4०08818. P. cxlix.), 

‘Neither anger, nor envy, nor greed, nor impure thoughts 

belong to the sanctified ones who are devoted to Purushottama.”’ 

While in the case of Sisup4la there is the following suc- 
cession to be traced ; from hatred arose continual remembrance, 

from that came the highest faith, and from that liberation. 

“These ‘signs,’ however, are chiefly mentioned in the 

Smriti as having been produced in reference to Vishnu’s 

Avataras, but this faith of yours should have reference to the 

Supreme since it springs from the knowledge of Brahman.” 

He declares the true view. 

From the implied remainder of the sentence this [ faith] is also 

directed towards manifestations [as tn an avatéra]. (46). 

This highest faith may also have as its object an avatdra 

itself,! as is seen ‘from the implied remainder of the sentence.’ 

[He proceeds to explain this.] It is said (61६, vii. 23), 

“The worshippers of the gods go to the gods, those who 

have faith in me go likewise to me.” 

Here, in order to enforce the main point, there is an implied 

meaning of censure of the faith directed towards other deities. 

Therefore, in the passage (vil. 21), 

‘‘'Whatever form any one devoted wishes to worship with 

faith, to him I make that very faith unwavering ; ” 

as the sense would have been complete, if the words had run 

“whatever (deity) any one, etc.,”’ we infer, from the addition 

of the word ‘form,’ that the real meaning must be that this 

faith has as its object the avatara itself [and thus refers to 
Vishnu’s own assumed forms]. The entire topic is faith. 

1 I take déman in prddurbhdvdtman as meaning ‘ itself;’ but it might mean ‘ the 
soul manifested in an avatdra.’ Cf. 1. 13, and p. 37, 1. 10. 
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From revelation we learn that there is no further birth to him who 

knows (His) births and actions. (47). 

His ‘ births,’—.e. Bhagavat’s assuming a body for the per- 

formance of those effects to which a body is indispensable, as 

being visible to his votaries, slaying the demons, producing the 

Veda, etc. His ‘actions,’ ६.९. his producing the Veda, etc. To him 

who knows these aright, [this knowledge] leads to immunity 

from all future births; as He himself declares (Gité, iv. 9), 

¢ My birth and my action are divine ; whosoever knows thus 

in truth, he, on abandoning the body, is born no more, but 

goes to me, Arjuna.” 
Not that immortality is the direct fruit of this knowledge of 

His births and actions; but, by abolishing the foulness of that 

mind which is fixed on these, it produces the highest faith 

having for its object the supreme Yéwara as conditioned by 

these avatdras, and so leads to the immunity from all future 

births. Therefore we maintain that Revelation itself allows 
that the being who assumes an avatdra may be the object of the 
highest faith. 

And these are divine Jrom their being produced solely by his own 

power. (48). 

What does the ‘divine’ character mean in those words of 

the Git& just quoted, “my birth and my action are divine ” ? 

It cannot mean that they are produced by reason of previous 

merit, because there is in him no contact with merit, as 

‘consequences of actions’ are not proved to belong to him. 

Nor can it mean their being produced in heaven, because then 

the character would not apply, when (as in the case of Krishna) 

the birth is in the world of our earth. Rather it means that 

here there is no making use of any gross material cause as in 

the case of the ordinary body; but it is all [directly] produced 

by his own méy4 power. Hence we have those words of Bha- 

gavat to Narada in the ‘ Liberation’ book [of the Mahabharata, 

ecexli. |, 
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“ All this is a mayé created by me, that thou seest me at all, 

Narada.” 

And so too in the Gita (iv. 6), 

“Though myself unborn, of an eternal nature, and lord of 

all beings, yet making use of my subject Nature, I am born 

from seon to eon.” 

Nor is the circumstance that his body is not composed of the ` 

gross elements any bar to its being a body,—since its being 

composed. of the gross elements is only necessary so far as it is 

to be the seat of the enjoyment of the fruits of former actions 

[and these, as we just now said, are out of the question in 

regard to Krishna]. If you say that its being such a seat of 

enjoyment is essential to the idea of a body,—I reply that it is 

simpler to hold that the true idea of a body is its being the seat 

of voluntary effort. Effort is a particular species of the genus 

‘action’; for we must not say that effort is the same as action, 

or we should have to apply the term to the forced movements 

of a dead body [under the influence of magic].! Nor may we 
say that effort is action produced by direct volition,—because 

then it would follow that we ought to apply such a phrase as 

‘it makes an effort’ to a pot, since all acts [as of a pot’s boiling 

its contents] are produced by the direct volition of Yéwara. 

Now the same argument which proves Féwara to have a body 

establishes the efforts produced by that body, and so the dis- 

cussion may rest here. 

Nor does it follow that, if we thus grant the existence of 

such a body for Krishna, we must raise the number of principles 

or ‘primary existences’ [to 27 instead of 26, as this body will 
be quite sud generis; | because it will not be a ‘principle’ at all, 

any more than a common effect is, as a pot, etc.,—since neither 

of them acts as the material cause of any external object which 

1 Cf. the scene of the old witch and her slain son in the sixth book of Heliodorus’ 
_Lthiopica; or kriyd may mean such actions as the dead body’s falling to the ground, 
etc. I prefer this to taking mritasarira-kriyd as ‘the last offices paid to a dead 
body,’ which would simply be a quibble on the word kriyd. 
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helps to make up the visible world; nor again does it act as the 

material cause of the senses.! 

“But how does He act, as He has no object to move Him P” 

He replies, 

His chief object indeed is compassion. (49). 

In common life we apply the term ‘compassionate’ to those 
who exert themselves for the disinterested? removal of others’ 

sorrow. But this is not the highest application of the word, 
since these persons are not entirely disinterested in their action, 

as they may act in order to avoid the pain caused by their sense 

of pity or in order to attain subsequent merit. Nor, again, 

would its highest application be right in the case of any one who 
merely acts to remove others’ sorrow,’ since we do not apply 

it to one who has ulterior objects in view by so doing, as ९.4. 

gaining wealth, etc. But the compassion of Bhagavat is com- 

passion in its highest sense, when He disinterestedly abolishes 

others’ woe. For His sake we use the term ‘compassionate’ 

in only a secondary sense, when we apply it to those who aim 

at other objects. Hence we say that men act from their feeling 

1 §'andilya holds that Kyishna is really a form of the Supreme Brahman (see 
Comm. on Aph. 52); but his body is not a separate primary principle (¢attwa) 
from the acknowledged 26 of the Ved4nta, as it is not a tattwa at all. The 26 
tattwas are divided first into two great classes, as intelligent (cht) and non-intelli- 
gent (०८४), The former includes [कक्षा and the individual soul, the second all the 
rest. But the second is in turn similarly divided into general (vydpaka) and special 
(vydpya); the special are the five elements, the five tanmftras and the eleven senses 
and organs; the general are matter (s.¢. Iswara’s m&y& power), intellect and egoism 
(see Comm. on Aph. 87). The special spring from the general, as their material 
cause; and in turn themselves produce all the different individual existences (as pots, 

etc.) in the world. But the divine body of Kyishna is not like the special tattwas, as 
nothing in the gross world springs from it; nor can it be like the general tattwas, 
because these are the material cause of the elements, senses, organs, etc., but this 
divine body is not the material cause of anything. (Cf. the Tattwa-kaumudi in its 
Comm. on Sankhya-karik4, aphorism 3, where it is shown that such effects, as pots, 
etc. cannot be called ८८८६०45.) 

2 Perhaps nirupddhi in p. 35,1. 3, should be corrected to nirupadhs ‘ genuine,’ 
‘guileless ;’ ntrupddht however means pretty much the same thing, ^ unconditioned,’ 
‘ disinterested.’ ` 

3 $.९, omitting the word ‘ disinterested’ from our previous definition. 
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of compassion, having regard at the same time to the merit 
which the action will produce. 

“But might we not say that, as all pre-eminent manifesta- 
tions of power are said in the Git& to be forms of Bhagavat 

(according to the line, ‘know me to be also amongst men the 

king,’ etc., Gita, x. 27), liberation might also follow from faith 

directed towards a king, etc?” He replies, 

It ts not directed towards pre-eminent manifestations of power, 

because they have to do with the vital airs. (50). 

The highest form of faith is directed only to a Being 

unassociated with the individual soul; but when faith! is 

directed towards such beings as kings and others, who are 

connected with the vital airs, etc., which are the disguisers of 

the individual soul, it cannot have liberation as its fruit. 

And because of the prohibition of gambling and the king’s 

service. (51). 

We read in the DharmAséstras that gambling and the king’s 

service are both prohibited ;* but this would not be so, if the 

king were [the same as] the Supreme Being [and so a proper 

object for faith |. 

If you say ‘this also applies to Vdsudeva,’—no, because he is the 

real form (of Brahman). (52). 

“But when the Sruti speaks of these pre-eminent manifesta- 

tions of power, does it not mention among them ‘I am Vasudeva 

among the Vrishnis’ (Gitd, x. 37), and therefore [as the manifes- 
tation as Vasudeva here only runs parallel to that as a king, 

etc., in x. 27, | it would follow that the manifestation as Vasudeva 

18 no more to be an object of faith than the others?’’ We can- 

not admit this, because the Supreme Brahman is really in the 
form of Krishna; as PardSara says (Vishnu Pur. IV. xi.), 

1 In p. 36, 1. 15, read भक्तिः for रकिः ; 
2 J do not know the exact verse here referred to, but the sentiment is found in 

Béhtlingk’s Indische Spriiche (2nd ed.), 2992, 2995. 
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‘“< Tf a man hears the line of the race of Yadu, he is delivered 

from all sins, that race in which the Supreme Brahman became 

incarnate as a man, under the name of Krishna.” 

This would not be so, if Krishna were only an individual soul. 

And from his recognition as such. (58). 

We find in Sruti a distinct recognition of the son of Vasudeva 

as the Supreme Brahman, as (in the Narayana Upanishad, 

Atharva Siras, vi.)} 

“The son of Devaki is related to Brahman, the destroyer of 

Madhu is related to Brahman ; 

‘There is one form of the Supreme Brahman belonging to 

Narayana, pervading all beings, existing as the cause (of all), 

itself uncaused.”’? And this same recognition is also found in 

Smriti, as in the words to Yudhishthira, uttered by Mar- 

kandeya, who had had ocular experience of a mundane destruc- 

tion? (Mahébh. Vana Parva, clxxxix.), 

“That god who was beheld by me of old, having eyes long 
as a lotus-petal, is now, O tiger of men, thine own relation, 

Janardana.”’ 
So too (Mahébh. Santi P. cccxlv.) Janamejaya says, after hear- 

ing that Bhagavat is not to be seen even by force of penances, 

“He who is not to be seen even by force of penances, 
` Bhagavat worshipped by the world,—him they have seen visibly 

manifested, adorned with the Srivatsa mark.” 

The ‘and’ in the Aphorism implies that another reason is 

found in the fact that the Smriti expressly mentions a reward 

to those who are devoted to him. 

< How then is it that we find Vasudeva himself enumerated 

among the pre-eminent manifestations of power [as in the 

Gita, x. 37]?” He replies, 

That is to be explained by his superiority among the Vrishnis. (54). 

In such passages as ‘I am Vishnu among the Adityas,’ 

1 Compare Weber, Indische Stud. ii. p. 54. 
2 He is called Sapta-kalpdnta-jivanah, ‘living through seven seon-destructions.” 
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(Gita, x. 21) this mention of him among the pre-eminent 
manifestations of power is simply to show that Parameswara 

has the superiority amongst them; and so too this similar 

mention of Vasudeva (in x. 37) is simply intended to show 
that he is the superior among the Vrishnis. 

And 80 too with regard to other well-known [similar manifesta- 

tions]. (56). 

In the same way we are to infer that faith will produce 
liberation as its fruit, when it is directed towards the boar, 

man-lion, dwarf, Rama, and other avatdras, which are well 

known to possess, like the Vasudeva avatdra, the signs of the 

supreme Brahman. Or the aphorism may mean that we are to 

understand a similar meaning of mere superiority over the other 
pre-eminent manifestations of power, which are well known to 

possess the signs of the Supreme Brahman, as e.g. “‘I am also 

Sankara among the Rudras,” etc. It is said in the Sk4nda 

Purdna (K4é{-khanda, i. § 27), 
“He who would declare that there is any distinction between 

Vishnu and Rudra or between Sri and Gauri,—that utterance of 

that erring fool is blamed by the Séstra.” 

The fact that Sankara is well known to possess the signs of 

Brahman, is abundantly to be recognized as taught in the - 
Smriti, etc. 

Thus ends the first daily portion of the second Chapter of 

the Commentary on the Hundred Aphorisms of Séndilya, 

composed. by the most learned teacher Swapneswara. 

The two manifest aids to faith, knowledge and devout concen- 
tration (yoga), have been discussed ; the author now proceeds to 

discuss the inferior forms of faith, which have final bliss 

attached to them in an indirect way, inasmuch as they destroy 

the sin which would hinder its attainment. 
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Since ‘bhajana’ ts summed up in ‘bhakti,’ the lower: form exists 

Jor the higher as it 28 a means to tts production. (56). ` 

The Gita, after praising the highest form of faith as set 

forth in the seventh chapter, by the line (ix. 18), | 

“‘ Having known me as the imperishable, the first of beings, 

they worship me (bhajanti) with undiverted minds ;”’ 

proceeds to notice [the inferior forms] in the next couplet, 

“ Always reciting my names and striving, firm in their vow, 

And paying homage with faith (bhakti), they serve me, per- 

petually devoted ; ” 

and after that (in ch. ix. 29) we have the summing up of the 

whole subject in the words, 

‘But they who worship me (bhagjanti) with faith (bhakti), are 

in me and I in them.” 

Now with regard to this passage, just as the Mimaémsakas 
explain the text “let him sacrifice with chitré”’ (Taitt. Samh. 

1. 4, 6),? so here we must take it as meaning, “let him produce 

the desired fruit by worship (bhajana), which is expressed by 

the term bhakti,” and in this way the fruit [bliss,] and the 
habit of mind [worship,] will be both found residing in the 
same subject. [If you ask why the author of the Gita used 

the word bhakti when he meant bhajana, we reply that] the 

word bhakti came ready to the author’s hand as having been 
already used of the habit of mind towards Bhagavat in such 

" Tread गौणी for गौणा with the Sankerit Coll. Library MS. 
3 This alludes to a Mim4ms& discussion on the text ‘‘let him who desires cattle, 

sacrifice with the chttrd.” A discussion is raised (Nyf&ya-m4l4-vistara, 1. 4. 3) as to 
the meaning of chitrd,—is it merely the name of a sacrifice, so called from the six 
various objects, honey, ghee, etc., offered in it; or does it mean the spotted she-goat 
which is the Agnishomiya victim? The Mim4ms& decides that chttrd here means 
the name of the sacrifice; as in this way the desired fruit (cattle) and the prescribed 
means (the chttrd sacrifice) will both belong to (or reside in) the same subject, 
the offerer. If it had meant the spotted she-goat used as a victim in the Agnishomfya 
sacrifice, then in the words “let him who desires cattle sacrifice with the spotted 
she-goat,” the fruit would have belonged to the sacrificer, but the spotted she-goat 
would have been a characteristic of the sacrifice, and belonged to it, and thus we 
should have had vatyadhtkaranya. 
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passages as “he who has faith in one (ekabhaktith) 1s pre- 

eminent” (vii. 17); and moreover bhakti and bhayana are 

originally synonymous [being similar derivatives from the 

root bhi |. 

We must not say that the highest form of bhakti is here 
enjoined as producing the fruit of supreme bliss,—because we 

have already seen in Aphorism 7 that the highest form of 

faith cannot be thus enjoined by rule, as it is not to be pro- 
duced by a mere effort of human will. Nor again can we say, 

that the fact of its being a cause of supreme bliss was before 

unknown and is now first definitely declared in the Gité,— 

because this fact had been already declared in the seventh 
chapter by the words “they who have faith in me go likewise to 
me.” The true view is rather that these ceremonial repetitions 

of a deity’s names, etc., were originally only brought in with a 

view to show that they were means for removing the hin- 
drances to the highest faith ; but afterwards the word bhakti in 

the instrumental case was applied to them in a secondary sense 

[in ix. 14], and thus they were enjoined as themselves means to 
produce the highest faith, We are thus led to the closing 

passage (in ix. 29), “They are in me and I am in them,” asa 

‘persuasive enforcement,’ giving the purpose of this injunction 

(arthavdda).—Otherwise we should have had to divide the sen- 

tence, and to read it, “by bhakdi they attain bhqjana, and by this 
they dwell in me.” 

As such acts as repeating a deity’s names, etc., are a means 

for producing faith in the worshipper’s soul, the word ‘ bhakti’ 

is used here in ॐ secondary sense which 18 easily understood 
from the literal one, just as in the Vaidic phrase “ghee verily is 
life” [where the real meaning is not that ghee is literally 

itself ‘ life,’ but that it is a great means for prolonging it]. Or 

the word bhakti may be applied to these ceremonies, as meaning 

that they are instruments of worship, ४.९. “he is worshipped by 

these things” (bhajyate ebhih); just as the word udbhid [is ap- 
plied to a particular kind of sacrifice, as well as to a shovel, 
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from its etymological meaning udbhidyate pasuphalam anena ‘the 

desired fruit, sc. cattle, is dug up by 1.7] 1 Or the term may 
be used from our reading in the Gité of the various grades of 

worship, “four several kinds of men worship me”’ (vii. 16),—so 

that the term itself implies ‘ varieties’ as the term ‘creation’ 

does. Or it may be a secondary sense of the term as characterized. 
by the vague and less discriminating attribute ^ noble-minded,’ 
since we read in the Git (vii. 18) “ all these are noble-minded, 

but the knower I hold as myself.” 

And since the other [inferior forms of faith| are associated with the 

recitation of the god’s names as tending to stir up affection. (57). 

It is said in the Gitd (xi. 36), 

“Well is the world, O lord of the senses, delighted and 
filled with love at thy praises.”’ 

Here we have it directly affirmed that the recital of the deity’s 

names is for the purpose of stirring up feelings of affection.— 

“Since they are associated with it,” all the other observances 

which are mentioned with ^ recitation’ in the Gité (ix. 14, etc.) 

—“always reciting my names and striving firm in their vow,” 
etc.—will also have as their end the production of affection [४,९. 

faith | in the soul. 

But the inferior forms are mentioned tn the interval; and they are 

also alluded to in the Vedic references to objects of adoration, 

Jrom the very fact that they are found in the Brahma- 

kdnda. (58). 

The inferior forms of faith which are mentioned in the Gita 

between the two aforesaid passages, “ Having known me as the 

imperishable, the first of beings, they worship me with un- 

diverted minds” (ix. 13), and ‘‘ But they who worship me with 

faith are in me and I in them” (ix. 29),—are really subsidiary 

to the highest faith, being included as by nippers between two 

1 Dr. Ballantyne, in his edition of the text, gives a reference here to Aswalfyana’s 
S'rauta-sdtras ; but the true reference is rather to the derivation of udbhid suggested 
in the Mim4msa, compare Jaiminiya-Ny&ya-m4l4-vistara, i. 4, 2. 
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distinct mentions of this highest faith. Thus we read (in ix. 

14, 15, 22, 25-28) as follows, 

८ Always reciting my names and striving firm in their vow, 
and paying homage with faith, they serve me perpetually 

devoted. And others serve me, sacrificing with the sacrifice 
of knowledge, and worshipping me in unity or in plurality, 

or as facing every way in many guises.”’ 
“They who serve and think on me, with their minds fixed 

on nought besides,—to them, ever devoted to me, I bring 

sure bliss.” 
‘Those devoted to the gods go to the gods, those devoted 

to the ancestors go to the ancestors, those who sacrifice to 

goblins go to the goblins, and those also who sacrifice to me go 

tome. He who gives to me with faith a leaf, a flower, a fruit, 
or water,—I eat it from him pure-souled as offered in faith. 

Whatever thou doest, whatever thou eatest, whatever thou 

offerest, whatever thou givest, whatever penance thou under- 

goest, O son of Kunti,—give it all over to me. Thus shalt 

thou be delivered from all good or evil consequences, caused by 

works,” 
Here ‘recitation’ means repeating the deity’s names; and 

worldly ‘striving’ also to attain faith is likewise mentioned 

with it, as the subject-matter is the different subsidiary helps 

to faith. ‘Firmness in their vow,’ i.e. their performing through 
faith in me such ceremonial observances as the fasting on the 
eleventh lunar day,' etc. ‘Paying homage’ (namaskdra), i.e. the 

performance of such ceremonies as the raising the hands to the 
head in token of self-abasement. The ‘sacrifice of knowledge’ 
is twofold, the superior and the inferior, as directed respectively 

to unity or plurality. The ‘thinking on Him alone’ is the 
contemplation and continual remembrance of Him. ‘Sacrifice’ 

1 « Every eleventh lunar day is held in extravagant veneration by the Hindus, 
but more particularly by the Vaishnavas. Fasting on the eleventh day is declared to be 
equally efficacious with a thousand asywamedhas, and eating during its continuance ४5 
heinous 8 sin as parricide or the murder of a spiritual teacher.’’—Wilson’s Essays 00 

the Religions of the Hindus, vol. i. p. 204. 
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is worship directed to Bhagavat, and the giving of leaves, etc., 

and so, too, the giving over of all enjoined or forbidden actions 

to the Supreme Lord. 

These, however, are not the only subordinate helps; for other 

means to produce faith are hidden! in such passages about 

worship as that of the Chhéndogya Upanishad (ii. 18), “let 

him adore the mind as Brahman,” or that of the Gita (x. 21), 

“T am Vishnu among the Adityas,” etc. If you ask “why?” 
I answer that we are authorized to conclude so, because the 

whole of the Theosophical part of the Veda treats of faith or 

the means for its production in the soul.? 

From these arises purification, as we see by the introduction of the 

subject. (59). 

From these inferior forms of faith arises ‘purification,’ १.९. 

the removal of the sin which causes the foulness of the internal 

organ; this, however, is itself a means [not the end]. Why? 

because these inferior forms are mentioned in the Gité, after 

introducing the subject (in ix. 2) by the words “this is the 

best purifier.” Purification is an indispensable means, since 

` faith is a quality of the internal organ [ which is produced after 

purification has accomplished its preliminary work |. | 

Some infer a greater degree of fruit from this conjunction of the 

higher faith with these. (60). 

Some teachers hold that the joint mention of the higher faith 
in connexion with these inferior forms, as the recitation of 

names, etc., in such passages as ‘‘he who offers to me with 

faith,” (1x. 26), “ paying homage to me with faith” (ix. 14), 

etc.,—as it is certain from the context, etc., that these latter 

forms must hold a subordinate position,—can only be in order to 

show that there is a higher degree of fruit to those who, having 

exercised their faith, also practise these lower observances. 

1 Literally ‘swallowed up by.’ 
2 Or as it was said in the Commentary on Aphorism 26, ‘faith is the end of the 

brahma-k4nda.’ 

$ Compare pp. 47, 52, supra. 
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Jaimini thinks that tt ts only as a name, from the possibility. (61). 

But the teacher Jaimini! (as the fact of these forms 

being inferior is certain) thinks that the same explanation 

holds here which holds in regard to the Vedic injunction “ let 

him who is using a spell against an enemy sacrifice with the 

Syena.” [Now it is shown in the Aphorisms of the Mim4msa 

that syena does not mean there ‘a hawk,’ but is the special 

name of the ceremony ; ४ and so Jaimini maintains that| the 

word ‘faith’ is only used in this passage of the Gita in a sub- 
ordinate way as a special name for the actions described, and 

thus the passage means “let him secure the highest faith by 

the [so-called special] faith, ‘repeating the deity’s names,’ and. 
by the [so-called special] faith ‘ giving’’’—since in this way 

we have the possibility of their all referring to the same sub- 

160४ ; 3 and thus it will have no reference to any fruit of its 

own, which would only introduce a needless complication. 

Here these subordinate means are to be performed according to time 

and opportunity, as in building a house, etc. (62). 

Now three alternatives present themselves. The repetition 
of names, paying homage, and the other aforementioned ob- 

servances, may be either performed simultaneously, or any one 

singly, or all in order. But we cannot accept the first alter- 

native, because then we should have the whole failing, if any 

one observance were left unperformed; nor can we accept the 

second, because if there were thus an unlimited option, it would 

involve their all having one and the same use; and the third 

alternative will not suit the meaning of the text; and again, 

when one observance was performed, it would seem unnecessary 

trouble to perform the next. And therefore the prim facie con- 

clusion is that these different observances cause mutual confusion 

by each intruding into the province of the others, 

1 Ts this an adaptation of Jaimini’s doctrine (in Suit. i. 4. 5); or does it refer to a 
modern writer of that name P 

2 So called from its suddenly destructive effects on the enemy. 
° i.e. they will be all alike instances of the lower faith, sc. means to the higher. 
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But the true conclusion is that all these observances are alike 

means [to produce faith], since all have authority for their 

being followed. But there is no necessity for the simultaneous 

performance of all, from the absence of any authority for it; 

those only need to be practised simultaneously, the simultaneous 
use of which is commanded in the Sruti, as perfumes, flowers, 

incense, lamps, oblations, etc. All the other observances may 

be performed according to time and opportunity, as in the 

making of a house, etc.; ४.५. just as men bring the various 

materials for a house, as the thatch, pillars, etc., sometimes all 

at once and sometimes in succession; and it does not follow, 

however they may be brought, that the thatch, etc., cease to be 

means for the desired end. Therefore whatever sin each ob- 

servance is specially suited to destroy, let it be performed for 

that purpose; and thus all having respectively shown their 

various efficacy, the highest faith will be eventually produced 

in the soul ; and so it is declared in the Gita (vii. 19), 

“At the end of many births he who has knowledge attains 

me.” 

From pleasing the Supreme Lord even one may be effectual. (68). 

Among these inferior means any one may become powerful 

by special practice, and this even by itself may produce 

pleasure in the Supreme Lord and so avail to cause the highest 

faith ; just as we see that an earthly lord is not pleased by his 

other attendants with all their many careless services, but may 

be pleased by even one attendant with a simple act of sham- 

pooing performed with hearty zeal. The highest faith may be 

attained, through the favour of Bhagavat, by even one of these 
inferior means, as repetition of names, etc., resolutely carried 

out; as we read in the Gita (xvi. 57), 

“ Devoting thyself to concentration of thought, fix thy mind — 

on me; he whose mind is fixed on me will, by my favour, cross 

over all difficulties.” 

So too any particular one may have a peculiar efficacy derived 
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from a certain time, etc., as it is said in such passages as the 
` following [in the Brahma Purana, ch. xcvii. 166], 

“What one obtains by meditation in the Krita, by sacrifices 

in the Treté, and by outward worship in the Dwépara, that one 
obtains in the Kali by merely reciting KeSava’s name.” 

Nor will the different means interfere with each other, since 

recitation of the deity’s names, and the other means, produce 

their respective influence by their own nature, in each indi- 

` vidual case where faith is to be powerfully excited. 
Is the purification [spoken of in Aphorism 59] the means [ for 

obtaining the highest faith] in the case of all who are occupied 

with the recitation of names, etc., or is something else the means 

in the case of some? He replies: 

That absence of bondage, which belongs to surrendering works, is 

the true means. (64). 

The true means [for attaining the highest faith] is that 
absence of all bondage consisting in a cessation from all con- 
sequences, which arises in the case of those who have sur- 

rendered all their good and evil works to Bhagavat. As we 

read [in the Gita, ix. 28], 

“Thus thou shalt be delivered from good and evil conse- 

quences, caused by works.” 

And there is a formula for this surrender of our works in 

another Purana, 

“Whatever I do, good or evil, with or without my will, 

That being all surrendered to thee, I do it as impelled by 

thee.” 

Nor would it follow in this way that a man might do as he 
pleased, under the pretence of acting as thus impelled by Him ; 

because the absence of doing evil is really one part of this 

divine impulsion. And so the Smriti, “A man could not be 

devoted to sin, while depending on strength derived from the 

Veda.” Therefore we say that this ‘ purification’ must have for 

its object something other than doing evil. Now good deeds 
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are to be understood as meaning the necessary and occasional 
observances! prescribed by one’s period of life (A’srama). The 

world of Brahmé, etc., is the reward attained by the due 

observance of the duties of one’s dsrama, and the very attain- 

ment of this reward would delay the summum bonum, libera- 

tion ; and therefore this and the like are called ‘bondage’ in 

the Aphorism. But when all is surrendered to Brahman, it is 

well known that it is a means to liberation. Thus, too, there is 

an absence of consequences when the voluntary works engaged 

in through desire of fruit, or evil works engaged in through 

ignorance, are afterwards surrendered [to Brahman |. 

But here we must consider a distinction in these subordinate 

forms of faith. Thus, for instance, we find a description like that 

[in the Chhandogya Upanishad, i. 6], “That golden male who 

is seen within the sun, with golden beard and golden hair,” 

etc.; and so too [in the N4rada-pancharatra, xi. 71.], 

“He is ever to be meditated on who resides within the orb of 
the sun, Narayana, seated on his lotus seat; crest-bearing, 

wearing bracelets and makara earrings, decked with a string 
of pearls, golden-formed, and carrying a conch and discus.” 

Is meditation to be restricted to these [special manifestations | 

or is it to be extended to the complete [formless] manifestations 
of the divine nature, as given in other srutis? The prima facie 

answer which suggests itself is that it is restricted by the Sruti’s 
mentioning the definite nature of the object to be thus meditated 

upon ; but the following Aphorism supplies the true answer. 

1 Ceremonial works are of three kinds, ‘ constant,’ ‘ occasional,’ and ‘ voluntary.’ 

The ‘ constant’ are those continually enjoined through a Brahman’s life, as the daily 
and fortnightly offerings; the ‘occasional’ are enjoined on certain occasions, as 
recovery from sickness, an eclipse, etc.; the ‘ voluntary ’ are directed to some special 

end, as ‘let him who desires heaven offer the jyotishtoma.’ It is generally held 
that the first two are positive duties and cannot be omitted without sin; but their 
performance does not produce bondage by causing merit in the offerer. The 
‘voluntary’ offerings necessitate a future reward, and as they thus produce bondage, 
they should be avoided by the devotee. S'‘andilya, however, holds that even ‘ con- 
stant’ and ‘occasional’ works, as well as ‘voluntary,’ produce ‘merit,’ and so tend 
to cause bondage, unless they are surrendered in faith to Iswara. 
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But the [apparent] restriction of the meditation is given because of 

the easiness of a visible object. (65). 

The reason why the Sruti mentions a particular object for ` 

one’s meditation is in order to present the mind with some 

visible object, as the mind might become distracted by a variety 

of objects. Therefore its mention is to be considered as arising 

only because of the greater easiness,—as there might be the 

risk of an option and other difficulties, if the meditation were 

directed only to the unseen. Therefore the rule will be 
different in regard to different passages of Sruti. Hence we 

see that without some such definite mention the fruit of medi- 

tation would have been hard to obtain in the case of the 

milkmaids and Sigupala, etc. 

The root ‘yaj’ there means worship ; not so in the other 

sacrifices. (66). 

“In the Gita (ix. 25) it is said ‘those also who sacrifice to me 

(mad-ydjinah) go to me;’ does the root yaj, used here, refer to 

the well-known jyotishtoma and other offerings, or does it mean 

‘worship’?”’ We answer,—vyq 18 used here only in the sense of 
‘worship.’ How is this known? By such injunctions as “let 
him worship Vishnu,” etc., necessary and voluntary worship 

is already expressly enjoined with reference to Vishnu; and the 

Gité only enjoins this ‘worship’ here as a subsidiary part of 

the highest faith,! and does not itself expressly enjoin that it 

should be performed with a reference to Vishnu.? But in the 
case of the other offerings [ 2.९." 0116 jyotishtoma, 60९. ] we do not 
find any express declaration that they are directed to Vishnu; in 

fact, in that case, we should be forced to divide the sentence of 

the Gita, [‘‘those who sacrifice to me, go to me,”] into two 

` 1 This refers to the Comm. on Aph. 58, where vv. 14-28 (Git&, § ix.) are con- 
sidered to refer to the ancillary forms of worship included (as ‘between nippers’) 
between vy. 13 and 29, which describe the higher form. 

2 I read in p. 45, 1. 8, na for tena, as this is the reading of both MSS. in the 
Calcutta Sanskrit College Library. 
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distinct declarations, viz. one to establish that these sacrifices 

were directed to Vishnu at all, the other that they were related 
to faith‘ Well then, [if an offering’s connexion with Vishnu 
is what gives it this relation], let us hold that there is this 

connexion with faith in such a special and voluntary offering 

as that prescribed in the text, ‘he offers an oblation of milk 

and butter to the wide-stepping Vishnu.’’’! We concede this 

in part ;—but the example you give is an imperfect one, since 

voluntary oblations [which are offered with a certain definite 

end] have properly no reference to any farther end when that 

immediate end is obtained; and I would rather exemplify this 

connexion with faith by the case of those constant daily offerings 

which the very fact of living makes obligatory [apart from 

any accidental desires, such as might prompt voluntary offer- 

ings]; since there is nothing to hinder this view,’ and, inas- 
much as they are constant, they are always at hand. 

Hence in the Mokshadharma section of the Mahébharata, we 

read, in the censure of acts of worship accompanied with injury 
to living beings (Mah4bh. Santi P. celxvi.),3 

“The righteous-souled Manu prescribed avoidance of injury 
in all ceremonial works; it is because men are filled with 

[unnecessary | desires that they slaughter the cattle outside the 
Vedi They alone who know Vishnu worship him rightly, 
with offerings of milk and flowers; thus is his worship pre- 

scribed in the smriti.” 

Now follow three sections (adhikaranas) arising from the 

topic of piyd as just discussed. 

1 This is some passage, describing an offering made to Vishnu under a particular 
manifestation, and for some particular desired object. Although in the indicative 
mood, it appears to be considered as an imperative injunction, compare the Mim&ms& 
discussion, Taitt. Samh. vol. i. p. 34. 

2 These constant offerings have no expressly declared fruit, and therefore naturally 
look forward to some such transcendental fruit as that declared in the line from the 
Gita. 

$ This is part of the speech of King Vichaknu, on seeing oxen slaughtered at a 
great sacrifice. 

4 See Aitareya Brahmana, 11. 11. 
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But the “water of his feet”? means water for washing the feet, as 

otherwise ४ would not apply to all cases. (67). 

a. The following passage occurs in Smriti (Nrsimha 

Purana, § 59) 

“Those sacred waters of Ganges, Pray4ga, Gaya, Pushkara, 
and Naimisha, and those of Karujdngala and Yamuna, only 
cleanse sinners after a lapse of time; but the water of 

Bhagavat’s feet cleanses immediately.” 
Now does this “water of Bhagavat’s feet’? mean water 

actually connected with his feet, or water poured on the feet of 

his adopted representative (as an idol or priest) ? The ^ water 

of his feet”? means only “ water for washing the feet ”’ [1.e. we 

name it from its object, but we do not undertake to prove that 

it has actually been in contact with his feet]. Why? Because 

otherwise it would not apply to some cases which ought to be 

included. Thus we may at once declare that no direct con- 

nexion is possible between the water and Bhagavat; nor can 

it be by means of a personal descent of the deity, because this 

too cannot be [immediately] present to the performer of the cere- 

mony. And again, even if we maintained that the difficulty was 

met by the actual connexion between the water and the feet of the 

consecrated image which receives the worship, still this would 

not hold in the case where an unconsecrated image is brought 

in for worship; nor again would it apply in the case of the 

S4lagrém Ammonites, etc., since these have no feet at all. So 
in order to help the passage to apply to all these cases, let the 
expression be held to mean only “water for washing the feet,” 

as otherwise we should have to invent all kinds of very distant 

connexions which might be supposed to exist between the 
image, etc. [and the deity]. | 

What is given by the worshipper himself may also be taken by him, 

since there is no difference. (68). 

b. The offered eatables, the flowers left at an offering, et¢., 
which were given in worship to Bhagavat, are to be given t0 
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the Sétwatas, as enjoined by the passage, “what is sacred to 

Vishnu is for the Saétwatas,”’! etc.; now as the word Saétwata 

applies.equally to both, they may be also taken by the votary 

himself [as well as Krishna’s other votaries], i.e. they may be 

appropriated to his own use by eating [as the food], or by 

holding [as the flowers]. If he himself takes them, the final 

ceremony? is fulfilled. But all trickery in religious rites is to 

be avoided. Therefore, just as the purod4sa cake, which was 

presented to Agni, etc., is afterwards given away, in the con- 

cluding ceremony, in accordance with the words of the in- 

junction, “he cuts the offering to Agni Swishtakrit from the 

upper half; the four priests, with the institutor as the fifth, 

eat the cake,”—so here too the same thing is done because 

of the words of the injunction; otherwise one could not give 

it even to the Satwatas, as it is property belonging to another. 

If you rejoin that “he gives it to the Satwatas from the 

injunction,” I reply that there is nothing in the words of the 

injunction to exclude one’s self. Nor may you retort, “But 

then you might argue in the same way that, when it is said 

‘let him give to the bréhmans,’ he may give to himself as he 

too is a brahman ;’’—because the very essence of giving is that 

while your own right of property in the thing is destroyed, 

another’s right is constituted. But we are not to apply this 
rule in the case of the concluding ceremony mentioned above, 

because we see that the institutor is expressly named in the in- 

junction as a sharer; that 18, the ceremony establishes his 

right, just as buying does. And so, if there are no other 

Sétwatas to benefit by the offerings, the rule is to be prevented 

from remaining inoperative, by himself taking them. 
And the same principle is also to be understood when he 

1 Satwata originally means a prince of the Satwats, and is applied to Krishna; 
it afterwards means a devoted follower of Krishna. 

2 Called pratipatts in the ritual treatises; 8.८. the final disposal of what is left at 
the end of the rite, cf. Jaiminiya Nyfya M. V. iii. 4. 21. 

3 1 read परस्वत्ापादन० for परस्वलापादाभ० in ए. 46, 1. 3 infra (cf. last 
line), (cf. Jaiminiya Nyfya M. V. iv. 2. 12). 

6 
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takes the water for washing the feet, etc., which he had himself 
presented. The line in the Gita (iii. 12), “He is verily a thief, 

who eats things given by the gods, not having first given 
them to them,” is to be explained as bearing out our view, 

for, as the agent is the same in the two clauses, so we must 

understand the object to be the same, as his supposed right of 

ownership is destroyed! [by the fact of the things having been 
previously given by him]; since the negation with the in- 

declinable participle [apraddya—‘not having first given ’] 

necessarily requires to be construed as applying to the same 
object as the verb ‘he eats,’—as there is no reason for sup- 

posing that ‘ things given by the gods’ could mean in the next 

clause things of a similar kind* [and not those very things]. 

Therefore we must hold that even what is presented to the gods 

may be used by the offerer if there is nothing to hinder it. 

We must determine as to the different offences, by having regard to 

their occasion and character® (69). 

‘c. We find that [in the Var4ha Purana, § 124], in the passage 

-beginning with the line, “Thirty-two offences in divine worship 
are enumerated,” thirty-two offences and their several expia- 

tions are laid down. Now the question arises: is the avoidance 

of all offences a part of the worship, or is the avoidance of 

some of them a part of the worship and of some of them an 
end in itself? We find it said in reference to this point 

[ Varéha P. ९. |; 
‘“‘ Whatever man worships me with a flower improper for the 

rite, I will declare that man’s fall [into hell] ; hear it, 
O earth.” 

1 सखहध्वंसे scoms irrelevant. My pandit proposes PATRITR - 
2 s.e. he quotes this verse of the Git& as bearing out his own view, since he 

explains it as meaning that the offerer is to offer first, and then to use himself those 
very same things which he has offered. The two interpretations differ, inasmuch as 
one explains it ‘not having first given similar things to the gods,’ the other ‘ not 
having first given them to the gods.’ 

3 In ^. 69 read निंमिन्तगुणव्यपेचणात्. The 2 in the printed text is a 
misprint, as the & is the reading of Dr. Ballantyne’s own MS. as well as that in the 
Sansk. Coll. Lib. 
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Here as improper flowers are positively forbidden, their 

avoidance can form no part of the worship. If, however, they 

are offered by a mistake in the course of the celebration of the 

ceremony, there is an expiation which has reference to that 

particular ‘occasion.’ But—([Vardha P. 16. | ̂̂ When any one 

offers me incense, without having given me perfume and 

garlands,”—as here there is an offence committed against the 
proper order of the worship, and as this very order is a part 

of the worship, we must consider its expiation also as a part 
too, since we thereby avoid the worship’s becoming defective ; 

[and we thus have regard to the ‘character’ of the offence. | 

But when it is said [Vardha P. 28. | without any form of 
worship being mentioned, ‘But whoever approaches me, not 

having chewed a twig,” etc., here it 18 clear that the avoidance 

of this offence is an end in itself as leading to happiness. Thus 

we determine the relative position of the different offences in 

regard to worship.— 

[After this digression respecting these three incidental 

questions, he now returns to his main subject. | 

It being thus established that worship is connected with 
faith, the passage (Gité, ix. 26), “He who gives me with 
faith a leaf, flower, fruit, or water, I eat it from him pure- 

souled as offered with faith,” declares that all gifts directed to 
Bhagavat are subordinate parts of faith. He proceeds to 
explain this in the next Aphorism ; 

The giving of a‘ leaf, etc., [in the Gitta ts enjoined as a part of 
Saith ;|' otherwise the gift would be limited. (70). 

There is a well-known passage, 

८८ Whatever is most desired in the world, whatever else is 

loved at home,—that is all to be given to the discus-holding god 

of gods, to please him.” 

Now the passage in the Git& really enjoins that the gift of 

1 T supply as the rest of the sentence after patrdder dinam, RAAF AAT fa- 
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everything to Bhagavat, already enjoined by this and other 

such passages, is a subordinate part of faith; otherwise, if the 

Gité passage were the primary authority for giving, the gift 

would have to be limited to the four things especially named. 
If it be suggested that these four things may be definitely en- 

joined here [to supplement the general but vague injunction 

already given elsewhere|,—we reply that in that case there 

ought to have been four separate sentences! [and not one, as at 

present]. Therefore the passage from the Gité properly only 

re-enforces the gift already enjoined, and then itself enjoins 

that this gift is a subordinate part of faith, just as the Vedic 

passage [Taitt. Samh. ii. 5.11], “‘he wears his cord over his 
left shoulder,” which mode of wearing it is the general one — 
[and already enjoined by the Smriti], has itself an enjoining 
force, inasmuch as it enjoins this mode of wearing it at that 

particular time as a subordinate part of the general whole, i.e. 
the great sacrifice at the new moon.?® 

1 There is a favourite principle in the एप Mimfms4, that several different 
characteristic circumstances cannot be enjoined in one sentence in regard to a thing 
which is already enjoined by a previous rule, as this would involve the fault called 
Vakyabheda,—they must be broken up and mentioned separately. Thus when it is 
said (see p. 63, supra), “let him who desires cattle sacrifice with the chstrd,” the 
opponent suggests that chitrd is not here the name of a sacrifice, but means ‘a 
spotted she-goat,’ and thus only gives two special characteristics of sex and colour 
which the animal, already enjoined by other passages but unspecified, is to possess. 
This is rejected on the ground that, as the sacrifice is one already enjoined, these 
two qualities could not be combined in one word chttrd, but must have been given as 
separate sentences (see Nyfya M4lé ए, i. 4. 3. cf. Taitt. Samh. Comm. ii. 4. 6). 

2 This also refers to several discussions of the Mim4mss& (866 Taitt. Samh. Comm. 

vol. ii. p. 666, vol. i. p. 33). The injunction in question occurs in the 11th chapter 
in Taitt. Samh. ii. 5. Now the whole of the 5th section is devoted to the New-moon 
sacrifice; in the 7th and 8th ch. we have the Sdmidheni hymns; in the 9th the Nivid 
sentences, and in the 10th some voluntary Sdmidhenis. The Mim&ms& discussion 
shows that the injunction about the cord is not to be considered a part of the 
sdmidhenis nor of the nivids, but of the general topic of the book, the New-moon 

sacrifice. The discussion in vol. i. p. 34, showed that the sentence “ he wears his 
cord’”’ is a definite injunction (शकः), although it is expressed in the indicative, not 
the imperative mood; and though in itself it is prdpta, (४.९. previously enjoined as 
the ordinary mode of wearing the cord (by the Smriti and SmArta-sitras) it is also 
an injunction, as it authoritatively declares that the act of so wearing it is here a 
part of the New-moon sacrifice. 
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These various forms of faith are the chief things, since they spring 

Srom previous good works, and are causes of the highest 

faith. (71). 

These various forms of faith are the chief things in all 
ceremonial actions, because they tend to produce the highest 
faith, and because they are themselves produced by the other 

religious acts. Thus it is said (Gita, iv. 10, 11), 

“Many, being purified by knowledge and asceticism, have 
attained to faith in me;! and in what measure they turn to 

me, in that measure I show my favour to them.”’ 

Again, it is said elsewhere, 

“Do not fishes dwell in the [holy] water of Ganges? The 

flocks of birds dwell in the home of the gods [the sky]. Being 

destitute of faith, they receive no benefit from a place of pil- 

grimage or the most sacred temple.” 
So, too,? in the line (Gita, vii. 16), 

“Four classes of men, all having done good works, worship 
me with faith, Arjuna ;” 

as their respective degrees of faith thus spring from previous 

good works, faith in any of its degrees is superior to them [as 

being their fruit and end]. Hence we conclude that, as we 

said before, this whole discussion of ours belongs to a Mimamsé 

of Faith, not a Mimdémsa of works.’ 

“But may we not say that those who have faith cannot be 

divided into a higher and lower class; because if they could 

be, how could Bhagavat speak of them as all standing on the 

same level, when he says (Gita, vii. 16), 

‘Four classes of men, all having done good works, worship 

me with faith, Arjuna ; 

He who is distressed, he who desires knowledge, he who 

desires happiness, and he who knows, O hero.’ ” 

1 Swapnegwara expressly takes madbhdvam as meaning here madbhaktim; but 
other commentators more rightly understand it as “have attained to identity with 
me.” 

2 For (aT in p. 48, last line, read @YT. 
3 Cf. Comm. on Aphorism 26. 
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The author replies in the following Aphorism, 

The three are subordinate, and their association with the other 25 

to give them honotr. (72). 

Three of these forms of faith are subordinate, and the Sruti’s 

_ mnentioning them in conjunction with the principal one is only 

to give honour to them by associating them with it, just as 

we see that ministers are mentioned together with the king. 

And thus the faith of ‘the distressed’ means the remembering 

(Krishna), repeating his names, etc., for the sake of destroying 

sin, deliverance from calamity, etc. The faith of ‘him who 

desires knowledge’ is the performance of sacrifices, etc., for the 

sake of knowledge. [This is one kind. But again] as it is 

said [in the Brihad Aranyaka,] ‘‘Him the Bréhmans desire 
to comprehend by studying the Veda, by sacrifice, charity, 

asceticism, and fasting,”’ so we read [in the Gita, xviii. 46], 

“Having worshipped him by his own proper works, a man 

attains perfection ;” 

and again [in the Vishnu Purana, ITI. vii. 20], 

‘‘Him who never deviates from the duties of his caste,—who 

looks with equal mind on himself, or his friend, or his adver- 

sary,—who takes nothing from another, and smites none down, 

—him, fixed in mind, know to be Vishnu’s faithful worshipper.” 

We see by such passages that the faith called the desire of 

knowledge also consists in the performance for the sake of 

knowledge of the duties of one’s own caste and order, the pre- 

scribed repetition of the Veda, etc. The faith which is called 

‘the desire of happiness’ is also of two kinds,—the one before 

described which is carried out for the sake of the highest 

faith, and the other that which consists in repeating the divine 
names, etc., and is performed for the sake of sovereignty, 

heaven, etc. As it is said [in the Vishnu Purdna, III. viii. 6], 

‘When Vishnu is pleased, a man obtains all terrestrial en- 

joyments,—a supreme place and one to be praised even by the 
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dwellers in heaven,'—yea, and even final liberation? which 18 

best of all.” | 
Here final liberation is attained by means of the highest 

faith, and therefore this form of faith, which we call ‘a desire 

for happiness,’ may have as its end this highest faith, since 

this exactly agrees with those words of the Gita (ix. 19), 

“Whosoever worship me with faith, they are in me, and I in 

them.” 

And as for what is said in the Bhégavata (VII. ए. 22, 23), 
“To hear and repeat the names of Vishnu, to remember 

them, to serve his feet, to honour him, to shew him reverence, 

to do service as his slave, to love him as a friend, and to sur- 

render oneself to him,—if this ninefold faith be yielded by 

a man to Vishnu, [that I consider the best lesson, |’’ 
these must be distributed according to circumstances among 

those divisions of ours. And there is no real fault in these arti- 

ficial characteristics, even although the subject-matter of each 

should not be always kept distinct. 
“But if repeating the divine names, and the like, were called 

[in Aph. 58] subordinate parts of faith, how can they now be 

considered as principal by being associated with the so-called 
faith of ‘distress,’ etc.?”? To meet this, we have the next 

Aphorism. 

Both may be included and also external, as the Aveshti and the 

Brihaspati-offering. (738). 

Remembering and reciting the divine names, etc., inasmuch 

as they are subordinate parts of the highest faith, are included 
in it; but inasmuch as Sruti mentions another independent 

fruit arising from them, {beside the one arising from the 

highest faith], they may be separated from it and regarded 
as outside; just as in the Mimémsa discussions the expiatory 

1 The Commentary to the Vishnu P. explains this as meaning the world of 
Brahma, ete. 

2 Nirvdna in the original. 
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ceremony called aveshti,! although included in the Rajastya 

sacrifice, may still be regarded as a principal rite [and not 

ancillary], from its being connected with an independent fruit 
of its own, and so may be severed from that sacrifice. Or just 

as the Brihaspati offering, which is sometimes a principal rite, 

is properly ancillary to the Vajapeya sacrifice.? This distinction 

entirely depends on whether there is authority in the Sruti for 

it or not.® 

So too it is said, 

“‘Tf, when men are performing some rite, anything fails in 
the sacrifice, it will be supplied by remembering Vishnu; thus 

saith the Sruti.” 

By this passage we see that all ceremonial rites can be occa- 

sionally performed as subordinate [to faith in Vishnu, and 

dependent on it for their success, however they may in their 
ordinary relation occupy the principal place]. Thus there is 

nothing inconsistent in the supposition that these actions | recit- 

ing the divine names, etc.] may be in themselves subordinate 
parts of the highest faith and yet be principal in relation to 

the fruit of heaven which they will produce. 
A particular distinction is now examined in ‘the faith of 

distress.’ 

Remembering, reciting, hearing or telling the history, etc. [are in- 

cluded | tn the ‘faith of distress,’ because they have the nature 

of expiation. (74). 

Remembering and reciting the divine names, hearing or 

telling Bhagavat’s history, acts of homage, etc., are properly 

included in the faith of the ‘distressed,’ since they are de- 

scribed as producing the cancelling of such and such sins to 

1 This ceremony is described in Taitt. Samh. I. viii. 19, and Sf&yana in his Comm. 
quotes the Mimfms4 discussion. Cf. Jaiminiya Nyfya M. V. xi. 4. 3. 

3 This ceremony is to be performed by one who wishes to become a family priest, 
as Brihaspati was to the gods; it is described in the Taitt. Brohmana, II. vii. 1. 

3 The Sansk. Coll. MS. takes this line as a new 808 and not as part of the 
Commentary, and reads प्रमादः 10 प्रमाण, thus connecting it with what follows 

and not with what precedes. 
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those who are suffering the pain of hell caused by those sins. 
Thus we read [in the Vishnu Purana, IT. vi. 32, 33], 

“ Arduous expiations for great sins, trifling ones for minor 
offences, have been propounded, O Maitreya, by Sw4yambhuva 

and others. But whatever be the expiatory acts, whether 
penances, deeds of charity, or the like,—to remember Krishna 

is superior to them all ;” 

Again [ibid. VI. vii.], 
“That repetition of his name with faith, Maitreya, which is 

the best consumer of all sins, as fire is of metals.” 

So too [Mahabh. xii. § 345], 
“To visit all hermitages, to bathe in all places of pilgrimage, 

confers not such blessings, O Sauti, as the history of Narayana. 
Men become purified in body, when they have heard this holy 

history from the beginning,—whose subject is Nardyana, and 
which abolishes all 8110, etc. 

Therefore it is quite proper that these should be included 

under the so-called faith of ‘ distress.’ 

If you object that the more difficult expiations will not be practised, 

we reply that from their including a period only ending in 

death,’ the lesser expiations [such as repetition of the divine 

` names, etc.| must be ranked among the great expiations. (75). 

An objector may here say, “All this may be true, but it is 

clear, from the opposite being contrary to reason, that all these 

passages only refer to very small sins; otherwise all those 
penances which involve considerable pain would have so far 

lost their authoritativeness that no one would practise them.” 

To this however we demur; since these supposed minor ex- 

piations really involve more pain, because they are described 

as including a period only ending at death. 
Thus we read (Vishnu Pur. II. vi. 29), 

“Therefore, O sage, the man who remembers Vishnu day and 

1 I would read WTWTAY for प्रयाण. 
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night, being purified and having all his sins abolished, never 

goes to hell.” 

Such a passage means that this habit is to continue as long as 
life continues, and end only with that; since the beginning and 
the end agree [in being undefined and therefore contemporary 

with life]. For no time is specified for the beginning; if it 
had been, we might have been led to suppose, from the contra- 

diction to this, that the end also could have a different meaning 

[from that which is its obvious one, and imply a fixed time too]. 

And thus, as both kinds of expiation are alike in the amount 

of pain which they involve, we need not suppose that the other 

kinds of penance will become, as our objector fears, unauthori- 

tative and cease to be practised. The passage (in the Vishnu 

Pur. IT. vi. 35) 

“At morning and night, sunset and noon, remembering 

Vishnu,” 

which divides the worship into different fixed periods [and 80 
might seem to contradict our view], is really only a repetition 

(anuvdda). 

Nor is this expiation which we are advocating only suited for 

one who is repenting for some act of sin. As for the passage 

(in the Vishnu P. 7bid.), 
“Whosoever having committed sin, feels repentance, his 

best expiation is one remembrance of Hari ;” 

since this is a reiteration (anuvdda) of the necessity of repent- 
ance as a part of every expiation, the word ‘one’ must also be 

a reiteration of that comparative disregard of all other ex- 
piations which the whole argument of the previous passage had 

already established. Otherwise the two parts of the sentence 

would have to be divided and the objects of each would be 
special and not the same.! Therefore also the passages pre- 

1 8.९, the first part clearly declares what had been already enjoined (४.५. that re- 
pentance is necessary in every expiation), and it is therefore an anuvdda; and the 
second part must also be an anuvdda, unless we are to suppose that the two parts of 
the sentence (although connected by yat and ८4४) are different, the one being an anu- 
vdda or simple reiteration and the other an arthavdda. 
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viously quoted [sc. Vishnu Pur. II. vi. 33, etc.] will similarly 

not be arthavddas but anuvddas,' as they also are severally in- 

volved in the same construction of the relative and its corre- 

sponding demonstrative [which unite the two clauses indis- 
solubly |. | 

Hence we read elsewhere [ Vishnu Pur. III. vii. 34, 35], 
५५ ¶ 81878 attendants, their staves and bonds, Yama himself 

and his tortures, are powerless against him whose soul is always 

dependent on Kegava. Let him at all times and in all places 

repeat the names of the discus-armed one; no impurity is found 

in him, for He is the purifier.” 

This and other similar passages declare that the remembrance 

of Vishnu should be continual. 

_ [This, however, is not the whole truth, as the next Aphorism 

will declare. | | 

Even a little act in the case of the faithful worshipper destroys 

great sins, because of the abandonment of everything else. (76.) 

‘Even a little act,’ as once remembering or repeating Bhaga- 

vat’s name, etc., ‘will destroy,’ i.e. obliterate, ‘ great sins,’ since 

in the case of the faithful worshipper there is the full idea 

of ‘abandonment,’ १.९. of giving up all other modes of expiation. 

As it is said in the Gita (xviii. 66), 

“‘ Abandoning all religious acts, fly to me as thy one refuge; 

I will deliver thee from all sins, sorrow not.” 

1 The arthavdda is properly a persuasive enforcement of a previous injunction; it 
gives the purpose of the injunction, and illustrates its power by positive or negative 
examples. Thus there is an arthavdda for the Sarvajtt sacrifice (Tandya Br. xvi. 7. 

2), * Verily by the sarvajit the gods conquered all, it is for the attainment of all, for 
the conquest of all; by this a man attains all, conquers all.” The anuvdda is the 
reiteration or re-inculcation of an injunction, it may be with further details, but 
without dwelling on the purpose of the injunction itself. Thus, after the injunction 
‘he is to offer the agnthotra,’ we have an anuvdda ‹ 16 offers it with curds’ (this is a 
gundnuvdda) ; or, again, we have an injunction ‘let him who desires prosperity offer 
a white goat to Vayu,’ followed by the anuvdda ‘the wind (Vayu) is the swiftest of 
gods’ (क. Samh. iii. 4. 3), this is a stutyarthdnuvdda. Later writers (as 
Laugfkshi, etc.) make the anuvdda one of the three kinds of arthavdda. This later 
view has probably produced a var. lect. in the Sansk. Coll. MS., which reads in p. 53, 
1. 1, anuvdddrthavddatwam for anuvddatwdn-ndr thavddatwam. 
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Here the meaning cannot be that the sin spoken of is the pre- 

vious abandonment of all ‘voluntary’ religious acts; for there 1s 
no sin in abandoning such religious acts [as they need not be 

performed unless by some one who desires the result which they 

are to produce], and so what sin would there be from which 

Bhagavat was to deliver his votary? ‘ Well,—but suppose that 

it is other kinds of sin [arising from the neglect of positive 

duty] which are to be destroyed,—as it might well happen that 

the desire to escape the acquisition of merit [and the consequent 

necessity of future births in order to enjoy its reward] might 
have caused him to abandon voluntary religious acts.” Still 

we cannot allow that the passage refers to the sin arising from 

the previous abandonment of ‘necessary’ or of ‘occasional’ 
religious acts,—because, if there is a positive and authoritative 

command for their abandonment, no sin will accrue from the 

act, what then will be the need of deliverance? And if you 

say that there is no such command, we demur, as the very text 

quoted from the Git& contains such an injunction, and conse- 
quently the act commanded will not produce sin. If you reply 

that “the words ^ having abandoned all religious acts’ are clearly 

meant as a description by anuvdda of the sannyasin [who has 

already done so by his profession, and not from this injunction ], 

and therefore the passage refers to him’”—I answer, No,' for the 

smriti lays down certain expiations for sannyasins, as that in 

the case of unchastity, etc.,? and your interpretation would give 
them an option [between these and faith], and your old fear 
would thus be actually realised [see supra, Aph. 75,] that the 

practice of severe acts of asceticism would be given up. Nor 

can you allege that in the case of sanny4sins these sins must be 

abolished by continual repetition of the deity’s names [which 

was shown above to be equal to any single act of penance, 

however heavy, |—for we see by such lines as the following : 

1 @ is often omitted after a piirvapaksha as here, cf. Muir, Sansk. Texts, iii. p. 61. 
3 See some of the expiations for an avakirnin in Gautama’s Institutes, xxiii. 17. 

xxy., but the sannyfsin is not mentioned there. 
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“Even though filled with a great sin, if he meditates on 

Vishnu for the twinkling of an eye, 

The ascetic becomes again the purifier even of those who 

purify the company in which they dwell,” 

that [in his case also] ‘a little act’ destroys great sins. And 
besides we have no right to introduce the idea of the sannydsin 

into the aphorism, as there is no mention in the context of that 

order of life (4srama). Therefore just as in ordinary life, if any 

one were to promise to another, saying, “leaving all others, follow 

me and I will put an end to thy troubles,” we should naturally 

understand that this implied the abandoning of all other means 

to abolish those troubles,—so too here the words of Bhagavat 

imply a similar abandonment of all other means to abolish sin. 

And if we read the whole chapter in its connexion with this 

one verse, even if this latter does seem to a certain degree to 

enjoin the sannyésin’s mode of life, we shall see that such 

cannot be its real object, as the general subject and the con- 

text are of greater importance in determining the sense of a 
passage.! And in this very chapter such lines as that (él. 2), 
“By sannydsa the seers understand the abandonment of all 

voluntary religious acts,”’ 

distinctly speak of an abandonment of voluntary religious acts, 
not of the sannyésin order; and thus he alone who has resolved 

to abandon all other modes of expiation and desires to escape 

from his distress by repeating the names of Bhagavat only, can 

lay claim to the promises attached even to the single mention 
of his name. Nor can these various objections be simultane- 

ously alleged against our view, for they really relate to different 
persons, [and therefore do not lend each other any mutual 

support]. 

Nor are the more difficult expiations here left unperformed 

through any fear of the trouble which they would involve; 
for such passages as (Gita, xviii. 8), 

“Whatever religious act he leaves unperformed through 

1 Cf. note on Aph. 16. 
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fear of bodily trouble, saying ‘it is a pain to me,’ that 

abandonment only springs from the principle of passion, and 

he will not gain the fruit of true abandonment,” 
“clearly teach that such abandonment as this 18 to be avoided. 

And such passages as that in the Vishnu Purdéna [VI. 

vii. 21], 
“The very terrible sin of men in the Kali age which gives 

them the pain of hell, is at once abolished by his name being 

once repeated,” etc., 

distinctly refer to the privileges [of the faithful man]. 
So too such passages as that in the Gita (ix. 30, 31), 

“Even if a man of very wicked life worships me with un- 

divided worship, he is to be esteemed virtuous, for he has 

resolved aright. Speedily does he become holy, he attains 

eternal rest; be assured, O son of Kunti, my votary never 

perishes ;”’ 

And again that in the Nrisimha-purana (viii. 28. 29), 
“The inhabitants of hell [in their agony] cried out ‘O 

Krishna,’ ‘O Krishna,’ ‘O Naérasimha;’ thus was Vishnu men- 

tioned with faith by those in hell, and all the infernal pains of 
those great-souled ones were destroyed,” 

clearly declare the privileges of faith. Here ‘recitation’ merely 

means the bare mention of the name, and there is no binding 
rule that it must be in the vocative case. 

There isno need of the adjuncts of other expiations, because it stands 

in their place, like the post ‘of the threshing-floor. (77). 

When it is said in the Vishnu-purana (II. vi. 34), 

“But his best expiation 18 one remembrance of Hari,” 

the direct mention of the name [expiation] does not imply 

the need of the usual adjuncts of other expiations,—‘ because 
it stands in their place,’ t.e. because it is enjoined in the 
place of all other expiations. Just as, when it is said (in 

Agwalayana’s Srauta-stitras, ix. 7), “the post of the threshing- 

floor is the sacrificial post,”’ the rule enjoins that the post of 
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the threshing-floor is to be used for the sacrificial post in tying 

up the victim, but it does not follow that the substituted post 

must have eight corners,! etc., which characterise the true 

sacrificial post,—so here there is no need of such usual ad- 
juncts of other expiations as cutting the nails, hair, etc. 

But we must not say on the other hand that the recitation 
of Krishna’s names is the only true expiation (prdyaschitta)? 

because it abolishes sin; for we see by the couplet [of Angiras’ 

Smriti], 
“‘¢Penance’ is called prdyas, chitta means ‘certainty ;? Prd- 

yaschitta it is therefore called in tradition as combined with 

penance and certainty,’’$ 

that the word prdyaschitta primarily applies to some form of 

penance and is only secondarily used of other things [as, for 
instance, of the recitation in question |. 

Since the right to appropriate the subsidiary means‘ is de- 

termined by the right to appropriate the principal end [faith | 

which they serve,—we have next to examine who has the right 
to practise the faith which we have been discussing. 

All, down even to the despised castes, are capable of learning ४८ at 

second-hand, like the great common truths. (78). 

‘All are capable’ of practising faith, ‘down even to the 

despised castes,’ such as Chaéndalas, etc.,—because there is no 

distinction in the universal desire to lay aside the misery of 
mundane existence. If any one objects, “how can this right 

belong to others than the three twice-born castes, since they. 
have no right to read the Veda?” our author answers ‘at 
second-hand.’ Following the principle laid down in the 
Mimémsé Sutras (i. 1. 2), ‘Duty is a thing recognised by the 

instigatory character (of the passage of Sruti which mentions 

1 Cf. Taitt. Samhit4, vol. i. p. 487. 
2 In p. 66, last line, read prdyaéchtttatwam with the Sanskrit Coll. MS. 
3 ‘We must read fapo-nischaya-samyukiam in the second line. The gloka is quoted 

in the S’abda-kalpa-druma. 
५ Sc. the inferior forms of faith (as repeating the divine names, etc.), 866 Aph. 58. 
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it),’ and also that in the Vedénta Sitras (i. 1. 3), ‘(God’s ex- 

istence is known) from the Séstra being the source of our 

knowledge,’—we do not dispute that transcendental things can 

only be learned directly from Sruti. But knowledge based 
upon the Sruti may be still indirectly produced in women, 

Sudras, and others, by means of legends, purdnas,! etc., and 
in Chaéndalas, etc., by such mediate teaching as is in accordance 

with the Smriti and immemorial good custom, just as they learn 

the great common truths of not injuring living beings, ete. 
Otherwise it would follow that even a knowledge of these latter 
would not be found in them. 

Hence even those who have not attained perfection [are capable of 

it] in His world. (79). 

Since all men alike are capable of it, those in whom the 

highest faith has not attained perfection in this world, are said 

in the Smriti to practise the various means to attain it in 

Swetadwipa, the world of Bhagavat. Thus we read how they 

there practise the means to attain the highest faith [in the 
Mah4bhérata, Séntiparvan, cccxxxviii. 12778-12792], in the 
passage commencing, 

“To the north of the ocean of milk lies the splendid Sweta- 

dwipa; there live men bright as the moon, intent on Nérdyana, 

filled with the idea of absolute Unity,—these are devoted to 

Purushottama,”’ and ending, 

“Then those men quickly ran up together, folding their 

hands full of joy and uttering shouts of praise; then I heard 

a great shout as they spoke,?—lo! an offering is presented by 
them to that deity.” 

Therefore all have a right to this doctrine of faith; and 

hence it has been said in the Vedanta Sutras (I. iii. 26), “‘ Bada- 

1 This refers to the well-known passage of Smriti so often quoted by Hindu 
medizval commentators, “the three Vedas are not to be heard by women, S’udras, 
and merely nominal Brahmans,—therefore the 2087808 story was made by the sage 
(४९६8१) through pity.” 

हि वदतां Bombay ed. for विवदतां 
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rayana [allows a right to study Vedanta doctrines] even to 
beings above man, since they too may need them.” 

He now introduces, as a digression, the question, “how is 

it that Bhagavat’s world is not for those who have attained 
perfection ? ” 

But [the afore-mentioned one is the true interpretation], as in this 

way the single stage and the successive stages are accounted 

Jor. (80). 

The “but” is added to meet the doubt which has been 

suggested. The Nérdyaniya section of the S4nti Parvan of 
the Mahabhérata (xii. इ 346), after beginning with the line 
“Those who are exceedingly sinless in the world, delivered 

from merit and demerit,” goes on to describe their successive 
entrance, by the door of the solar orb, into the bodies of 
Aniruddha, Pradyumna, and Samkarshana;! and then it de- 

clares, ^ But those who have their minds intently fixed in con- 

templation, who are self-restrained, and sense-subdued, filled 

with the idea of absolute Unity, enter the son of Vasudeva.” 
Such is the description of the successive stages; but it is 

said afterwards (ibid. § 350), 

“But they, whose every acquired desert has been already 

consumed as fuel in the world, and who are delivered from all 

merit or demerit—their destination has been thus declared by 

thee, as they pass by these intermediate stages; and in this 
fourth stage they arrive at the highest sphere. But verily this 

doctrine of absolute Unity is the best of all and dear to Nara- 

1 ‘Those who are exceedingly sinless in the world, delivered from merit and de- 
merit,—to them as they go on their happy journey, O best of the twice-born, the sun 
who dispels darkness in all the world is declared the door; their bodies being con- 
sumed by the sun, being invisible by any one anywhere, having become atomic, they 
verily enter that deity; released from him, they then enter into the body of Ani- 
ruddha, and having become pure mind they enter into Pradyumna, and released from 
Pradyumna they enter the living Samkarshana, they the best of the twice-born, 
Sankhyas and Bhagavatas. Then being freed from the three gunas, they quickly 
enter into the Supreme Spirit, the unconditioned Soul. Know thou that the son of 
Vasudeva is verily the Soul, the abode of all.”” Then follows the couplet quoted in 
the text, ‘ but those who have their minds, etc.” 

6 
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yana, whereby they attain to the immortal Hari, without 

passing by the three preliminary stages.” 

Here we have the doctrine of one stage only declared as the 
end of those who possess perfect faith. Otherwise, [but for this 

distinction between perfect and imperfect faith, ] there would be 

a manifest contradiction between the two accounts. Therefore 

we conclude that the attainment of Bhagavat’s world (Sweta- 

dwipa) belongs to those whose faith is imperfect. 

And from the remainder of the passage in the Smriti' relating to 

the soul’s departure. (81). 

There is a passage in the Gita, relating to the soul’s departure 

at death, beginning, “endowed with faith and strength of de- 
votion” (viii. 10), which says (vii. 13), “he who goes forth 

and abandons the body, pronouncing the syllable Om which 

is Brahman, and remembering me, he goes the highest way.” 
The remainder of the passage follows (in sl. 24) and declares 

the successive stages of the way by which the soul is to go, 

“The fire, the light, the day, the waxing moon, the six 

months of the sun’s northern journey,—those who go forth 
by these, reach Brahman, as men who know Brahman.” 

So also in the remainder of the immediate context (as given 
in 8]. 16), 

“ All worlds, Arjuna, up to the heaven of Brahman, admit 

of a return; but when a man reaches me, O son of Kunti, there 

is for him no other birth.”’ 

Here by the mention at first of the different worlds, and then 
by the force of the preposition upa in mdm upetya, “when a 

man reaches me,”’ it is clearly implied that the attainment of 

the worlds near to Bhagavat is only for those whose faith is 

imperfect; but for him whose faith is perfect even such a 

reward as going to His world is not suited, because Ais reward 
is of course imperishable, and we hear in Sruti that in his 

world they do not practise the means [for increasing faith, as 

1 The Sansk. Coll. MS. omits the word smyité in the Aphorism. 
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it is already perfect!]. And again, if it were established that 

imperfect faith could from that world certainly secure a gradual 
liberation, the injunction to remember Bhagavat’s name at the 
moment of death would be needless. Nor can we say that by 

dwelling in Bhagavat’s world the highest faith is superadded 
to the other; for we are taught clearly by that line of the 

Gita (viii. 22), 

“This supreme Soul, O son of Pritha, is to be attained by 
undeviating faith,” 

that this faith is the means of liberation, independently of any 
other. Therefore all that we can concede is that even in the 

world of Bhagavat [as elsewhere] a soul has the power of 
attaining this highest faith. But birth in the favoured land 
of Bharatavarsha is only useful as being the indispensable con- 

dition for performing meritorious ceremonial works, as it is said 

in the Vishnu Purdna (II. iu. 5), 
‘No where else are ceremonial acts enjoined to mortals.”’ 
But we have shown before that faith is not a ceremonial 

work [and is therefore independent of country]. If you rejoin 

that [by being born elsewhere] a man would still fail to obtain 
its indispensable conditions,—we answer that if the main end 
is allowed to be attainable, the necessary conditions and ad- 

juncts are thereby included, just like the adjunct [fire] of the 
sacrifice of a Nishdda king.? And again, Siidras, etc., are pro- 

hibited from ceremonies which arise out of Vedic hymns, but 

not from the appointed means of producing faith, such as re- 

1 While these means are practised in 8’wetadwipa, etc., cf. Comm. on Aphorism 79. 
2 This refers to a Vedic passage quoted in K&tyayfna’s S'rauta-sttras, 1, 1. 12, ^“ He 

whose subjects Rudra destroys, should offer a charw-oblation of Cotxz barbata; let 
the priest cause the Nishfda king to offer this sacrifice.” The question is discussed in 
S‘abara’s Mim&ms4-bh&shya (vi. 8. 20, 21), whether this offering should be made in 
a consecrated fire duly laid or in common fire. He decides that it should be in a 
common fire,—as fire is the adjunct of a ceremonial work, but the ceremony of duly 
laying it (ddhdna) is only an adjunct of fire, and though fire by an express Vedic in- 
junction isa necessary adjunct of a ceremonial work, it is not so with the ddhdna 
ceremony, unless, as in the DargapGrnamfsa, it is expressly mentioned by the sruti, 
which is not the case in the present sacrifice. 
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membering and repeating Bhagavat’s name, etc. Since then 
it 18 clearly established that all classes have a right to practise 
faith, all idea that knowledge is an indispensable preliminary 

18 improper. 

“Well then, let it be granted that even those who have 
committed great sins are competent to attain the highest faith, 

—they will be similarly competent for the ancillary parts of 

knowledge, which is itself an ancillary part of faith,—these 
ancillary parts being the repetition of the text of the Veda, 

etc.” He replies, 

But the great sinners [are competent only] for the faith of 

distress. (82). 

But those who have been devoted to sins which will lead to 
the soul’s falling into a lower state [as hell or an animal birth |, 
are competent for the faith of distress only, just as they require 

expiations [cf. Aph. 74], and not for the other forms of faith ; 
since the abolition of those sins is more requisite for them than 

anything else, in accordance with such passages as this, ‘ enjoy- 

ing 16 would increase his sin,’ ete. When the sin is abolished, 
of course their competence for the highest faith is more firmly 
established than ever. 

As the question naturally suggests itself from the considera- 

tion of the perfect soul, devoted to the Supreme, he next 
proceeds to dispel the demon-like doubt whether all religious 
duties are different from the highest faith or not. 

This [highest faith | is the true identity with the Supreme, since this 

ts recognised as the meaning of the Gitd. (83). 

This highest faith is the true identity with the Supreme, 
and nothing else [४.९ the summum bonum of the soul ;] since 
we hear in the Sruti! that this is distinctly recognised as the 
meaning of the Gité. Thus we read in the Nérdyant{ya section 

1 If sravana is used correctly here, it would seem to imply that the term S'ruti can 
be applied to the Mah&bh4rata itself, and not merely to the Git& included in it. 
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ef the Santi book of the Mahabharata [§ 350], that Janamejaya 
asks, | 

“Those bréhmans who, duly intent and practising all the 

injunctions, read the Vedas with the Upanishads, and those who 

follow the duties of the ascetics,—I know of a way better than 
theirs, the way of the absorbed monotheists;! by what god or 

rishi has this religion been taught ?”’ 
Vaisampéyana answers, 

“When the troops of the Kuru and Pandava hosts met in 

battle array, when Arjuna was full of despondency, this was 
sung by Bhagavat himself.” Therefore the highest faith [as 

described in the Gita] is identification with the Supreme. 

“Still even the inferior forms may directly produce liberation, 

—what harm will it do, if you concede this?” He replies, 

Only by producing the highest faith do all [lead to liberation] ; 

thus verily He saith. (84). 

Only by producing the highest faith, do all [religious duties] 

become means to liberation. Thus verily saith Bhagavat, 

adding at the same time the reason (Gita, xviii. 68), 

‘Whosoever shall declare this most excellent mystery to my 

faithful votaries, he, having produced the highest faith in me, 

shall without doubt come to me.” 

Now since it had been already established that the fruit of 

the teaching of this doctrine was the becoming identified with 
Brahman, why is it here added “having produced the highest 

faith in me”? JBecause the sruti declares that this is the 

means to liberation. Therefore in the legend of the king 

Uparichara Vasu, when it is said (Mah&bharata, xii. § 337), 

“ His kingdom, his wealth, his wife and his chariot,—he 

always consecrated them, saying, ‘it all belongs to Bhagavat’;”’ 

this is given as a distinguishing sign of his faith, 7.e. his intense 

affection for the Supreme Lord,—since it could not have been 

done simply for itself [but must have been a means to some 

1 Ekdntin, 
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higher end]. Therefore, when the Sruti speaks of all religious 
duties as causes of liberation, we infer that it really means that 

they are helpful to produce liberation, inasmuch as they produce 

the highest form of faith. It is not possible that a religious 
duty could produce both [१.९. this faith and liberation too], 

because, being an action, it could not produce [such a transcen- 

dental end &8 | liberation ; and therefore the injunction to per- 

form it must have reference to a visible effect [%.e. to one 

which arises in this present life, as the production of faith in 
the soul]. 

Thus ends the second daily portion of the second chapter of 
the Commentary on the hundred Aphorisms of Séndilya, com- 
posed by the most learned teacher SwapneSwara. 
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THIRD CHAPTER. 

Since the pre-eminence of faith arises from the pre-eminence 

of its object, and also because of the promised identity of the 
faithful worshipper with Him, He, the object of faith’s adora- 
tion, is now described. 

The object of worship: is this Being without a second, since ali 1s 

identical with Him. (85). 

The certainty [४.९. the real existence] of the object depends 

on knowledge,—such is the conclusion of the S4stras; existence 

is knowledge.? But existence is not a genus, because genus does 

not exist in genus, etc.,3 nor even if it were would the desired 

connexion be established, from the cumbrousness of the process. 

Therefore the one existence, the supreme Brahman, who by 

himself pervades all things, is himself knowledge. In all 

visible things there is really identity with Him; even [the 

1 The two Sansk. Coll. MSS. read dhajaniyam for bhajaniyena. 
2 The commentary on the third chapter is mostly in verse; hence it is very ellip- 

tical and obscure. I have been obliged to supplement the text by copious notes, for 
which I gratefully acknowledge the assistance which I have received from Pandit 
Mahesa Chandra Nyfyaratna. 

$ The Vedanta doctrine is that nothing exists but Brahman, and He is pure in- 
telligence; nothing else exists except so far as it is known as identical with Him. 
The Ny&ya, however, maintains that Existence is a summpm genus, ‘as no genus 
except Existence, belongs to each and to all of the three categories of Substance, 
Quality, and Action’ [Ballantyne, Siddh. Mukt&v. p. 20]; it denies that there can be 
a genus of the three Categories, Genus, Difference, or Intimate Relation (cf. bid. 
p. 19], and holds that these Categories (with Non-existence) are not genera or classes 
(444४), but general characteristics (upddht). Our author maintains that existence is 
not a genus, and tries to establish it by a quibble,—‘ because of the non-existence of 

genus in genus’ [sc. if genus had a genus, then that genus would have its genus, and 
80 on ad injinttum]. The opponent answers “I quite grant that genus cannot exist 
in genus by intimate relation; but suppose that it exists in it by the relation of 
identity.’’? Our author replies,—even so it would not help your view; you do not 
want this relation of identity which leads to no result, you really want the connexion 
to be that of intimate relation, which properly connects the genus or species with the 
classes or individuals in which it resides, and it is ¢his to which we stoutly demur. 
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apparent] diversity is found only in what depends on the real.! 
If you reply that, if this were true, we should conceive of a jar 

as ‘knowledge,’ just as we conceive that ‘a jar is,—I reply 

that we do not thus conceive of a jar, viz. that it ¢s, since it 
does not present itself to our senses in any other than a transi- 

tory connexion.* [Again, the Naiyéyik objector supposes that] 
the causes of creation® are (i) God’s knowledge, embracing 

as its proper object the material cause which he has to act 
upon; (ii) his desire to create; and (iii) his consequent effort 

of will; but if these three causes have to be assumed, together 

with the object on which they are to work, our supposition of 
one only cause is far more simple. This one Brahman whom 
we postulate as our cause, together with His object to work on, 
viz. the material cause, Ignorance], is not a substratum of 

qualities,* because this is a cumbrous hypothesis; the suppo- 

sition, that he is a knower, etc., only arises, as in the parallel 

case of time,’ through the disguising influence of a limitation 
imposed ab extra [i.e. it is our understanding, acting as a dis- 

guiser, which divides the one ever-flowing stream of time into 

1 This is the only sense which I can give for the line as read in the printed text 

AAS FRAT कृश्वभेदस्तु TAT । The Sansk. Coll. MSS. read दृशति 
वस्तुसत्पर्, which may perhaps mean, ‘‘identity with Him is seen in all visible 
things, as soon as they are viewed as depending entirely on the one only existing thing 

2 We see it only as yryvduevoy, not ६, The Pandit explained it ghatasya bhdne ’pt 
200 tatra satidripa-satyatwena ghatasya bhdnam, tad-ripena ghatasya anupasthiteh, 

paramtu vidyamdnatwa-ripa-sattayd. The jar really only exists in Brahman and is 
therefore knowledge; but this relates to its transcendental state, not to its phenomenal 
state 

The two Sansk. Coll. MSS. and the Oxford MS. read vishaya-jndna for vishaye 
jndna- in p. 62, 1. 2; and I have conjectured hetutd for hetund (though all the MSS. 
read the latter), as it offers a clearer sense. If we read hetund, it must be taken in 
connexion with the hetutwe of line 3, and we have the same meaning, but more 
obscurely expressed. 

* He is not the possessor of knowledge, a desire to create, and will, as the Nyfya 
would maintain; he 18 himself pure knowledge. Cf. Zanche, de nat. Det, ‘ Hee est 
causa cur verius appelletur Deus vita quam vivens, sapientia quam sapiens, lux quam 
lucidus, atque ita de reliquis. Quamobrem? Quia seipso vivit, non per vitam; se 
ipso perque suam essentiam sapiens est, non per sapientiam aliquam que essentie 
divine sit addita ;” Cyprian, ep. 52, ‘ Unus 1116 et verus Pater, bonus, misericors, et 
pius; immo ipsa bonitas, misericordia, et pietas.”’ 

5 In p. 62, 1. 5, I read (with Sansk, Coll. MS.) Adlasyevopddht- for kdlavedyopddhs-. 
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definite portions, as minutes, days, months, years, etc.; and 

similarly our imperfection conditions God as knowing, wishing, 

and willing]. 

His Mayd-power (is known) from the totality of the non-intelligent 

creation. (86). 

‘His,’ t.e. Brahman’s, almighty power is Maya (or Illusion), 
—as is declared in the Git& (vii. 14), 

“Verily this my May4-power, consisting of the three quali- 

ties, is hard to be overpassed; they only who come to me (with 
faith) cross over this Maya ;” 

And again, (ix. 10), 

“Through me as its superintendent nature brings forth the 

universe; for this reason, O son of Kunti, the world revolves 

in its round of change.”’ 

But this Divine power is called Maya,! from the marvellous- 

ness of its effects, not from their unreality, since Sruti declares 

the existence of Brahman expressly to prove the existence of his 

effect, the world ;* and to assume the falseness of the latter would 

be improper, as it would involve the non-reality of its cause. If 

you reply that ‘the characteristic mark of falseness is its being 

abolished by the knowledge of reality,” we still demur, for if, as 

you Vedantists hold, the world’s very falseness is itself false, its 
truth [or reality] is only more firmly established ;° and if, on 

the other hand, you hold that its [inferred] falseness is ¢rue, 
the truth of what is presented by our senses'seems to be estab- 

lished [since perception is a superior test to inference]. And 

again, since things which are utterly unreal cannot be illumined, 

the very fact that the inanimate world has to be illumined by 

1 Our author takes mdyd in its old sense of ‘ ausserordentliches Vermégen, Wunder- 
kraft,’ as it is used in the Rigveda, see the St. Petersb. Dict. sud v. 

2 As in the Chhandogya Upanishad, ‘‘ Verily in the beginning this was existent, 
one only, without a second”’ (vi. 1), and “‘ He whose will is truth” (iii. 14). 

3 One of the cardinal tenets of the Vedanta is that the ignorance which causes the 
world, is itself false as being imagined by ignorance; but if so, the falsity of a falsity 
is truth, a8 minus into minus gives plus. 
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soul,’ proves that it is true; for the supposed manifestation of a 

non-existing snake in a rope is really only a case of mistake,* 
[not a creation of ignorance]; for it is an acknowledged rule in 
all other things except undeveloped Nature, [‘.e. in all creation,*] 
that their reality or unreality depends on their being capable 

or not of being contradicted [or falsified] by a more authorita- 

tive judgment.* This M4yé is the totality of the non-intelli- 

gent creation, and as it is capable of being known, it must be 

real, otherwise a universal rule would be at once contradicted ;5 

therefore Brahman, the pure Intelligence, and the unintelligent 
Creation are both real.® 

And from the identity of the special categories with [their material 

causes] the general, (87). 

Thus, too, we see that the special categories? arise from the 
general, and the general are held to be the material causes of 

the special because they are identical with them [as the cause 

1 Cf. Vedanta-sara, p. 16, “all the inanimate world (४.५. the non-Soul) from the 
‘gon’ up to the ^ void,’ has to be illumined by Intelligence (i.e. Soul).”” 

2 Anyathdkhydti ‘mistake’ is the Naiyfyik explanation,—the mistaken spectator 
erroneously transfers the idea of the snake which he had actually seen elsewhere, to 
the rope now before him; the Ved&ntin, on the other hand, holds that a snake is then 

and there actually produced,—only as it belongs to the class of ‘apparent’ things 
(prdtibhdstka) and not ‘ practical’ (vydvahdrika), we get rid of it by applying to it 
that contradiction which the world of practical life supplies. The two views are 
beautifully contrasted in the Ved&nta-paribhash4, p. 10, 11. 13-16. 

$ Prakriti being imperceptible and therefore not capable of being thus falsified 
(bddha). 

4 Jars, houses, etc., really exist, because no superior evidence ‘ falsifies’ them and 
precludes their reality; but the objects seen in dreams, the snake seen in a rope, etc., 
are falsified and precluded by waking sight or by closer inspection. I follow the 
readings here of the two Sansk. Coll. MSS. 

WIAA सदसत्वाभ्ां बाधा वाघव्यवस्थितेः। 
सा माया जडसामान्यं Wet तु नित्यमेव तत् ॥ 
अन्यथा SATA स्वात् तस्मा्चिष्जाड्यनित्यता | 

5 8.९. that if a thing is capable of being known, it must exist; we cannot know the 
non-existent. 

6 I take nitya as here meaning sat. 
7 See my note, supra, on Aph. 48. 
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is always identical with its effect.1 So too, in the same way, 
Brahman is identical with the world, as its material cause, 

—it exists by his existence.|] It will not do to hold [with the 
follower of the Nydya] that the connexion between the cause 
and its effect may be that called ‘Intimate relation,’ and not 
that called ‘Identity,’—because it is a much more cumbrous 

assumption than ours and involves the connexion of ‘difference’; ? 

and by our own we easily get at the true meaning of the various 
Sruti passages,—seizing them one by one, as oxen by their horns.’ 
Hence the Supreme Lord’s causality consists in his being in all 
his effects [as identical with them]; his efficiency arises from 

his knowledge extending to all objects which are to be known.‘ 
[Nor may our opponent assert with the Sankhyas, that then 

mind (4uddhi) might be the world’s material cause,—for | even 
if mind were to be directly illumined by the Witness [Soul], 

still, since mind is properly itself unknowable, we should con- 
tradict, by our assumption that it could be known, the very 

definition of mind and extend it to cases where it cannot apply. 

1 This is.a favourite doctrine of Sanskrit philosophy, especially of the Sankhya, 
from whence it was probably borrowed by the Vedanta. The bracelets, earrings, etc., 
made out of gold, are only gold after all. 

2 For two things to be related by Intimate relation, they must be originally differ- 
ent, i.e. two things; our assumption of their real identity is more simple and therefore 
better suits the Law of Parcimony. 

3 s.e. such passages as ‘ Uktha is Brahman,’ ‘ Prana (breath) is Brahman,’ ete. 
S‘ringagrdhikd-nydya is a proverb sometimes explained as ‘catching an unruly bull 
first by securing one horn and then the second,’ and sometimes, ‘ driving many oxen 
into a stall, by seizing them one by one by their horns.’ Samayah in 1. 5 seems to 
mean the same as samanvayah. 

4 By the first he is their material cause, as the gold of the earrings; by the latter 
their efficient cause, as the goldsmith, since ‘ what 8 man knows, that he can do.’ 
` § The Pandit’s note, which I translate, clears up most of the difficulty of this hard 
passage. “ ‘But if duddhs is thus connected with all its objects, then why should not 
buddhs be the world’s material cause, and not fgwara?’ He replies, ‘if mind (buddhs), 
etc.’ The meaning of the passage is as follows: The knowledge of visible objects, as 
jars, etc., is twofold, (a) the connection of the senses with the object [see note infra, p. 
100], and (4) the result obtained. By the former the concealing veil of ignorance is 
destroyed ; by the second, which is the manifestation of intelligence or soul, as reflected 
on the mind which is evolved in connection with the object, we obtain the knowledge 
of the jar. (Or as it has been said, in more exact conformity to the Vedanta doctrine, 
‘ the evolution (ध) of the mind as associated with the object and the manifestation of 
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When Yéwara ‘awakes from sleep,! after a mundane destruc- 
tion, his intellect (duddhi) is the first thing that arises; and 
having contemplated thereby the various relations of eauses, 

effects, etc., ke, the Lord, proceeds to create the world. 

Although in itself without an object, yet as the disguising 

associate of His Intelligence, it abides as the oil in the lamp, 

etc., and illumines, revealing a specific character. Next from 
the volition ‘I will make’ arises the principle of Egoism, as is 

established by various passages of Sruti and Smriti, as, for 

instance, “‘ He looked,—he thought, ‘may I be multiplied.’”’? 

Since Egoism extends through all the developments of in- 

tellect, as wish, etc., it too is a first principle; but in it in- 

tellect also itself resides by reason of its being still more 

general. ‘I am the ruler [and I will such developments for 
my own enjoyment,’—this is the utterance of Egoism;] and 

since all things are thus created by volition and are determined 

by Egoism, Egoism is the cause of the subtil elements, the 

gross elements, and the organs of sense and action; but among 

these also we must likewise allow that the respective genera, 

called the several ‘forms’*® of sound, touch, form, taste, and 

smell, are likewise themselves the causes of their respective 
grosser developments [ether, air, etc.]. If you object,* that 

¢< 11 this were the case, we should be able to detect these first 

intelligence,—these two pervade the jar; by the first ignorance is destroyed, from the 
manifestation the jar itself bursts forth into view.’) We must here take the latter sense, 
as we must consider buddhi to be directly illumined by the manifestation of intelligence 
(which is called ‘ the witness’ in the text); but even so this would contradict the true 
notion of duddht, as it is not a proper object for itself to cognise [just as the eye cannot 
see itself],—and therefore it is not the true material cause of the world.” I read in p. 
63, line 9, SF TAMA ATC  -व्यमिचारे , but one of the Sansk. Coll. MSS. 
reads the lines very differently from the printed text, Fae arfaarTerat 

बोद्धव्यत्वं यतो faa: | बोद्धव्याया बुद्धिजवे व्यभिचारोऽपि संभवेत् ॥ 
1 Having spoken of creation, the writer proceeds to describe the order in which it 

proceeds. 
2 Chhindogya Upanishad, vi. 2. 
3 Scil. gabdatwa, ete. 
+ This is said to a Naiy4yika objector. 
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principles everywhere”—I answer that I quite allow it, since 

in fact we do perceive these underlying first principles, when 

we once recognise their developments, in exactly the same 

way as you recognise your genera in the different individuals.! 

Such is the progressive expansion of the ‘general’ first prin- 

ciples as developed in the ‘special’ ones; and the fact is un- 

doubted that all the first principles, beginning with Brahman, 
combine to be the material cause of every material product, as 
९.4. yonder pot. 

Nor would it be right to object that our first principles are 

superfluous as causes, because it is sufficient to assume pre- 

existing desert? as the one necessary cause of everything in 
the world ;—for nothing can ever be made without its being 

identical with its material cause, and your pre-existing desert 

[being only the instrumental cause] cannot produce this 
identity. 

Moreover, these first principles, which are the causes of the 

world, are also indirectly means to Liberation ;* therefore, since 

individual souls are multitudinous and not identical,® intellect, 

egoism, etc., have been created separately in the case of each 

individual.6 Intellect never wholly ceases from the first crea- 

tion in an zon to the final destruction ; but individual intellects 

are temporarily abolished during sound sleep, and this abolition 

is unending in Liberation. 

But the creation of all things in succession from Intellect, 

1 The follower of the Nyf&ya recognises one genus aswatwa (the efdos of horse) 
in all individual horses,—so we recognise the features of intellect, egoism, etc., in 
all the different products which make up the world around and in us. 

2 Karman. 

3 The Pandit explains sl. 18 (tdddtmydd anthathd ’stddheh) as tdddtmyam vind 
vastuno ’sambhavdt (1.e. the anyathdsiddhi of 1. a is the well-known technical term, 
in ], ¢ it is to be resolved into two words). The ‘pre-existent desert’ is an instru- 
mental, not a material, cause; and its presence has nothing to do with the necessary 
relations between the material cause and its effect. 

५ Intellect, egoism, etc. (since life is impossible without them), contribute to pro- 
duce that knowledge of and faith in God which produce Liberation. 

6 ६.९. so far as their phenomenal (vydvahdrika) nature is concerned. 
6 IT understand prdnindm before atdddimydt. 
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as held by the atheistic Sankhyas, is untenable, from the ab- 
sence of any proof to uphold it,—this is declared in the next 
Aphorism. 

[Creation] is not from the individual intellects because it is im- 
possible, (88). 

From whose intellect is the successive creation of gods, rishis, 

etc., declared in the Veda to have been produced? This crea- 

tion is not possible;! therefore there must be a Supreme in- 

telligent Lord. 

Having created high and low he also creates the Vedas like a 
Jather. (89). 

Having created all beings high and low, according to their 

respective merits and demerits, He creates the Vedas through 
His desire for their welfare. As a father, having begotten 

children, teaches them also by his words the unknown means 

of attaining good and avoiding evil, so does He too, this su- 
preme Lord. 

If you say ‘ Not 80, from the mixed teaching,’ we reply No, from 

the extreme smaliness [of the part which you object to}. (90). 

If you object, “ But this Lord is not benevolent like a father, 

since his teachings relate to sacrifices which are mixed up 
with injurious acts productive of sin;’’*—we answer, No, 

for, inasmuch as the [evil] fruit of these injurious accessory 
parts is so small in comparison with the bliss produced by 

the principal parts, the enjoiner of the former is not to be 

~ accounted therefrom other than benevolent.—‘“ But should we 
not rather say, that, since the injurious act (which is only 

an ancillary portion) has no fruit of its own apart from the 
general result of the whole sacrifice, the general prohibition 

1 As I cannot translate the reading sambhavdd bhitasargo’yam, I adopt the reading 
of the Sanskrit Coll. MS. na sambhavati sargo ’yam. 

2 This alludes to the slaying of animals enjoined in so many of the ceremonial 
sacrifices. . 
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[‘thou shalt not harm living things’] has no force in refer- 
ence to such enjoined ancillary acts; otherwise there would 
be simultaneously one command to perform and another to 

abstain from performing, and consequently there would be an 
option left to the sacrificer; therefore the general prohibition 

only holds in those cases where there is no special injunction 

to suspend it, just as we see in the general injunction regard- 

ing the offering in the Ahavaniya fire.”’! To this we reply,— 
we grant that injury to living beings produces an evil desert 
so far as it goes, and that all such injury is a cause of sin; here 

there is no dispute between us. 

“But if this be so,” our opponent replies, “‘then,—as the 
meaning of an ‘injunction’ really is that it will produce a 

desired end unaccompanied by any predominant undesirable 
result,*?—this general injunction, as it is accompanied by a 

‘not,’ [‘thou shalt not harm living things’] warns us that 

this characteristic is absent from such actions, and thus all this 

injury to living beings [in sacrifices] produces sin and misery? 

1 This ptrvapaksha expresses the doctrine of the Nyfya and Mim4msa& schools, 
and shows how they meet the objection against the Veda drawn from the killing of 
animals enjoined in the sacrifices. They hold that an ancillary part of a rite has no 
fruit of its own apart from the general fruit of the whole,—it only exists for that whole; 
consequently it does not come within the scope of the general prohibition, as this 
only refers to independent acts.—The allusion to the Ahavaniya fire is to be explained 
as follows. It is said in the Taittiriya Brahmana (i. 1. 10. 6), ^^ whatever he offers 

in the Ahavaniya fire, therewith is the fire worshipped and pleased by him,” the 
Xhavaniya fire is therefore that in which the offerings of butter, etc., called dhutis, are 
generally offered. Now in the offering connected with the ceremony called upanayana 
(when a father takes his son to the teacher), it is said that three dhutis are to be 
offered; but these are not to be offered in the consecrated Ahavanfya fire but in un- 
consecrated, as the boy, having as yet no learning, has as yet no right to the Ahava- 
niya, see Jaiminiya-nyfya-m4l4-vistara, vi. 8.2. Here therefore the general rule 
is suspended by the special rule which is only an ancillary part of the upanayana. 

2 This is the view of the modern Ny&ya, see Siddhfnta Mukt&vali, p. 135. (Cf. 
Kusumanjali, transl. p. 80.) 

8 There is an important misprint in p. 66, 1. 14; दुःखादहेतृता should be 

दुखाघहेतता , which is the reading of the Sansk. Coll. and the Oxford MSS. The 
Sansk, Coll. MSS. read the whole line, 

तथा सवात्महिंसाया अस्वा दुःखाचंहेतुता, 
which I have adopted in the above translation. 
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[and consequently all such actions are to be scrupulously 
‘avoided |.” 

We grant all this to a certain extent; but the pain, which 
arises as an ancillary part of a sacrifice, is not ‘predominant,’ 
since it is inseparably connected! [as a preliminary] with that 
happiness of heaven, etc., which is the fruit of the sacrifice as a 

whole. Otherwise if we did not analyse this notion of ‘predomi- 
nance’ [but allowed all kinds of pain to be tpso facto ‘pre- 
dominant ° |, we should have to extend the deterring influence of 

pain too far, [and exclude all action of every kind, through a 

dread of some minor pain inseparably connected with 1४; | 

therefore this idea of ‘predominance,’ as applied to pain, is a 

special characteristic? [whose presence or absence can only be 

inferred in each case from the result]. Thus, for instance, in 
the case of death as an expiation for some heinous guilt or in that 

of suicide at the meeting of the rivers at Prayfga, the pain of 

self-destruction is light compared with the benefit resulting 
from the act, [but not so in the case of a slight toothache or 
fever]. Hence Panchasikha has said that this pain is ‘to be 

borne with patience,’ from its being so small; but it is not so 
to be borne where it assumes a real importance from being 
predominant.® 

[We also find expiatory rites provided to meet this necessary 

killing of animals, for] there are general rules declared by the 

Veda, enjoining the performance of the Paryagni rite ;* while 

1 Just as the hungry man will still gladly eat, in spite of the trouble of obtaining, 
cooking, and lifting up his food to his mouth, which are inseparable adjuncts. 

2 Jdtivigesha seems here to mean much the same as our ‘ differentia,’ ४.९, it forms 
a class. 

8 This refers to a 80078 of Panchasikha (an ancient teacher of the Sankhya said to 
have been a disciple of Kapila’s pupil, Asuri), quoted in Vy&sa’s Comment. to the 
Yoga Sdtras, ii. 13, and in V&chaspati’s Tattwa-Kaumudi (का, 2), “the mixture 
with a very small pain is easy to be obviated [by expiations], and to be borne with 
patience, and it is not enough to destroy one’s merits. Why 80 ? Because I have 
much other merit stored up, in which this little annoyance being thrown will make 
little diminution in heaven.” 

4 “The priest takes a firebrand from the Ahavanfya fire and carries it on the 
right side thrice round the animal which is to be sacrificed.” —Haug, Ait. Brahm. 
transl. ii. 5. This rite is to avert evil, 866 Taitt. Brahm. ii. 1. 3. 
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Manu provides for the five slaughter-places in the householder’s 
10086." Since then we have here no principle of universal 

applicability [but one strictly limited to the duly initiated Vedic 

householder and priest, ] and since it will apply still less to one 

who is devoid of the due qualifications, to whom shall the player 

who presumes to slaughter animals fly for refuge P? 
But since from their connexion with Sruti, these éruti- 

ordained rites produce desert [and consequent fruit,| then the 

question arises, does that desert [and fruit] belong to the per- 
former or the enjoyer, or does it reside in the Supreme Lord ? 

Badardyana says® that the fruit comes from Him, because we see tt 

is so in ordinary life. (91). 

We see in common life that the ordinary rewards and punish- 
ments of men’s actions come from the king’s being pleased 

or displeased; and the Saint Badardyana declares that they 

similarly come from Him, Brahman. 
The fruit does not reside in the doer, because we see that, 

when the father performs the ordained rite on the birth of a 

son, it is the son [not the father] who receives the fruit [in the 

shape of ceremonial purity, health, etc.]. If you maintain that 
the enjoyment of the fruit resides in the enjoyer, we must still 

discuss where it really resides,—for yours will be only a tauto- 

logical definition, since each term will depend on the other for 

its being intelligible. Therefore from the analogy of ordinary 

life, we conclude that it is from the Supreme Lord’s being 

pleased or displeased, that a good or an evil result arrives to the 

1 Manu, iii. 68,69. These five ‘slaughter-places,’ ४.९. the fireplace, the grindstone, 
the broom, the mortar, and the waterjar, are only expiated by the five daily sacrifices. 

4 In the Vishnu Pur. ii. 6. 21, it is said that ‘‘ players, fishermen, poisoners, in- 
formers, etc., will go to hell,”’—the player is therefore by his profession at once 

debarred from offering sacrifice. I follow the Sansk. Coll. MSS. and read AT; क 

for ACH ; ४ 

3 Vedanta 8688, iii. 2. 38. 

५ $.९. if you are asked where the enjoyment resides, you answer ‘in the enjoyer;’ 
if you are asked who the enjoyer is, you answer ‘he who possesses the enjoyment.’ (I 
read in 1, 15 savyapekshandt.) 

7 
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person who is its proper subject. Nor need we assume any inter- 

mediate link to account for the fact of the results thus gravitating 
to the proper subject [४.९. we need not bring in a new influence 

of apurva or desert to explain it]; else we should have to bring 

in the same idea of apérva in ordinary life, in the case of the 
service or offence done to the king [and the consequent reward 

or punishment]. Hence it is that we find it expressly stated 
in the Sruti! that human actions give pleasure to ['éwara. 

“But they who follow out this ambrosial doctrine as I have 

declared it, full of faith and devoted to me, they my votaries 

are exceedingly dear to me.” 

And although we thus ascribe to Him displeasure and pleasure, 
the Supreme Lord is not thereby brought within the sphere of 

phenomenal life, for He himself is all that exists, He is exempt 

from all pain, and He is likewise eternally free. 

Dissolution arises from a regression, for so tt is seen to be. (92). 

Dissolution [as in the great periodical mundane destructions] 

is held to arise from a regression of ‘the special’ elements into 

‘the general,’? since we see, by actual observation, that the 

special forms, as ¢.g., jars, etc., are resolved into the general 

substance earth. 

Here ends the first daily portion of the third chapter of the 

Commentary on the hundred Aphorisms of SAndilya composed 

by the most learned teacher Swapneswara. 

The second daily Portion. 

The individual soul’s becoming one with Brahman is called 

Liberation ; by accurately discussing this the nature of the one 

great object of Faith will also be made more clear. While 

investigating the question ‘how can one thing become another?’ 

the author of the Aphorisms declares the capability of the 

individual souls to become Bhagavat. 

1 Bhagavad-git4, xii. 20. 
2 Cf. the beginning of the Comm. on Aph. 87, and my note on Aph. 48. 
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Its unity appears as diversity or unity, according to the influence or 

the destruction of the disguiser, as is the case with the sun. (98). 

It is said in the Chh4ndogya Upanishad (111. 14), ^^ All this is 

verily Brahman,” and in the Katha (iv. 11), “There is here no 

variety whatever ;” and so also in such passages of the Gita as 

these (xiii. 32 and 2), 

‘As the one sun illumines all this world, so, O son of 

Bharata, the soul illumines all the body ;” 

‘‘And know me also, O son of Bharata, to be the embodied 

soul in all bodies,” 

the soul’s nature is expressly declared to be unity; therefore 

the idea of diversity which presents itself apparently to con- 

sciousness, really belongs to the internal organ as the disguiser 

and is produced by it in the soul.! And so too says the Sruti, 

८ [६ is seen in one way and likewise in many ways, as the moon 

in water ;” and so again (in the Vishnu Purana, II. xvi. 22), 

“‘ As the one sky is apparently seen diversified as white, blue, 

etc., so Soul, which is in truth but one, is seen by those of 

confused vision as distinct in different persons.” 

When by the highest form of faith, the internal organ, 

which is the soul’s disguiser, is destroyed, this essential oneness 

comes out without any contradiction, just as is the case with 

the sun, whose nature is light, as soon as its reflecting dis- 
guisers, as mirrors, etc., are destroyed.” 

Lf you say ‘Souls are distinct,’ —not so,—because as self-manifesting | 

light they would have no connexion with the Supreme Soul.® (94). 

Some hold that “souls are several, entirely distinct from each 

other, each consisting of self-manifesting light ; for otherwise 

1 In p. 66, last 1. and p. 66, line 1, the Sansk. Coll. MS. has a much more intelli- 
gible reading than that given in the printed text JaqyT — अनुक्तः, which | 
have adopted. It is as follows, - 

अत एव यो नानालप्रह्ययः स जी वोपाधिवद्धेरात्मनि कतः। 
2 The individual soul is the reflection of Soul on the mirroring internal organ 

(tatjasa). 
3 The Sansk. Coll. MS. reads prakdsdtmandm for prakdsdnam. 
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you could not say that such a soul was liberated and such a 

soul bound ;’”’ but this opinion must be rejected, for even if it 
might be consistently held by the atheistic Sankhyas, it cer- 

tainly cannot by the Theistic Sankhyas [and much less by us 

Vedantins]. How so? Because, consisting as they do of self- 
manifesting light, there could be no such a relation between the 

Supreme Soul and them as seer and object seen, since they would 
not be illumined by him, just as lamps, as self-manifesting, 
are not illumined by the sun. And hence we should have to 

admit in Brahman an absence of omnipotence and omniscience, 

and the consequent capability of being himself knowable [as 

not himself infinite]. Nor yet! can we allow that souls are 
illumined [by Brahman],—because it would follow from this 

that they were themselves non-intelligent.2_ Nor can we allow 
that souls are illumined [and thus manifested] by the mutual 
evolution of their internal organs; because this manifestation 

is produced by the removal of the darkness [which veiled the 

otherwise self-revealing object],3 and not by the evolution 

1 The Sansk. Coll. MS. reads in p. 68, 1. 16, ज चं Weersay:; if we read WE 
we must suppose W to be omitted (cf. note supra, p. 67). 

2 There isarule यद्धि परस्व प्रकाश्चं TESA. 
8 This passage is only cleared up by a comparison with the statement in p. 72, 

1. 13, 14 (Cale. text), see infrd, p.108. The author seems in both to diverge slightly 
from the usual Vedanta doctrine. He holds that by the connexion of the senses with 
an external object, the darkness of ignorance which previously concealed that object 
from the internal organ is removed; then that form of the internal organ called the 
understanding (Suddhi), influenced by the quality of ‘ goodness,’ becomes evolved so 
as to assume the form of that object, and is illumined by the light of Brahman; and 
by that light the object is thus rendered manifest. Thus the eye of a certain man 
comes in contact with a jar, and the ignorance which had concealed that jar from 
him is removed; his understanding next assumes the form of the jar, and is illu- 
mined by the light of Brahman, and the jar is made visible to that individual. 
(In the Ved&ntasfra the understanding itself removes the ignorance by its evolu- 
tion (vritti), while here the connexion of the senses removes the ignorance or 
darkness, and the understanding is subsequently evolved and illumined.) In the 
supposed case where one individual soul makes another soul its object (as also 
in that where the soul makes Brahman its object), the former step alone is possible, 
as the object, being self-luminous, shows itself as soon as the intervening obstacles 
are removed. (Cf. Vedanta S. pp. 22, 23.) One of the Sansk. Coll. MSS. reads 
1. 17 tamo ’bhibhityaivdntahkaranasatiwavyittyd, which seems an attempt to bring 
the statement in harmony with the usual doctrine; but cf. p. 72 (Calc. text). 
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of the internal organ under the predominance of the quality 

of goodness [which causes it to cognise |. 
This manifestation [by the evolution of the understand- 

ing] is out of the question, as in this case it is wholly inap- 

plicable [since the soul is essentially light, and will therefore 
show itself]. For we see also in the external world that, even 

though the veil between two lamps [caused by a curtain] is 

removed, one lamp cannot be illumined by the other [since 

both are self-luminous |. 

Thus we learn that in the case of the external and internal 

light [४.९. the lamp and the soul,—however different in other 

respects they may be from each other |, there is found a common 

though non-essential quality,! [7.e. their incapability of being 

illumined by anything else]; and it is the presence of this 

common quality which enables us to apply the word ‘light’ 

[properly applicable only to the external object] to the soul in 

a metonymical sense based on likeness,” as in those words of the 

Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad, iv. 3. 9, “ this soul becomes itself 
pure light.”’ 

Therefore the soul which is pure thought is proved to exist 

solely by the very fact of its illumining the world [and thus 

making it an object of cognition}; no external proof is needed. 

And again, the existence of soul is incontestably established by 

the fact that it is the receptacle of those attributes of the in- 

ternal organ which are erroneously reflected on it, and that it is 

also the only site of all essential knowledge; while we can only 

apply the terms ‘knowledge’ and ‘happiness’ in a secondary 

and figurative sense to the functions of the understanding. 

“What proof can there possibly be of the existence of 

1 An aupddhika dharma is one which does not arise from a thing’s nature but 
from some external relation between it and something else,—it is nearly equal to our 
‘ accidental.’ 

> Cf. Sahitya Darpana, pp. 14,15. A metonymical meaning (Jakshya) is called 
gauna when it is based on likeness, as when we say ‘that ass the man from the 
Punjab,’ not meaning that the man is actually a quadruped, but that he resembles the 
ass in stupidity and obstinacy. 
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separate souls? That the primary principle, the ‘understand- 
ing’ (buddhi), exists separately [as associated with separate 

individual personalities] is certain enough; how otherwise 
could there be the determination of bondage or freedom in the 

case of souls which in themselves are eternally free ? 1 
“Well then, let souls? be capable of being modified, and let 

knowledge, desire, etc., be their qualities, from the fact that we 

are conscious of such perceptions as ‘I know,’ ‘I desire,’ ‘I am 

happy,’ etc.” The author refutes this opinion in the following 

aphorism. 

Souls, however, are not capable of modifications, because it 1s the 

instrument which is modified. (95). 

Souls are not capable of such modifications as knowledge, 

etc.; why? because knowledge, etc., are accounted for by the 

fact that the perception of pleasure, etc., belongs to the instru- 

ment [7.e. the mind |, and consequently the souls are unmodified. 

Thus in the inference [already given in p. 3] “the perception 
of pleasure is through an instrument,’ we assume that the 

connexion? between the perception and the instrument is that 

of identity ;* and again there is also the argument “ pleasure, 

etc., are not modifications of soul, because they are perceived 

[as reflected] in soul, as paleness, etc., are perceived [as re- 
flected] in soul.” 5 So too the mind perceives the idea of self, 
by being identical with its cause [egoism]; and consequently, 

as the mind itself is dissolved during sound sleep, we have in 

sound sleep no self-consciousness. Moreover, these apparent 

qualities of mind [६.८. joy, knowledge, etc.] are really what 

1 This answers the difficulty suggested supra. 
2 In p. 69, 1. 6, I read with the Sansk. Coll. MS. santu dimdnah for sattdimdnah. 

2 The Sansk. Coll. MS. and the Oxford MS. read in p. 69, 1.12, ° करशसंबन्धस्य. 

५ ६.५. joy, knowledge, etc., really reside in and constitute the internal organ, but 
are only reflected in soul. In p. 72 (Cale. ed.) they are called buddher vikdrdh. 

5 This refers to such expressions as “I am pale, etc.,” where the quality 
which really belongs to the body is reflected on the soul and applied to it. Cf. 
supra, p. 3. 
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constitute mind, just as the so-called limitations of time! are 
really what constitute time itself. This short discussion will 

suffice for our purpose here. 

He next proceeds to discuss how the soul becomes Brahman. 

This 25 produced through the absolute abolition of the individual’s 

understanding® by undeviating faith. (96). 

It is said [in the Git (viii. 22) ], 

“He is that supreme spirit, O son of Prith4, who is to be 

attained by undeviating faith, in whom all beings reside and 

by whom all this world was spread out.” And so also [in the 

Nrisimha-purana |, ̂ Wherefore is not an effort made for libera- 

tion into the ancient spirit, who is to be attained only by faith?” 

Therefore Liberation is the attainment of the joy of Brahman, 

when the individual understanding is entirely abolished by the 
highest faith,—this is the true meaning. And therefore its 

definition is in fact declared to be the attainment of that joy of 

Brahman unaccompanied by the antecedent non-existence of the 

abolition of the individual understanding.’ (Here we consider 

the ‘understanding’ (buddhi) as the disguiser of the individual 

soul [and not really belonging to it], since we only accept 

the understanding as belonging to God‘ [all creation being 
produced by his May4].) 

If you rejoin, that “by this last view of yours the attainment 

1 The Ny&ya holds that although time is in itself only one, it is called by the 
names moment, day, month, etc., past, present and future, through different limitations 
or accidental conditions (upddhi). Thus that time is called ‘past’ which is the 
counter-entity of a present ‘emergent non-existence,’ as the past day; that time is 
called ‘future’ which is the counter-entity of a present ‘antecedent non-existence,’ 
as the following day; that time is called ‘present’ which is at once the counter- 
entity of a past ‘ antecedent non-existence’ and of a coming ‘emergent non-existence.’ 

2 Sc. buddhi.—In Aph. 96 I read with Sansk. Coll. MS. tadbuddhilaydt for 
tadbuddhir buddhildydt. 

3 In p. 70, 1. 4, I read with the Sansk. Coll. MS. prdgabhdvdsahavritti. If we 
read with the printed text sahavrittt, I suppose it must mean that the soul really 
existed in Brahman, even before the understanding (duddht) associated with it was 
abolished,—although of course it was not conscious of it through the delusion pro- 
duced by that association. 

« I follow the Sansk. Coll. MS. in reading line 7 of p. 70 here, after suchitam. 
It is separated from its context as given in the printed text. 
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of the joy of Brahman would no longer be an end for man, as’ 
it is not really a future thing to be attained, but one already 

possessed and settled [the soul being even now identical with 
Brahman | ;”—we reply that it is still an object for man to 

pursue, as it also admits of being determined by a special 

relation to himself, just as a village may be [for although 

the village already exists and is not to be produced by our 

will, we can still produce by our efforts a direct relation 

between us and it as proprietors and property]. Otherwise 

(if you absolutely denied that what is thus determined by 

something else can be an object for man, even though from 

another point of view it is not fixed,] it would follow that 
even happiness itself could not be an object for man. For we 

cognise it as the thing ‘happiness’ (sukha) determined by the 

general idea of happiness (sukhatwa) which inheres in it, and 

this general idea [like all jdtis] is eternal and therefore fixed ; 

and therefore our wishes and volitions would have no power to 

pursue it, as these [unlike the power of cognition] cannot 

separate the determined from the determinant.! Therefore we 
maintain that wish and volition, under the colour of that part 
of the object which is unfixed, pursue also that which is fixed, 
both being to them inseparably united.? If you say that the 

knowledge that the object is not to be attained by our volition 

will always act as a restraint,—we reply that there is no incon- 
gruity in supposing that a violent passion may lead irresistibly 

to action by overshadowing the idea that the desired end is 

1 The Hindus hold that on the contact of the organ of sense with an object, as ¢.g. 
a jar, there arises the idea of a jar and also the idea of the nature, ४.८. eldos, of jar 
(both being equally objects of perception) but the two ideas are distinct,—this is 
nirvikalpaka. Subsequently the mind combines them into one idea, ‘a jar possessing 
the species or nature of jar,’ and this is savikalpaka. We are however not conscious 
of the first step,—it is only recognised as necessary from an analysis of the subse- 
quent compound idea. Swapneswara maintains that ‘wish’ and ‘volition’ have not 
this double mode of exercise which the power of cognition has; they can only act as 
sa-vikalpake and seize the desired object together with its species, ४.९. they cannot 
separate the non-eternal individual pleasure from the eternal and fixed species or 
general idea residing in it. 

2 In p. 70, 1. 10, read with the Oxford and Sanskrit Coll. MSS. fag sateterdt- 
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not wholly attainable by our volition,—just as in the parallel 

case of the hawk-sacrifice,! where anger overshadows the know- 

ledge in the sacrificer’s mind that it will be accompanied by a 

predominant undesirable result? [7.e. hell]. 

Moreover it is said in an Agama, “Joy is the essential 

character of Brahman, and that becomes present in liberation,”’ 

and this very text proves that the attaining of such a state is 
an object to be striven for. 

“ But even if this supreme faith be established,—just as the 
pre-existing merit and demerit which produce the necessity of 

living in the present life can only be abolished by experiencing 

these effects, so too the other forms of merit and demerit can 

be similarly cancelled only by experience; and hence there can 

be no such thing as final liberation after all.”’ To this objection 
he replies, 

So long as life lasts in the one case; but the others will be cancelled 

Jrom the absence of any place for them to abide in. (97). 

When this devotion to the supreme soul is produced, the 

words of the Chhandogya Upanishad come true,’ (vi. 14), 

“So long it [bodily existence] remains to him, until he shall 

be liberated [from merit or demerit]; then he shall attain to 

the end.” | 

And so too in the Vishnu Purana (I. 11. 20), 

“What has he to do with merit, wealth or desire? Libera- 

tion is placed in his grasp, who has firm faith in thee, the root 
of all worlds.” | 
By ‘life’ is meant the merit which operates to produce life 

in this present birth; this, so long as it lasts, hinders liberation 

even though the highest faith exists,—so long the devotee only 
attains yivan-mukti.4 But since, when the merit which produces 

1 « Let him who desires to kill his enemy by incantation offer the hawk-sacrifice.”’ 
—Shadviméga Br. iii. 8. 2 Cf. Kusum4njali, v. 13. 

ॐ Compare the similar argument in S’ankara’s Commentary on this passage of the 
Upanishad. 

« “The third kind of liberation is effectual in lifetime (jévan-mukti) and enables 
he possessor of it to perform supernatural actions; as evocation of shades of progeni- 
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life is'cancelled, the understanding also entirely ceases, the ‘other’ 
merits and demerits will also be ^ cancelled,’ ६.९. will not produce 

experience,! from the absence of any place for this to abide in.’ 
Hence it does not follow, as you supposed, that there can be no 
such thing as final liberation,—since even the understanding it- 

self acts negatively as one of its causes, by the very fact that it 

can be so changed [7.e. can be cancelled, and therefore cease to 

hinder the desired issue]. Nor need we suppose that these 

other merits and demerits will in this view cease altogether 

to be causes; because a cause does not altogether cease to be 

a cause, because its necessary concurrent is not present.$ 

[An objector might however say that “merit and demerit 
(which constitute fate or adrishta) might be thus cancelled, 

if they resided in the intellect of the person to whom they 

belong; but you hold that they reside in the intellect of the 

Supreme Lord, for you declared in your Commentary on the 

91st Aphorism that our rewards and punishments came from 
Brahman’s being pleased or displeased; and therefore, as re- 

siding in Him, they cannot be thus cancelled.” We reply, | 

This adrishta which resides in the mind of the Supreme Lord 

in the form of his pleasure or displeasure can be cancelled 

by the effect of time or by the occurrence of a mundane 
catastrophe, just as the effects of the several parts of a 

sacrifice, which are being accumulated towards the aggre- 

gated total, may be cancelled by the failure of one part, and 
thus fail to produce the general effect.* The transference of 

tors, etc., translation of himself into other bodies called into existence by the mere 
force of his will, etc.’’»— Colebrooke, Essays, vol. i. p. 399. 

‘In p. 71, line 4, read with the Sanskrit Coll. MS. मोगासखदस्याभावाडानि- 
मोगाभाव एवेति . The printed text seems to me meaningless. 

2 Buddhi being the site of all phenomenal consciousness. 
ॐ 8.८, the gunpowder still retains its power of causing an explosion, though without 

the concurrence of a spark it will not actually exercise it. 
५ The new-moon and full-moon sacrifices consist of six parts, as the offering to 

Agni, etc.; each of these parts produces its own partial adrishta; but the general 
adrishta is only produced by the united effect of all. Ifa sacrificer had completed 
five of these partial offerings and died before the completion of the sixth, the general 
effect would be lost. 
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all the result of our actions to the Supreme Being [which our 

theory so earnestly inculcates] directly abolishes the tendency 
of these ‘hindering’ actions to produce bondage. The fire of 

knowledge only destroys the influence of our actions indirectly 

[by leading to faith; but not directly, as Sankara’s followers 

would inculcate }. 

Their mundane existence arises from want of faith, not from igno- 

rance, since this ts not established to be a ८८८७९. (98). 

“Ts the mundane existence of the individual soul considered 

to be caused by ignorance, or is it caused by want of faith P”’ 
The Aphorism proceeds to answer this question.—A_ temporary 

heaven,—liberation while still alive,—and absolute liberation, 

—these are the three paths; liberation while still alive implies 

` the possession of the highest faith; but the want thereof in- 

volves a mundane course from birth to birth. This mundane 

existence arises from the absence of the desire of faith; when 

faith is produced, it ceases; and thus has it been said by the 

great sages ; 

“So long are there pain and this desire, so long infatuation 

and sorrow, while the soul does not fly for refuge to thee, the 

deliverer from all sin” (Vishnu Purana, I. ix. 72). 

The creation is caused by ignorance of the truth; by know- 

ledge we hold that creation is abolished ; when the causes vanish 

which produce the snake and the rope, these effects likewise 

cease to exist. The succession of births, the dreadful scourgings 

of Yama’s attendants, the various sufferings, and the sight of 

the Son of the Sun (Yama),—these are the mirage of the wave 
of the creature’s egoism and personality ;—the effect of turning 

away from the lotus of Krishna’s feet. 

They have three eyes, like Rudra, divided as revealed speech, a sign, 

and sense-perception. (99). 

‘They,’ ४.९. embodied souls, have ^ three eyes,’ ६.९. three means 

1 The Sansk. Coll. MS. reads abhakteh and kdranatwdsiddheh, but both are rather 
glosses than the true reading. 

2 For तु GT the Bombay edition of the Vishnu P. reads तथा. 
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or ‘proofs’ for attaining certain knowledge of things. Although 

they do not differ as to being certain, they are three as being 
three different instruments. Thus ‘speech’ [i.e. Revelation | 

produces verbal certainty, being in the form of certain words 

and their meanings which are congruous and understood. 
Revelation is here mentioned. first [and not, as 18 usual, sense- 

perception,] in order to declare its pre-eminent efficiency as 

a means for producing supernatural faith. So again the 

knowledge of ‘a sign’ [or middle term] which abides in the 

minor term and is invariably accompanied by a known major 

term, is the cause of inferential certainty; and in our school 

we should not dispute the definition, if [instead of the words 

‘the knowledge of a sign which abides in the minor term, 

etc.,’] it ran ‘the sign when recognised as abiding, etc.,’ for 

we hold that an effect always exists in its cause! Again, the 

senses when in contact with their objects are the causes of 

certain perceptive knowledge; and these are six, the organs of 

smell, taste, sight, touch, hearing, and the mind [or the percep- 

tive power]; and these, by their connexion with their objects, 

having overpowered the darkness of ignorance which had 

enveloped the internal organ,? produce an evolution of it 
as influenced by the quality of goodness, so that it forthwith 

assumes the form of the object as illumined by the light of the 

Brahma-soul. Hence it is said in the Git& (xiv. 11), 

“ Light arises in this body through all its avenues.”’ 

But when we say that joy, sorrow, etc., are also per- 

ceived [as well as external objects], and speak of them as 
modifications of the understanding? which is associated with 

the individual soul,—it must be remembered that these 

\ If we said that ‘a sign, when recognised as abiding in the minor term, etc., is the 
cause of an inference,’ it might be objected that in this case no inference could be 
drawn if the sign were past or future at the time of inferring (see Bhdshdpari- 
chchheda, &1. 66). He replies that in his view (as in that of the Sankhyas) an effect 
is always existing in its cause, and therefore the sign will still be equally present, 
though latent. 

> Compare with this my note, suprd, p. 100. 3 Buddhi. 
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are made manifest by the soul’s own immediate light; and 

we have no need to assume the process of an evolution of 

the quality of goodness in the understanding to account for 

their being perceived,—since it would be uselessly cumbrous. 

These in truth are to be illumined by the witness Soul directly. 

There are therefore only three proofs, revealed speech, in- 

ference, and sense-perception, like the three organs of sight in 

Rudra, neither more nor less,—and like them they imply an 

identity with the moon, the sun, and fire The supposed proof 

called Comparison is only useful for comprehending the direct 

meaning of a word; and this is effected by the mind with the 

assistance of the ‘analogous’? form of inference, starting from 

the recognised fact that a well-known word is applied to the 

same object to which the unknown word is applied [as in the 

stock instance that ‘a bos gaveus means an animal like a cow,’ | 

just as we determine by analogy the metaphorical meanings of 

the words and phrases of poetry.* ‘Comparison’ is therefore 
included in the three above-mentioned proofs and is not required 

as a separate one. We do not extend this discussion on the 

different proofs any further here, as it has been fully discussed 

by us in the ‘Touchstone of the first principles of the Nydya,’ 

and in the ‘Touchstone of the first principles of the Veddnta.’5 

1 S‘iva’s right eye is the sun, his left is the moon, and his third eye in the centre 

of his forehead is fire. I suppose that the sun properly stands for revelation as 
being the brightest, the moon for inference (from its connexion with paksha as ‘the 
lunar fortnight’ and ‘the minor term,’) and the five fires for the five senses. In 
the text, however, the moon is put first in the compound (according to the rule 
abhyarhitam cha) as being the monarch of the stars, planets, and brahmans, see 
Vishnu Pur. J. xxii. 

2 For the sdmdnyato drishta form of inference see Nyfya Stitras, i. 5,—it is where 
the inference is drawn from generic qualities, the specific ones being unnoticed, as ‘it 
is a substance because it has the nature of earth.’ The ‘sign’ is not here the cause 

` or the effect, as in the purvavat or seshavat form. 
8 This is contrary to the Nyfya as well as the Vedanta, both of which accept 

Comparison («pamdna) 88 a proof. Cf. my notes to the Kusum4njali, translation, iii 
sections 10-12. 

५ Or this might mean, ‘‘ just as we determine the meaning of the word ‘section 
as applied to poetry.” 

5 I know nothing of these two works; neither is mentioned in Dr. Hall’s Biblio- 
graphical Index. 
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The ‘intellect’! [or ‘understanding’] associated with the 

individual soul is the same as the ‘mind’;? this faculty possesses 

the power of contraction and expansion; and in this way we 

account for the simultaneousness and non-simultaneousness of 

perceptions.’ 

Since the intellects thus associated with the individual souls 

sprang from the egoism of Yéwara [or Brahm4], the idea of 
‘I’ is grasped directly [without any action of the perceptive 

faculty or any evolution of the intellect itself] as residing 

in the intellect, just like pain, pleasure, etc.° 

Again, since the subtil elements, the gross elements, the organs 
of sensation and action, etc., were produced by the intellect of 

Yéwara, all this [external world] is to be known by Féwara’s 
intellect,?-—it can therefore be grasped by the soul and by its 

associated senses.? 

1 Here follows a digression on ‘ perception.’ 
2 The S4ankhya considers ‘ intellect,’ ‘egoism,’ and ‘mind’ as quite distinct from 

each other; the Vedanta holds that the internal organ has a fourfold division from 
its different modifications. Thus understanding or intellect (Suddht) is that modifica- 
tion of the internal organ which consists in assurance; mind (manas), that which 

consists in resolution or irresolution ; thought (chitta), that which consists in investi- 
gation; and egoism (ahamkara), that which consists in self-consciousness. See 
Vedanta-sfra, p. 8. 

$ According to the Sankhya two or more perceptions may be simultaneous, as the 
smelling, seeing and touching of a flower,—according to the Ny&ya they are success- 
ive, as the mind, being atomic, can only receive one sensation at a time,—the apparent 
simultaneousness is only caused by very rapid succession, like the apparent circle of 
light caused by a rapidly whirled torch. Our author maintains that the mind, 
which he here identifies with the intellect (uddhi), is not atomic but susceptible of 
expansion and of contraction, and when it is thus expanded it can receive several 
sensations at the same time, when contracted it can only receive one. 

4 Cf. suprd, p. 100 and p. 109. 
5 The Sankhya and Vedénta hold that pain, pleasure, etc., are qualities which 

reside in the intellect but are reflected upon soul, and so wrongly attributed to it; the 
Ny&ya of course calls them qualities of soul. 

° The pandit quotes a niyama or principle, Tare बुद्धा क्रियते तत् तस्य बुद्धि- 

aa भवत्येव . 
7 This passage is very obscure. I can only suppose that it means that our in- 

tellects having sprung from Iswara’s egoism, must be capable of being connected 
with the external world which was produced by his intellect (see p. 91). The process 
by which it is known is that before described; the senses remove the darkness, and 
our intellect, being evolved so as to assume the shape of the object, is then illumined 
by the soul’s light. (The subtil elements are only perceptible to yogins.) 
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The five gross elements, the five subtil elements, the eleven 

organs [of sense and action], egoism, intellect, Nature, the 

soul and the Supreme Lord—these form the aggregate of the 

twenty-six first principles. 

Manifestation! and disappearance are changes [of the existing], 

Srom the connexion with the result of the action expressed by 

the verb. (100). 

The author proceeds to discuss a mundane creation and de- 

struction, as being collaterally related to the subject. Now 

creation is defined as a ‘manifestation,’ ४.९. the competency of 

an already existing thing to produce its effects; while ‘disap- 

pearance’ is its incompetency to produce them; thus too, in- 

crease, decrease, etc., will similarly be only changes of the 

already existing. How so? Because in such phrases as ‘he 
makes a pot,’ ‘he destroys a pot,’ etc., we have a relation speci- 

fied between the object and the result implied by the meaning 

of the root; and this relation can only take place in that which 

is, not in that which is not, as has been said in the Gité (ii. 16), 

“Existence cannot belong to that which is not, nor non-exist- 

ence to that which is.” 

So too by such phrases as ‘it exists,’ ‘it is destroyed,’ etc., we 

similarly understand that the subject is the site of the action 
implied by the root; but this power to be a site can only belong 
to that which is. 

Now ‘manifestation’ [or creation | means the being connected 
with the initial moment [from which the subsequent series of 

events dates], or, as it may be more accurately defined, it is the 

being a counter-entity to destruction ;—since our former defini- 

tion was not strictly correct, as it is impossible to point out a 

really initial moment [as the sequence of creations and sons 

is eternal]. But you have no right to say that, as every 

manifestation must have had its manifestation, we must 

1 For विस्तरो भावा read with all the Mss. शआ्आविस्िरोभावा. 
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plead guilty to the faults of an ‘ad infinitum regression’ or 
‘cumbrousness’; for the union of all the pot’s antecedents (as 

the clay, the wheel, etc.) is really the manifestation of the pot’s 

manifestation; and if you hesitate to grant our definition, © 
your objections will apply with equal force to your own 

hypothesis of ‘production,’ since here too you will have to 

concede a similar unending succession of previous productions.! 

And thus we may define the ‘antecedent non-existence’ of a 

pot as the succession of continued previous manifestations and 

disappearances, while ‘destruction’ [or ‘emergent non-exist- 

ence’] will be its ‘disappearance’; and this destruction will be 
sometimes absolute, as in the case of the deceased Devadatta’s 

body or of the intellects of those souls which have attained 

1 [ give a translation of my pandit friend’s clear note on this hard passage. 
‘An opponent might thus argue: ‘‘ But if you accept the idea of ‘ manifestation’ 

and reject that of ‘production,’ is your ‘manifestation’ itself continuous or occa- 
sional? If it is continuous, why should it not be eternal? If it is occasional, then 
the manifestation of this said manifestation will be either continuous or occasional. 
But if it is continuous, you will again have to concede that it is eternal; or if it is 
occasional, you will have again to allow a manifestation of this occasional manifesta- 
tion, and so on. Thus you will be involved in the fault of an ‘ad infinitum re- 
gression.’ Or on the other hand, if, in order to avoid this fault, you allow that the 
second or third manifestation was produced, not manifested, you will be involved in 
the fault of ^ cumbrousness,’ because if the idea of production is to be conceded at 
all, it might as well be allowed at the very first step.” 
‘We however reply : 
५५५ ए 6 grant that if we accepted the idea that a pot’s manifestation was itself mani- 

fested, and then went on to concede a further manifestation of this second manifesta- 
tion, we should be involved in one of the two faults you allege; but we do not concede 
this. We hold indeed that the pot is manifested, not produced; but we do not allow 
a second separate manifestation of this manifestation,—we maintain that this mani- 
festation of the manifestation is only another expression for the sum total of the causes 
which are said, in your phraseology, to produce the effect, the pot; as wherever this 
sum total is found, there the manifestation takes place. This explanation removes 
all fear of an ‘ ad infinitum regression,’ as there is no continued succession of supposed 
manifestations. 

‘<¢Nor, again, is your own hypothesis of production a whit more free from the same 
charge. For we may in turn ask you whether this ‘ production’ of yours is con- 
tinuous or occasional, If it is continuous, then why is it not eternal? if it is occa- 

sional, we ask.whether there is a production of this production or not? and so on, 
thus involving either an ad infinitum regression, or the fault of ‘cumbrousness.’ And 
you will similarly have to assume, as we did, that the production of the first pro- 
duction is not something separate but is only another expression for the sum total of 
the causes, as in our case.”’’ 
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liberation. But the so-called ‘mutual non-existence’ and ‘abso- 

lute non-existence’ are not really distinct forms of non-exist- 

ence, since the former is only the possessing mutually exclusive 

properties, and the other is only the same as the thing’s site 

[४.८. the absence of the pot really means only the spot of ground 

where it should have been but is not]. Otherwise, we should 

have to accept another absence in the first absence and so on 

ad infinitum) 

But in a ‘mundane destruction’ (pralaya) we have only the 

absence of any developments other than that particular one 

called a mundane destruction. But there is no difficulty in 

this hypothesis with regard to the arising of subsequent crea- 

tions, since the latent influences produced by past acts [which 

are to germinate into future merit and demerit, and determine 

subsequent births] remain permanent in a very subtil form 

and are not destroyed. 

Thus closes our threefold investigation into the doctrine of 

Faith. 

May Krishna’s brightness, set off by the Kaustubha gem, 

abide in your hearts, as he was seen clothed in yellow garments, 

himself dark blue like a cloud, with his long eyes like a lotus 

petal, holding the pipe, and adorned with the dust of the cows.’ 

1 My pandit friend thus explains this passage: “ Mutual non-existence is not some- 
thing distinct, but only the possession of mutually exclusive properties. Thus ‘a pot 
is not cloth,’ ‘cloth is not a pot ;’ we have here an example of mutual non-existence. 
Now the pot has those qualities constituting pot-hood (ghatatwa) which are contrary 
to those which exist in cloth, and similarly cloth has those qualities constituting 
cloth-hood (patatwa) which are contrary to those which exist in a pot.—So too 
‘absolute non-existence’ [as in the phrase ‘a pot is not there’] is not something 
distinct, but is really the same as the ground where the pot is not, ४.९. the absence of 
the pot is recognised in the ground [this is the Mim&ams4 doctrine, see Siddh4nta- 
muktavali, p. 9]. This has been accepted in order to avoid the necessity of allowing 
an infinite succession of absences. For as we must allow that there is no pot in the 
absence of a pot, we must perforce concede that there is the pot’s absence in this afore- 
said absence; and if this second absence be something existing by itself, a third absence 
of the pot will similarly have to be conceded as existing in it, and so on ad infinitum. 
Hence we maintain that the absence of a pot is not something existing by itself, but 
simply the spot of ground where we expected to find it and it was not there.” 

2 In 1. 3 the MSS. have parimanditam. 
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There was in the bracelet of Bengal (Gauda), sprung from a 

renowned world-jewel,! a leader of the wise, named Visarada, 

who held the post of monarch over all the rulers of the earth ; 

from him sprang Jaleswara, chief of the learned, and general of 

kings; by Swapnesga his offspring, was this investigation into 

the doctrine of Faith composed. 

Here ends the second daily portion of the third chapter of 

the Commentary on the Hundred Aphorisms of Sandilya, com- 

posed by the most learned Swapneswara, and with it ends the 

chapter and the book 

1 Cf. the lines, 
In earth’s dark circlet once the precious gem 
Of living light, 0 fall’n Jerusalem.- 
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